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CONTBIBUHONS 
TO 
THE; THEORY OF ENTIRE AND ME'ROMORPHIC FUNCTIONS 
P R E F A C E 
The present thesis enti t led "Contributions to the theory 
of Entire and Meromorphic functions", embodies research work 
carried out by me at th is university during the period 1966 
to 1970 under the supervision of Dr. Shankar Hari Dwivedi, at 
present v is i t ing professor in Oklahoma university, U.&A,, and 
l a t e r on under Prof. M, A. Kazim, Head, Department of Mathematics 
and S t a t i s t i c s , Aligarh Muslim University, Aligarh. I started 
the research work under Dr. Shankar Hari Dwlvedi and had done 
most of the work with him, but I could get admission as a 
research scholar only in December, 1967, and had to clear M.Phil. 
411 these things delayed i t s submission. 
The thesis consists of eight chapters in a l l . Chapter I 
i s mainly a general introduction consisting of a brief h is tor ica l 
background of the subject. 
Chapter I I i s devoted to the study of the mean values of an 
ent i re function represented by Tayior series. F i r s t ly , we have 
found some properties of geometric means of an entire function 
and, secondly, have investigated the behaviour of the means 
M&(r) and m^  ^(r) in relat ion to growth, and also expressed the 
order p and lower order ?> , in terms of [Mg(r,f); M g ( r , f ^ ) j 
and {m& k<r,f) ; mg k <r , f < m ) ) J . Some material of th is chapter 
appears as a paper entit led " On the Means of an Entire function 
and i t s Derivatives1 ' , published in Rev. de la Faculte des 
Sciences de 1» Univ. d' Istanbul Ser A 33 (1968), 63 - 67. 
( I I ) 
Chapter I I I deals with the mean values of an e n t i r e 
function represented by a Di r ich le t series* Theorem 3,1 
gene ra l i s e s a r e s u l t of Juneja C313. Our Theorem 3.4 i s not 
only more general than the theorem of Juneja and Awasthi C32}, 
but has a proof d i f fe ren t from t h e i r s as well as shorter and 
more widely appl icable . Theorem 3.8 includes a theorem of 
Ja in C37] which in turn Includes a theorem of Juneja and a lso 
a theorem of Gupta |]313. The method of proof of our r e s u l t s 
i s qu i te d i f ferent technica l ly from t h a t of Jain C i b i d l» W e 
have a lso established cer ta in r e l a t i o n s h i p s between two or 
more e n t i r e functions represented by Di r i ch le t s e r i e s . The 
l a s t theorem of t h i s chapter supplies some information 
regarding the comparative growth of mean values. A portion of 
t h i s chapter wi l l appear in The Aligarh Bullet in of Mathematics 
Vol. I as a paper en t i t l ed " On the mean values of an Eht i re 
function represented by a Di r i ch le t se r i e s " • 
In Chapter IV, we have defined a new mean value of an 
e n t i r e function of two or more complex va r i ab les and then 
studied the comparative growth of t h i s mean value r e l a t i v e to 
ce r t a in auxi l i a ry functions. For s impl ic i ty , we have consi-
dered only two va r i ab l e s , though our considerat ions can be 
extended to the case of several complex va r i ab l e s . A portion 
of t h i s chapter has been accepted for publicat ion in •• Riv.Mat. 
Univ. Parma11 as a paper en t i t l ed " On the mean values of an 
e n t i r e function of several complex va r i ab les ". 
(Ill) 
In chapter V, we have obtained some growth relat ions of 
en t i re functions. Our theorem 5.3 includes the well known 
re su l t s of Shah D'2],D'8'3, Shah and Khanna {85]] and Clunie Q.63. 
We have also obtained a theorem concerning the proximate order B 
of an entire function. In Theorem 5.5, we have extended a 
resu l t of Mandelbrojt and Gergen (56] to lower order in a 
horizontal s t r ip , again, our method of proof i s entirely 
different from those of-Rahman £603, Q5f]f Srivastava [953 and 
Sunyer i Balaguer £tOll» 
& portion of th i s chapter has been published in ^ev.de l a 
Faculte des Sciences de 1* Univ. d* Istanbul Ser k 33 (1968), 
as a paper enti t led MA theorem on proximate order B of an 
ent i re function M , while another portion has been communicated 
for publication in revised form in Tohoku Math.J. under the 
t i t l e " A theorem on ent i re function of Inf ini te order " • 
The object of chapter VI i s to study the relationship of 
growth of an entire function f( z ) with the ra te of growth of 
I/n ~ 
^ ( f ) . Our theorems 6.1 and 6.2 extend the resu l t of Varga 
007J to lower order ?> • In Theorem 6.3, we consider the growth 
of l£ n ( f ) in case f(x) has an analytic extension f( z ) which i s 
an ent i re function of irregular growth. In Theorem 6.4, we obtain 
1/n 
a relationship of t^ with the ra te of growth of \ ( f ) . The 
l a s t theorem supplies information on how the k h proximate type 
Tfc i s related to the ra te of growth of E: ( f ) . 
In Chapter VII, we have studied the relat ions among entire 
functions of f in i te non-zero orders and types and relat ions among 
(IV) 
the coef f i c ien t s in the Taylor expansion of an e n t i r e 
function of several complex va r i ab l e s . Our Theorem 7.5 
extends a r e s u l t of S.K. Singh {89j to two complex v a r i a b l e s . 
The case of a rb i t r a ry f i n i t e number of va r i ab le s can be 
examined in the same way. A port ion of t h i s chapter appears 
a s a paper en t i t l ed •' On the order and type of e n t i r e 
funct ions of several complex va r i ab l e s " in Riv. Mat. Univ. 
Parma (s) 10 (1969), 1-11. 
The l a s t chapter of the t h e s i s i s devoted to the study 
of the r a t e of growth of Ahlfors-Shlmizu c h a r a c t e r i s t i c 
function TQ(r) of a meromorphic function f (z) and the area 
function S(r) of the image of the disc 1z1 < r on the 
Riemann sphere under the mapping f ( z ) . Our Theorem 8.1 extends 
the resu l t s of S.K. Singh £903. We have used for t h i s purpose 
the general kind of comparison function which on spec ia l iza t ion 
g ives the r e s u l t s of S.K, Singh [ibid^. Towards the end of 
t h i s chapter , we have established a r e s u l t on simultaneous 
convergence and divergence of two i n t e g r a l s involving TQ(r) 
and S ( r ) , r espec t ive ly . The r e s u l t s of t h i s chapter , as also, 
most of the r e s u l t s of a l l the previous chapters , have been 
submitted for publ icat ion. 
A vivid p i c t u r e of how the t h e s i s grows, can be had by 
looking in to the table of contents . We have also supplied 
shor t in t roduct ions to each chapter to meet the requirements 
of Clause VIII of Chapter XX? of Academic Ordinances. Every 
chapter i s followed by re levan t references with a comprehensive 
CD 
bibliography a t the end of the t h e s i s . The no ta t ions used 
throughout a re standard and customary. 
I t i s my pleasant duty to express my deep sense of 
g r a t i t u d e to Prof. M. A.Kazim, who granted me admission as a 
bonafide research scholar in t h i s department. He was a lso 
kind enough to award me a un ive r s i ty fellowship since September 
1969. Moreover, Prof. M. A»Kazim has "been constant ly encouraging 
me and has looked thoroughly into the whole of my t h e s i s . 
Dr. Shankar Hari Dwivedl has been a grea t source of 
i n sp i r a t i on and a p i l l a r of support to me throughout my research 
work. He gave helpful suggestions and const ruct ive c r i t i c i sms 
on my work even af ter he l e f t for Oklahoma Univers i ty , U. S. A. 
I am grea t ly indebted to him for h i s generous kindness . 
I must add that t h i s work could not have been possible but 
for my parents who continued to support me f inanc ia l ly during 
the three and half years of my research work. I t i s the i r pat ience 
and boundless affection which enabled me to complete t h i s 
research programme. My fr iends have a lso been a source of 
s t rength and encouragement to me. Dr. Niran^an Singh of the 
Kurukshetra Univers i ty ,has been p a r t i c u l a r l y kind . I h e a r t i l y 
thank him and a l l o the r s . 
I am grateful to the Libra r ian , Mathematics Seminar, for 
h i s most helpful a t t i t u d e and to Mr. Mukhtar Nabi Khan for h i s 
careful and excel lent typing of t h i s t h e s i s . 
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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
1.1 ORIGIN. The general theory of en t i re functions 
( I n t e g r a l funct ions) , the functions which are regular through-
o u t the f i n i t e par t of the complex plane, s t a r t s with the work 
o f Weierstrass D-09] 1876 . Weierstrass [109] extended 
t h e fundamental theorem concerning the fac tor iza t ion of a 
polynomial to cover the case of such functions. He further 
pointed out the following t 
* Thp range nf t h P values taken bv a non-constant en t i re 
function i s everywhere dense in the plane !f(z) » < °° *. 
I t was t h i s r e s u l t which was subsequently developed in 
1879 by Picard, known as c l a s s i ca l theorem of Picard [5s0« The 
e a r l i e s t work in t h i s direct ion was due to Borel \}o\ and 
subsequent introduction of new methods has thrown much l i g h t 
on obscure points in the theory of analyt ic functions. 
1.2 THE CONSTRUCTION OF JIN ENTIRE FUNCTION WITH GIVEN ZEROS. 
An important contribution of Weierstrass in the study of 
e n t i r e functions, i s the following: 
' I £ z ^ . . . . z n . . b , e any sequence of numbers whose only 
l im i t i ng point i s a t i n f i n i t y , i t i s possible to construct an 
e n t i r e function which vanishes at each of these points and 
Q.PWhere. e l as *. 
The construction involves the use of Weierstrass1 s primary 
f a c t o r s : 
«• 2 «• 
u 2 uP 
E(u,o) = 1-u, E(u,p) = <1-u)exp(u + — + . . . + ~ ) , 
(p = 1 , 2 , . . . . ) • • • • (1 .2 .1) 
Each primary factor vanishes when u = 1, but the behaviour 
of E(u.p) as u approaches zero depend on p. For u < -1 , k > 1, 
k 
we get 
I log B(u,p) I < — u P + 1 . . . . . (1 .2.2) 
k-1 
I t i s t h i s inequal i ty which determines the convergence of 
a product of primary fac to r s . 
Let us suppose that the sequence of zeros {z^ of f (z ) be 
arranged in the order of non-decreasing sequence of t h e i r moduli, 
mul t ip le zeros being repeated in the set according to the i r 
o rde r s . Then, since 'z^l = r n increases inde f in i t e ly with n , 
we can always find a sequence of pos i t ive in tegers [p^ such 
t h a t the ser ies 
oo
 p 




converges for a l l values of r . 
L e t
 03 
f ( z ) = TT E( — . p « ) . . . . (1.2.4) 
n=l zn » n"1 
Where p^ i s chosen feo tha t the se r ies (1 .2 .3) i s convergent 
for a l l values of r . This determination of f(z) in t h i s way i s 
no t unique because of a wide choice of *pn$ . This d i f f i c u l t y 
was overcome by the introduction of canonical product. 
- 3 -
l e t 
oo 
f ( z ) = If B ( — ) . . . . (1 .2 .5) 
Where p i s the smallest integer for which the se r i e s 
2 ( r ) i s convergent, the product (1.2.5) i s cal led 
r n 
t h e Canonical product formed with the zeros of f (z) and p 
i s called i t s genus . 
However, t h i s i s suggested tha t i t i s poss ib le to f ac to r i ze 
any en t i r e function f(z) in the form 
f(z) = zm e g ( z ) P ( z ) , . . . . (1 .2 .6) 
where m i s a pos i t ive integer or zero, and g(z) i s an en t i r e 
funct ion. Such a f a c to r i z a t i on , however, i s not of much use , 
a s very l i t t l e i s knovrn about the function g(z ) . A more precise 
r e s u l t in t h i s d i rect ion r e l a t i n g to en t i re function of f i n i t e 
order has been obtained by Hadamard {223 i n 1893 . 
An ent i re function f i s said to be of f i n i t e order i f 
t he re i s a pos i t ive number A such tha t as 'z> = r -* a> 
f(z) = 0 (e2* ) . . . . . (1 .2 .7) 
The lower bound f of such number A i s cal led the ord^r of 
the function f ( z ) . We now s ta te Hadamard1 s fac tor iza t ion theorem, 
r
 l£_f(z) i s an en t i r e function of f i n i t e nrdgr f> w i& 
ii-fold aeros at toe, origin,, tiun. 
f (z) = zm e Q ( z ) . P(z) . . . . (1 .2.8) 
- 4 -
Hlie£e_Q(z) ^ a polynomial of degree q <f and 
P ( z ) I s thP Canonical nroduct of genus., p formed, wjt,h tfoe_ 
7,eros (o the r than z = o) a f f ( z ) (Chandrasekharan [.15] 
and Rajagopal [62] have given t h e d i f f e r e n t p roof s of t h i « r 
f a c t o r i z a t i o n theorem ) . 
The g r e a t e r of t he two i n t e g e r s p and q i s ca l l ed 
t h e gjEOJlS-of f ( z ) . 
1.3 THE GROWTH SCALE. 
To c h a r a c t e r i z e the growth of an e n t i r e funct ion f ( z ) 
we cons ider the maximum modulus of a funct ion f ( z ) def ined 
*M(r) = max I f ( z ) I . 
I z » = r 
I f f ( z ) i s not cons tan t M(r) grows more monotonica l ly 
a s r i n c r e a s e s . The r a t e of growth of t h i s funct ion i s an 
impor tan t c h a r a c t e r i s t i c of an e n t i r e func t ion . I t i s known 
[45] t h a t 
1
 For 3fl e n t i r e function, which i s no t a polynomial , 
ffitf mxJMim m.od.ulus M(r) grows f a s t e r than anv power of r « . 
The order p of an e n t i r e funct ion f ( z ) i s def ined as 
log log M(r) 
f = l im sup , (o <f> < oo). . . . ( 1 . 3 . 1 ) 
r-* °o log r 
Whit taker [110] in 1933, def ined t h e lower order of f ( z ) 
a s J 
^ log log M(r) 
l im i n f — , ( 0 <?| << oo). . . . ( 1 . 3 . 2 ) 
r -*w log r 
I f f = 7\ , we say t h a t f ( z ) i s of regul gr growth. 
-. 5 — 
For functions of a given order , a more p rec i se 
charac te r iza t ion of the growth of f<z) i s given by the 
numbers T and t , the tvp_e and the lower tvne respec t ive ly 
of f (z) defined as * 
T 
f = lim sup log M(rl ( 0 < f < oo) . . . (1 .3 .3) 
* r-00 inf
 Tt> 
The function f(z) i s said to be of maximal, mean or 
minimal type according as T = o o , 0 < T < a o or T = o 
respec t ive ly . 
The function f ( z ) i s said to be of very regular growth 
i f 
log M(P) log M(r) 
o < 1 < lira inf — r » < lim sup a < B < a> , 
r-» oo
 r
 r-* 00 ~ Yr 
nerfectly regular growth, if 
T a t ( O < T < 00). 
1.4 M17IMUM TERM 
Since f(z) i s regular in the f i n i t e z - plane 
00 
f(z) = 2* an zn . . . <1.4.1) 
n=o 
has i n f i n i t e radius of convergence. 
The maximum term /*(r) in the Taylor expansion i s defined 
/Kr) = / t ( r , f ) = max lan lrD . 
n >.o 
The rank V(r , f ) of the maximum term i s the value of n for 
which the maximum i s a t t a ined , Wr) i s a non-decreasing 
unbounded function of r and has only ordinary d i s c o n t i n u i t i e s . 
- 6 -
Valiron t106\ obtained the maximum term by construct ing 
a Newton's polygon and showed tha t two functions with the 
same polygon have the same /* (* ) and V<r). Choosing a 
su i tab le comparison function, he has found the following 
i n t e g r a l representat ion of log ^ - ( r ) ( \J06] , p. 31 ) , 
r )Ax) 
log/J-Cr) = log f^ ( r 0 ) + J ~ — dx . . . . (1.4.2) 
r o 
A well known property of e n t i r e functions of f i n i t e 
order i s tha t (fiosj , p. 32 - 33 ) . 
log yU-(r) ~ log M(r) ....(1.4.3) 
and 
log ir(r) loglog/*(r) 
limsup = limsup — -— » f . ... (1.4.4) 
r-* oo log r r -* °° log r 
In analogy with these r e s u l t s , Whittaker [110] has 
proved 
log v ( r ) log logM(r ) 
liminf = liminf = *• . . . < 1 . 4 . « ) 
r-* oo log r p •• oo log r 
In 1942, Shah [72] has obtained the following r e s u l t , 
xlL f (z) be of order
 f , o <(°< GO , then 
l o g A ( r ) . . l o g / ^ ( r ) 
l iminf _ - < 1 < 1 < limsup . . . < 1 . 4 . 6 ) 
r - oo v(T) e 7> r - oo v ( r ) 
In 1948, again Shah [77] proved 
•I? Ha-8"? 2l£l = c , then 
r - ooin r P a 
d < |
 e c < pT < c > ( i ) 
d £ f t < d d + log J ) < c . . . ( i i ) 
d 
. . . ( 1 . 4 . 7 ) 
- 7 -
Further in 1950, Shah [78] proved 
' ifnr every pq t 1 r f l function of i n f i n i t e order 
A log M(r) i 
Jtim inf = o . . . . (1 .4 .8) 
r - c» V(r) 
This r e s u l t was further generalised by Shah and Khanna 
\35] , C lun ic [ l6 ] , Rahman [56], and Ahmad \j& Our invest igat ion 
in t h i s d i rec t ion i s included in Chapter V. 
Shah and Singh [86] have constructed examples to exhibi t 
o ther p o s s i b i l i t i e s of the r e s u l t (1 .4 .5) in case when f 
i s zero. 
Further i n t e r e s t i ng cases are due to Shah ( [79] , L8?]^83] ) 
and Singh ( [91]
 t [9%J ) . 
1.5 DISTRIBUTION OF ZEROS. The inves t iga t ions of the 
zeros of an en t i r e function, the i r behaviour and proper t ies 
have *: enriched the general theory of en t i r e functions. Among 
the early r e s u l t s connecting the moduli of i t s zeros with the 
modulus of a function, we have one due to Jensen [29]. 
r
 i»frt f(z) fra. analytic for izi < R , suppose that f(0) 
i s not Tiftro, and 1st? r 1 ? r 2 , . . . , r n . . . be the mnflull of thp 
Kerns of f (z) in the C3.rgl.ft »zl < R , arranged as a nnn. 
4ecrfta3.tnK sftqwencft . Then, i£ rD < r < rn + 1 
l f ( o ) l r n 
log 
l> r2> #* • >rnJ 2ir 
2JT -fl 
! log l f ( r e l w ) l d0 . . . . (1.5.1) 
m r n(x) 
The l e f t hand side can also be writ ten as T —:— dx + 
o x log l f ( o ) ' , where n( r ) denotes the number of zeros of f(z) 
«* o *• 
for Izl < r . Next, we define the exponent of convergence 
of the zeros of f(z) as 
log n(r) 
limsup = r-j , 
r-» oo log r 
• °c 
t h e se r i e s S r being convergent for < > u and 
n 
divergent for < < f-j • 
I t was found that the order of an ent i re function i s 
never l e s s than the exponent of convergence of zeros (See \8] , 
p . 17 ) . Thus we have the following r e l a t ion among the order , 
the exponent of convergence, and genus of the set of zeros: 
<1 - 1 < P < ?\ <P 
in a l l cases. Examples, i l l u s t r a t i n g the various p o s s i b i l i t i e s 
have been constructed by Shah [7l] . 
Polya \53\ and V a l iron 5.04] establ ished a r e s u l t 
regarding the magnitude of n ( r ) , which was subsequently 
general ised by >Shah (7q] and i s as follows : 
1
 I £ f(z) has a t l e a s t one aero (but f(o) 4 o ) , then 
n( r ) log n ( r ) 
l iminf : - r
 x < l iminf = \ < f>A ' . 
r-*oo log MCr) r -Qo log r 1 1 
The number ^ i s sometimes cal led the lower order of 
zeros (or lower exponent convergencp of f (z ) ) and i s 
defined as 
log n( r ) 
l i m i n f —• = > 1 . 
r-»oo log r ' 
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1.6 GROWTH RELATIONS IN TERMS OF COEFFICIENTS. 
The e n t i r e funct ion f ( z ) i s r e g u l a r in the whole f i n i t e 
z - p l a n e and, t h e r e f o r e , i t can be expanded by Taylor S e r i e s , 
w i t h r a d i u s o f convergence equal to i n f i n i t y , as given by 
oo 
f ( z ) s 2 a
 z
n
 , . . . . ( 1 . 6 . 1 ) 
n=o 
where a D ' s a r e complex numbers. A sys temat ic study of the 
growth p r o p e r t i e s have been done by the he lp o f T aylor 
C o e f f i c i e n t s . In t h i s connection v/e may mention t h e fol lowing 
impor t an t r e s u l t by Borel 
1 
log 1 = l i m l n f ' % ' . . . . . ( 1 . 6 . 2 ) 
r n - $ n logn 
The p r i n c i p a l r e s u l t r e g a r d i n g the e n t i r e func t ions of 
r e g u l a r growth i s the following: 
'The n e c e s s a r y and s u f f i c i e n t condi t ion t h a t an e n t i r e 
function of QTZZVP is of regular growth is that there exists, 
a. i n c r e a s i n g Sequence, of pos i t ive , in t ege r s , [nh\ , s a t i s f y i n g 
tfre cQnd,itipqg » 
1 
l og nh . l o g T~ - , 
lint £11 = 1 , i i m ' \ l _ i 
h^oo log n h h-*oo "— - j . . . ( 1 . 6 . 3 ) 
h n h ^ g n h ? 
( Qo] and 17] ) . 
oo 
1
 An en t i re , func t ion f ( z ) = Y aR z n of ordpr /> 
(o < f < QO) I s of type T (o < T < (^ , i £ £ 
l imsup ^n l a n l n | = ( e f T) . £8] . . . ( 1 . 6 . 4 ) 
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Shah pointed out that the lower l i m i t s in (1.6.2) and 
(1 .6 .4) need not necessar i ly be equal to the lower order 
and lower type re spec t ive ly , while i t i s possible by imposing 
some extra conditions on jan"l . He < 17 ]^^  {8qJ ) has proved 
an 
t h a t i f I 1 1s a non-decreasing function of n, £2l£Jl 
an+1 
n l o s n
 l o g " \ " , 
l iminf = liminf i~ ~n . . . ( 1 . 6 . 5 ) 
n-*«> log ' a n l ~ 1 n-oo log I—2—' an+1 
ana 
l iminf ~ lan I " = t . . . . ( 1 . 6 . 6 ) 
n-*oo fe n 
The r e s u l t (1.6.4) has been extended by levin ([45] p .42) 
to the more p rec i se descript ion of the growth as given by 
the proximate orders ( l 5 j , p.42 )• 
Recently, Roux (69] has proved 
1 log 
" 1 _ Mm
 U m s u p l » | . . . ( 1 . 6 . 7 ) 
* \nh) h - o o h 
n h l o e- nh-1 
where. [nh] I s an increasing sequence of pos i t ive in tpeers 
(nQ < n-j < n 2 < . . . ) . 
Quite recen t ly Juneja and Singh ( [33] , |34] ) have 
proved some r e s u l t s of type (1 .6 .7 ) . Unfortunately the i r 
r e s u l t s are implied in the r e s u l t of Roux ( [S9J , Theorem 1 ) . 
1.7 APPROXIMATION OF ANALYTIC FUNCTIONS. We now give a 
very br ief introduction to approximation of an analyt ic function 
connected with the work done in t h i s t h e s i s . A r e a l or 
complex - valued function f defined on I = f-1 +l] i s called 
11 -
ana ly t i c on I i f there ex i s t s an ana ly t ic extension of f 
onto some open set G of the complex plane tha t contains I . 
We mean by t h i s that tnere must ex is t on G a s ingle- valued 
a n a l y t i c function tha t coincides with f on I . If t h i s 
extension e x i s t s , i t i s unique. Example of open se ts t ha t 
contain I , are the open e l l i p t i c d iscs IV , <r> 1 bounded 
by the e l l i p s e s E^ with the foci + 1 . 
From the p roper t i e s of ana ly t i c funct ions, i t follows 
t h a t for each f analy t ic on I , there ex i s t s a <rQ > 1 
character ized by the property tha t f has an ana ly t ic 
extension onto the disc D
 TQ , but not onto any of the IV 
for <r> OQ . We must however, admit the p o s s i b i l i t y <rQ = &, 
which i s r ea l i sed for the functions f analyt ic in the 
whole plane ( en t i r e functions ) . 
Let f(x) be a r e a l valued continuous function on fj-l,l] 
l e t 
$,(f) = inf Nf .p I! , for n = o , 1 , 2 , . . . . . . ( 1 . 7 , 1 ) 
p € ^ n 
where the norm i s the maximum norm on [_-1,l] and rr denotes 
the set of a l l polynomials with r e a l coef f ic ien ts of degree 
a t most n. Bernstein [6] proved the following : 
" A function f, flfifitoftfl on [-1»1] i s ana ly t ic on 
t h i s — i n t e r v a l If and only -if limsup E 1 / n ( f ) < 1 ; and 
n -*oo n ' 
more exactly 
limsup E / n ( f ) = 1 . . . . ( 1 . 7 . 2 ) 
n - oo n <r0 
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j n p a r t i c u l a r , f has an analyt ic extension ontp the 
¥ hptp -nlang i f and only .if 
limsup E / n ( f ) = o , " . . . ( 1 . 7 . 3 ) 
n - c o
 n 
Recently, Varga [107] has proved tha t 
n log n 
limsup r - = f . . . ( 1 . 7 . 4 ) 
n-oo log — ! — 
wii££.e_f 1« thP non-neg.gtive r e a l number i f and only i f 
f(x) i s the restriction tn [-1>1] nf an entire function f (z) 
o£ order f . " 
1.8 PROXIMATE ORDERS. The theory of proximate orders 
i s a very powerful method in the study of e n t i r e and meromor-
phic functions. 
Lindelof [46] in 1902 , proved the existence of a proxi-
mate order for an en t i r e function f(z) known as Idndelof 
proximate order , defined as : 
(a) fir) i s r e a l continuous and piecewise d i f f e r en t i ab l e 
for r > r 0 . 
(b) f ( r ) -*f as r ^ QO ( f i s the order of the" function 
and o < f < co ) . 
(c) r fir) log r - o as r -» co ,
 where f (r) i s e i ther the 
r i g h t hand or the l e f t hand der iva t ive at po in t s where 
they are d i f ferent . 
, , log M(r,f) 
(d) limsup • -~ = 1 . ( [14] p. 54 ) 
r - o o
 p f ( r ) L J > F 
<•» 1 3 "• 
When the order of the function i s not an integer, 
we have Boutroux*s proximate order C.133 . 
In 1946, Shah [743 gave an alternative proof of the 
existence of Idndelof proximate order. He also replaced the 
condition (d) by 
<d») log M(r) 1 r f ( r ) for a l l r > rQ and log M(r) = r ^ < r ) 
for a sequence of values of r ** °^ 
Using the same method and technique, Shah T?63 in 1948, 
proved the existence of another proximate order (which he 
named as lower Proximate order ?\(r) of f(z)) of lower order 
satisfying conditions analogous to ( a ) , (b) , (c) and in place 
of (d) , and (d1) the conditions 
(e) log M(r,f) > r * ( r ) for r > r o , (o < 7\ < o°), 
Ce') log M{r,f) a r * ' for a sequence of values of r •* ®. 
Uti l is ing the properties of these proximate orders one 
may get some easy assertions s 
vi) r i s an increasing function of r for r > r . 
( k r ) f < k r ) 
( i i ) —p t ' •* kP uniformly as r - o° . 
r " ^ r> 
r





r) i s an increasing function of r for r > r . 
( t e s t e r ) 




r X t ) - 1 r 
CSJ J t d t ~ ~ . . . . ' • . . • • ) 
r o 
1.9 ENTIRE FUNCTION EXPRESSED AS A PIRICHLET SERIES . 
A se r i e s of the form 
$(s ) = S an e . . . (1 .9.1) 
an 4 o (n = o , 1 , 2 , . . . ) , o < ^0 < ?U < . . . lim >n "* °° , 
s = <r + i t i s known as B i r i ch l e t s c r i e s . If the se r ies i s 
convergent for a l l f i n i t e s : f ( s ) i s an e n t i r e function of s. 
For any r e a l <r , suppose 
M (<r ) = M (o- <$) s sup l<$(<r+ i t ) I; 
- oo < t < oo 
M (<r) i s non-decreasing function of decreasing a- , for 
o"* - oo M (<r) - + oo . The following l i m i t s 
f> = ? ($) = lim sup log log M(*,$r (R R a - - oo
 w ( r » 
^R = ? i R ^ ) = liminf log log M(cr, | ) 
o-- .. oo _ o- ' 
are cal led the order and lower order of (jj(s), r e spec t ive ly , 
(in the sense of R i t t ) . 
The Dir ich le t se r i es of the form 
f ( s ) = £ a
 e
 n
 , . . . (1 .9 .2) 
n=1 
has been considered for the f i r s t time by R i t t [68] in 1928 
by introducing pos i t ive exponent in place of negative ones. 
This heightened the s imi la r i ty between h i s r e s u l t s and co r re s -
ponding known r e s u l t s on functions defined by Tayior Ser ies . 
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The se r i e s (1.9.2) defined in i t s half plane of conver-
gence i s analyt ic function. "Let <rQ and <ra be respec t ive ly 
the abscissa of convergence and absolute convergence of f ( s ) . 
Mandelbrojt [50] and Va i iron [105] have obtained the following 
r e l a t i o n s s 
0 < cr „ , £ < E . . . (1 .9 . 3) 
-S < % + limsup l o g lan f < o ••• (1.9.4) 
a
 n-oo } n 
where 
limsup l o g n = E < QO • . . . (1 .9 .5) 
n
~ °° *n 
For f ( s ) , we define 
M(o-) = M(<r ,f) = max lf(<r + i t ) l 
. 00 < t < 00 
and 
/if % i < * + i t ) a 
M(<r ) = max lan e 
n >1 n 
n 
The function log M( o-) tends to + °° as <r tending 
to i n f i n i t y < [68^ p. 77 ) and i s convex ([17] ,p . 237) . 
R i t t {158] has defined the f i n i t e l inear order* f of an 
e n t i r e function f ( s ) , namely 
limsup log log M(o-) . a (o < P < 03) . . . (1 .9 .6) 
and corresponding lower order (R) ^ as follows 
loglog M(<r) 
o- -» oo cr 
l iminf -""" , ."—: ; _ •> /« * „% 
cr = /> • . . . (1.9.7) 
Sigimura [100] introduced the other def in i t ions of order 
and lower order , as 
* According to MandelbroJt ( [5o] ,p. 216) we ca l l 9 as the R i t t 
order of f ( s ) . ' 
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^.^ oo i n f cr />* 
. . . (1 .9 .8) 
While i t i s obvious t ha t P* <P and \ < > , there 
a re en t i re D i r i C h l e t Series for which ?* <f and \ <?\ ( \10(j] 
Satz 4 which gives such a se r ies with P* <P ) . Hence, we have 
genera l ly to d is t inguish between the l i m i t s of (1 .9 . 6) , ( l . 9 . 7) 
and those of ( 1 . 9 . 8 ) , as well as between the types of f ( s ) 
belonging to the same order p ( o < f < °°) and types of f (s ) 
belonging to the same order P (o < f + < °3). The types T,t 
associa ted with f and types T ^ t * associated with '* a re 




lim sup l o g / K ^ L 
<r-» oo in f f3^r 
e 
The function f ( s ) i s said to be of l i nea r l y regular or 
l i n e a r l y i r regular growth according as f = "^  or P / )> 
r e s p e c t i v e l y . 
The maximum term p-(<r )
 0 f an e n t i r e Di r i ch le t .Series 
f ( s ) and rank of the maximum term plays an important r o l e in 
the development of the theory of en t i re functions represented 
by Di r i ch le t Ser ies . Yung ([111] , p . 67) has established 
log/*(«•) = log/^(cr0) + r >><t) dt . . . (1.9.11) 
°o 
va l id for a l l <r> crQ , and for functions of f i n i t e order (R) 










. . . 
< 00) 










log jW-Ccr ) ~ log M(<r ) • . . ( 1 . 9 . 1 2 ) 
p rov ided limsup - ° - g " = o. Sugimura ( [100] , p . 73) pointed 
n-* °° ^n 
o u t t h a t a s u f f i c i e n t condi t ion for t h e t r u t h of the asympto t ic 
e q u a l i t y i s known only in the form 
o < l imsup I 2 U L - = E < 00 . 
n •* °° log ?>n 
1.10 MB^ N VALUES OF MITRE FUNCTIONS. There i s another 
approach to study the growth of an e n t i r e funct ion by the mean 
v a l u e s of the modulus of the func t ion . In 1915, Hardy ( [ 2 5 ] , 
p . 269) in t roduced the mean v a l u e s of the modulus of an a n a l y t i c 
func t ion f ( z ) and defined a s 
. 2rr . -
I ( r ) = 1 - 1 ( f ( r e 1 0 ) l d 0 , o < r = \Z\ < R . . ( 1 . 1 0 . 1 ) 
2n- o 
He a l s o showed t h a t I ( r ) i s an i n c r e a s i n g convex funct ion 
o f r and log K r ) i s a convex function of log r . 
In 1956, Bahman [57] extended a r e s u l t of Polya and 
Szegb ([55] problem 66, p . 10 ) and proved t h a t 
' l i f ( z ) hp an e n t i r e funct ion nf rvrrior f> ffflfl 1 rvtfftr ;. 
o r d e r ft a M 
* 2T |) 






 T £ 7 J T , f ( j c e i 0 ) ' x k d x d S , . . . (1.10.3) 
•jrrK+> 0 0 
l.*5L?n£1 _" ,_J = ^6>k » ••• O.10.4) 
I&(r) iVlogr 
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where ft and k being anv pos i t ive numbers, then 
%,k = *? and <&,k = e V-
However, the above r e s u l t s for 8 = 2, k = 1 were 
e a r l i e r obtained by Shah [s i] . 
To prove (1.10. 5 ) , he used the following two lemmas : 
( i ) If f(sO fts regular in l z ' < 3 and i f z = r e 1 9 , 
o < r < R, S > o, then 
ft 1 2r (R 2 - r 2 ) lf<Rei^) I 
lf(z)« = $ —Z r - d$ . . . . (1 .9.6) 
Sir o R^-grR cos(0-,$)+r 
( i i ) Lfil 
U m sup _ ^ s B 
P - » QO i n i logr 
lim sup loglog m£ < k(r) . < 
i 
then 
r - o o i n f l o g / 1 " P 
A = < = P , B = p =?> . . . . (1.10.7) 
Srivastava ( £94)
 t p . 230 ) has proved tha t for every en t i r e 
function pf order p and IIWPT o rder* 
lim SUP l o g l r f a ^ » f ( l ) / I 8 ( r » f a ^ . J ,, 10 A, 
lirn^in? — a . . . (1.10.8) 
where_S > 1 && I g ( r , f ^ ) ^ i s the mean value of lt^Hz)\9 
the derlYatjYP of f(z) Xcx I2I = r. 
In 1963, Lakshminaraslmhan {4J] pointed out tha t the r e s u l t 
(1 .10.8) i s incorrec t for ft = 1, as far as i t s proof i s 
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concerned. He C[4l| J43] ) has supplied the proof of (1.10.8), 
Rahman [59] further defined the mean values of If ( z ) ' 
for l z ' = r as 
_ L I l f ( r e l 9 ) l d0 U , o 
2ir o J 
. . . (1.10.9) 
and 
m (r) = -JL~ I x k M & ( x )dx , -1 <k < co 
r
 . . . (1.10.10) 
I'fi.KfitminarRfiimhan [42] proved that (i)rk+1 *%(r)_i£ 
a-'tftfBYPT function of rk+1 m& k(r) (ii) & - In an 
' m& ) k(r) 
increasing function of r. 
He further proved tha t 
f
^or an entire, function f(z) of order f and lower orders 
sup lim lnLi i — \ = . . . . . . ( 1 . 1 0 . 1 1 ) 
r - * o o
i n i
 I * 6 j k ( r ) J e> 
Bose and Stivastava \l 8] extended (1.10.5) to the 
product of two or more en t i r e functions but Shah pointed out 
t h a t the r e s u l t are not correct and constructed a simple example*. 
The r e s u l t (1.10.8) was further generalised for m-th 
d e r i v a t i v e of f(z) by Juneja |3Cfl. He also proved (1.10.8) for 
o < & < 1 for the case of l im i t superior. Our further i n v e s t i -
ga t ions in th i s d i rec t ion appear in Chapter I I . 
* See MR [33 # 7537] . 
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1.11 GBOMBTBIC MBAN VALUES OF AN BNTIHB FUNCTION. 
The geometric means of an e n t i r e function provide another 
approach to the study of growth of function• Polya and Szegd 
( [54 ] ,p . l 44 ) i n 1925, defined the geometric mean values of the 
modulus of an en t i r e function as s 
- ± - J log | f ( r e i e ) | d e . . • ( 1 . 1 1 . 1 ) 
2ir o J 
and 
1 r ?* , i , i© , g ( r ) » exp [ — r J J log I f(xe ) | x dx de] . . . (1 .11.2) 
irr* o o 
r e spec t ive ly , for | z\ = r and I z| < r* 
G(r) i s an increasing function of r and log G(r) i s 
convex function of log r . 
Problems concerning geometric means were f i r s t considered 
by Polya and Szego ( [ 5 5 ] , p . 1 0 ) . Shah [81] l a t e r on sharpend 
some of these r e s u l t s , i n fact he has proved 
1 
., , g ( r ) "nTr) -, 
exp(- ±) < l iminf (
 a( _% ) <&>{ - - = — ) 
2 ~ r-*°° u * r ; — 2 + \ i 
1 g ( r ) "nCr} 
< exp ( s - ) < limsup ( ) 
"" 2+ r^ p-»oo G(r) 
< 1 . . . . ( 1 . 1 1 . 3 ) 
In 1966, Kumar [40] has defined the geometric mean g(r) 
of | f ( z ) | for | z\ < r as 
( k+1 r 2ir
 iQ k . 
g ( r ) = exp \~rrr J J log I f ( x e l w ) | x dx d« \ , o <k<°° . fc l2irrK+x o o J 
. . . ( 1 . 1 1 . 4 ) 
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We have studied some proper t i es of these mean values of 
f ( z ) . The r e s u l t s are included in Chapter I I , 
1.12 MBAN YALI3BS OF BNTIRB FUNCTIONS BBPHBSBNTKD BY 
DIRICHLBT SBRIBS. 
The study of growth of en t i r e function defined by D i r i ch l e t 
Se r i e s , by way of mean i s much more complicated. The gereral 
mean values of f( s) are defined as ; 
{Ic(cr )j - A0(<r, f) * A6(<r ) 
•l T 6 
= lim •—• ' l**0" + i t > l d t , o < <3 <«>, . . . ( 1 . 1 2 . 1 ) 
and 
j . v / 1 ~ UA. u.w* ~ «. - ° ° 
2Te i s r o-T 
. . . ( 1 . 1 2 . 2 ) 
1 o-T «* kx v 6 k ( c r > s lim m s r / J I f(x + it) | e dx dt, o < k < 
°»
K
 T-+oo 2Te1Br<3-T 
= —__- Z7" A (x) e dx . 
ek c r o 6 
The mean values given by (1.12,1) and ( 1 . 1 2 . 2 ) , aid t h e i r 
p r o p e r t i e s , for a p a r t i c u l a r case i f 6 = 2 , o < k <«>, were 
f i r s t considered by Kamthan ( [ 3 7 ] , [ 3 8 ] ) . The mean value given 
by (1.12.1) for 6 = 2 was almost simultaneously discussed 
by Gupta [21] . 
In 1966, Heddy [64] pointed out tha t Kamthan* s addi t ional 
condit ion on {^ needlessly r e s t r i c t i v e , while Gupta* s 
addi t ional condition on f> i can be j u s t i f i e d though h i s 
reasoning i s f au l ty . 
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Later on, developing an analogous of Poisson formula for 
D i r i c h l e t Series Kamthan [39] proved tha t order (R) f and 
lower order 71 of f( s) can be expressed i n terms of A6(<r- , f) 
for a l l 6 > 1 . In f ac t , he has es tab l i shed the following 
r e s u l t s 
i t 6 
A<5<cr,f) < {MOO} < OCDV+T >f) *"- <W> °» 
• • • CI .12 • 3) 
and 
l4 sup loglog V , f ) r , . « 
. . • (1 .12 ,4) 
Quite recent ly J a i n [26] has proved tha t log A^C^ ) i s 
a convex function of o- . He has deduced some i n t e r e s t i n g 
r e s u l t s * 
In Chapter I I I , we have obtained a number of p roper t i e s 
of mean valuesof en t i r e functions represented by D i r i ch l e t 
Se r le s . 
1.13 BNTIEB FUNCTIONS OF SBVBRAL COMPLEX VARIABLES. 
We now give a very br ie f in t roduct ion to e n t i r e functions 
of several complex var iab les connected with the work done i n 
t h i s t h e s i s . Let us consider m-dimensional vector space Cm 
over the f i e ld c of complex numbers m > l • 
Given a point a = ( a ^ . . . , ^ ) and rea l number r ^ , . . . r m > o 
we ca l l the se t P = ^ U ^ . . . , ^ ) £ C m | U j - a ^ | < r^ , 4 = l , . . , m j j 
the open polydisc with polycentre a and polyradius 
r a ( r 1 1 # . . , r * , . . . , r m ) . Similar ly the closed polydisc with 
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polycentre a and polyradius r = (rL>«««**j>"«»rm) i s t te 
set 
"p = [ ( 2 ! , . . . , % ) e Cm J U j - a J < rj» 3 = 1,.•.,*} 
The set 
r = { U i , . . . , z m ) e Cm \ U 3 -a j l = r 3 , 3 = l , f , m } 
i s called the edge or distinguished boundary of P (and *P). 
A complex-valued function f, defined on an open subset 
of U of Cm i s holomorphic in U, i f for every point b e U, 
there ex is t s an open polydisc P c U with polycentre b, and 
a power series 
oo k, k 
2 aki, . . . ,km ( zrV — < V V m 
. . . (1.13.1) 
converging to f(z) at every point z € P . 
Let 
oo m l %> 
ml>m2=!0 
be a function of two complex variables z^ and z 2 , where 
coefficients % - are complex numbers and i s holomorphic 
in the closed polydisc ?lz1^z2) e C | I z J .< r , , j a 1,2^,. , 
The series (1.13.2) represent an entire function of two 
complex variables Z j . ^ i f i t : converges absolutely for a l l 
values of I z-J < oo and | z2 | < oo. M.M.Dzrbasyan ([18] , p . l ) 
has shown that the necessary and sufficient condition for the 
series (1.13.2) to represent an entire function of variables 
&1 and z2 i s 
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1 
i , m l + ' n 2 
l im sup l a - I as o • •••'• (1 .13,3) 
L e t ^ r be the family of closed po lyc i rcu la r domains 
i n space (z^,z_) dependent on parameter r > o and possess 
—
 zl Z2K -K 
the property tha t ( z ^ ^ ) 6 Gr > i f and only i f (•£-> -j-)6 TL , 
The maximum modulus of the en t i r e function fCzi,z2) i s 
denoted by 
M r ( r , f ) = max _ | f U i » Z 2 > l 
and the function wi l l he cal led G - order and G-type 
respec t ive ly , i f 
loglog MG(r) 
f = limsup • - , . . . (1 .13.4) 
G r-+oo i 0 g r 
and log MG(r,f) 








l ^ a h i n g ) = max «. l z , j I zP | . G X
 ( z i , z 2 ) e G r ^ 2 
A.A.Gol'dberg ( [ 2 0 ] , p . 146) has proved the following: 
All orders fG are equal and 
(mi+n^) 1 o g( mj+mg) 
f a rG a limsup , r , . . . (1 .13.6) 
V1^**00 " l o g 1 H * , B B » 
and 
G - .tjge TQ s a t i s f i e s the co r re l a t ion 
: e f I o / =
 »i^poo C ( B I + B ^ {?G(%,»2) i s . ^ 1 \ 
. . . (1 .13.7) 
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I n Chapter VII , we have obtained the r e l a t i o n s between 
two or more e n t i r e functions and studied the relations between 
the coeff ic ients i n the Taylor expansion of e n t i r e functions 
and t h e i r orders and types* 
1.14 MBAN VALUES OF BNTIIE FUNCTIONS OF SBVBRAL COMPLEX 
VARIABLES. 
Srivastava and Kumar [97] have introduced the idea of 
the mean values i n the case of functions of two complex v a r i a b l e s . 
Their de f in i t ions for the mean values of function IfCz-^zg)! 
are : 
•I 2ir 2ir 
I(r l fp 2 | f ) » 2 J I l l t r ^ V / 8 ) ! ^ , ...(1.14.1) 
(2ir)* o o * 
r i ' p 
* . . . (1 .14,2) 
where k^ and ]$£ are any posi t ive numbers. 
They have also proved some r e s u l t s on the mean valuss of 
two or more en t i r e funct ions . Unfortunately, the r e s u l t s are 
incor rec t as pointed out by Shah * 
In 1968, Agarwal ( [ l ] , p . 5 1 ) has defined the mean value of 
the function f(zliz2)as 
1 2v 2ir
 i e j c 6 
^ I f l f c j f ) = g J J l « « i « X> r 2 e ) J dBide2 , 1<6<«>, 
. . . ( 1 . 1 4 . 3 ) 
and deduced some i n t e r e s t i n g r e s u l t s . 
* See [MR 39 H 3022]. 
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In Chapter IV, we have introduced a new mean value of 
of f (z i>z 2 ) , namely, *t>9}^,1^*19*2*** w*»re 6 > 1 and 
<J < k^jkg <°°» and investigated some interest ing properties 
of I6(ri,r2if) and J ^ , ^ * ! ' 1 ^ * 
1.15 MBROMORPHIC FUNCTIONS* Until now I have considered 
only entire functions* In this section we give a very brief 
introduction to the theory of nteromorphic functions, i .e* 
functions whose only s ingular i t ies , except at inf in i ty , are 
poles* 
In discussing meromorphic functions f (z) , we can no 
longer use the maximum modulus as a convenient tool for 
expressing the rate of growth of the function* Instead we 
use Nevanlinna* s Characteristic T ( r , f ) . Let f(z) be meromorphic 
and non-constant in the entire complex plane* Let 
log u « log u i f u > 1 
log+u = 0 i f O < B < 1 # 
Thus,if u > o, we have log u = log+u - log* - * Hence, 
we put 
— i ; log | f ( r e i e ) | de 
2ir o 
2ir • 4 A . 1 2ir 
Let 
* i - /*log+ | f ( r e i e ) | d6 - i - J l o g * — i - — de . 
2v o 2v o J f ( r e i e ) | 
r n(t,°°) .
 n(0,oo) N(r,f) = J — dt + n(o,o°) l o g r 
0 t 
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where n(t,°°) i s the number of poles of f(z) = f ( r e i e ) in 
I z\ < t , and 
1 „ f n( t ,a) -n(o,a) 
N(r,a) = N(r, - — ) = J :— dt + n(o,a)log r 
f-a o t 
where n( t ,a) denotes the number of zeros of f(z)-a in I z\ < t , 
(o < |al <<»). 
Also, l e t 
m ( r , f ) = - £ - X log | f ( r e i e ) | d i e , 
2ir o 
, l 2ir
 + x 
m ( r i ) = / l o g 7T-*e> f
 2ir o | f ( r e i e ) | 
and 
m(r,-±-) = - £ . J log+ i 
f-a 2m o | f ( r e i € ) - a l 
The function 
T(r,f) s m(r,f) + N(r,f) 
i s called the Navanlinna characteris t ic function of f ( z ) . 
I t i s known [51 A] that T(r,f) i s an Increasing convex 
function of log r . 
The order p and lower order > of the function f(z) 
are defined by the following relat ions : 
sup ^ g A r , f ) J 
r-*00^" log r 
lim J - § ' - * ••• (1#15.1) 
Since an entire function i s a part icular case of meromor-
phic function, the above formula for p and "> provides an 
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alternative definition for order and lover order of an entire 
function. 
While concluding th is brief introduction, we may point 
out that the only resul ts which are connected with the work 
done in th is an'd worthwhile to mention, have been referred, 
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CHAPTER I I 
ON THE MBAN VALUES OF AN BNTIEB FUNCTION 
2
»1 INTRODUCTION. Our aim in t h i s chapter i s to prove 
some r e s u l t s on the mean values of an en t i r e function f(z) 
represented by Taylor s e r i e s . In t h i s chapter we have f i r s t l y 
obtained some r e s u l t s on geometric means G(r) and g^Cr) of 
an' e n t i r e function and giPuth r e l a t i o n s of these mean-
values r e l a t ive to the counting function n(r) and ce r t a in 
o the r suoc i l i a ry functions* I t i s pointed out t h a t the order 
and lower order of functions log G(r) or log g k ( r ) do not 
exceed the order / and the lower o r d e r s of f ( z ) . A number 
of r e l a t i o n s regarding the comparative growth of these geometric 
means re la t ive to each other have been found. 
Secondly,we have inves t iga ted some proper t i es of the 
means MAr) and m„ , (*) • The order t and lower order ) of 
f (z) have also teen expressed i n terms of (M 6 ( r , f ) ,M 6 ( r , f^m^)) 
and ( m 0 > k ( r , f ) , m < > | k ( r , f U ) ) ) . 
2.2 GEOMETRIC MEANS OF AN BNTII® FUNCTION, 
Let f(z) be an e n t i r e function of order f , Let f^  and ^x 
respec t ive ly , be the exponent convergence and lower exponent 
convergence of the zeros of f ( z ) , so tha t 
sup log n(r) A 
lim
 ± f a * , (0< a. < f i i M ) , . . . ( 2 . 2 . 1 ) 
r*oo-Lm log r I x x 
where n(r) represents the number of zeros of f(z) i n the d isc 
D » [z : | z\ < r j . 
Further , l e t 
N(r) s J dx • . . # (2 .2 .2 ) 
o x 
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Define the following mean va l i e s of f(z) : 
{ - 2ir - £ - J log | f ( r e i e ) | d e [ , . . . ( 2 . 2 , 3 ) 
2 T O J 
f l r 2 i r i i e -i 
g( r ) = e x p ^ - i — J I log J f ( x e x c ) | x dx del • 
I2irr o o J 
Further , l e t 




 J J log |f(xe i-®)ixkdx d e ) , a < k <°o. 
o-Jc+l o o J 
2 l f r
 . . . ( 2 . 2 . 4 ) 
Clearly i f T(r) denotes the Nevanlinna1 s c h a r a c t e r i s t i c 
function, then 
G(r) < exp { T(r)} 
Sk(r) ^ e x p f - g j J T C x ) x k d x ] , 
and so the orders of gjjXr) and G(r) do not exceed t t e order 
of f ( z ) . 
We remark tha t the resu l t of Srivastava [98] 
loglog G(r) p 
lim A _£ • = .. . . . (2 .2 .5 ) 
r + » 1 M log r * 
and the r e s u l t of Kumar f40] 
l l m sup loglog gk( r) u f . . . ( 2 . 2 . 6 ) 
r ^oo in f •—-———— ^ , 
log r 
can be negated as G(r) and g k ( r ) are express ib le in terms 
of t t e zeros , and we consider an en t i r e function with large 
M(r) and small number of zeros ( fo r instance f(z) = e and 
- SL -
f(z) = zP cos/z , where p i s any posi t ive in t ege r ) • 
In view of Jensen ' s theorem on the zeros of f ( z ) , we 
note that 
atso loglog G(r) ft 
r^oo in f l og r "l x ~* 1 
• • .(2 .2 #7) 
and 
SUP l o « l o i Sk<r) fx , o ^ f < « , ) . 
• • »(2.2.8) 
2 , 3 GROWTH OF G(r) BEL ATI VK TO n ( r ) . We obta in the 
following theorem 8 
THEORY 2.1 . j t f ( z ) i s an e n t i r e function of exponent 
convergence /^ and lower exponent convergence A p then 
l iminf l o g G ( r ) < i < i < llmsup l ° g G( r) 
r-*oo
 n ( r ) - fx A]. r -*» JTJT— . . . ( 2 . 3 a ) 
PROOF: We f i r s t prove the l a t t e r half involving Aj_, supposing 
tha t \ > °» I f> t M - s i s not t r u e , t t e r e wi l l be a posi t ive 
number J such t h a t , for a l l su f f i c i en t ly large r f 
log G(r) 1 
< ( - r - - J ) . . • . ( 2 . 3 . 2 ) 
n(r) 
By Jensen1 s theorem 
log G(r) = J 4^2 dx + 0(1) . r 
* This fact has not been pointed out i n the reviews of Srivastava* s 
paper [98] MR [28 H 2216] and Kumar's paper [40]MR[33^ 4280] . 
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Substituting for log G(r) in (2 ,3 .2 ) , ve have 
< ( 4 - - J) + 0(1) ( r •+«>) 
n«r) ' a 
or 
°<rt > ( - i - - J ) + 0(1) ir-00) • •••(2.3.3) 
f "551 to ** 
Therefore, by the integration of (2 ,3 .3 ) , 
1 - 1 
log N(r) > ( - r~ - J ) log r 4- 0(log r) 
*1 
which in virtus of Lemma 1.4 [25] , leads to the contradiction 
1 r
^ ° log r 2 »1 
Similarly we prove the rest part of the theorem. 
TBEORBM 2.2 For an entire function f(z) of exponent convergence 
f and lower exponent convergence Pl^, we have 
limsup i°l_2L£> < 1 ~- . . . (2.3.4) 
r-+°° n(r)log r f^  
PIPOF. When \ = o or fx s oo ( i # e . / - 1 = 0 ) , i t i s obvious 
mm 
from Jensen's theorem. Hence we suppose that A^ > o , J^  -C°° 
and deduce from Jensen's theorem 
log G( r) 
* 0(1) + 1 - j ( r ) P ( r ) , (r-* °° ) , . (2 .3 .5) 
n( r)log r 
where J , 
J logx.dn(x) 
J ( r ) = _£o 




J log n(x) dn(x) 
P(r) = _*£ 
How 
and 
[ n ( r ) log r } 
n( r ) log n(r) - n( r ) + a constant 
n(r ) log r 
log r l 
l iminf J ( r ) > l iminf — - — = — . . . ( 2 . 3 . 6 ) 
rn-oo
 r-ioo log n(r) J l 
l iminf P(r ) = l iminf lof p ( r ) = h~? . . . (2 .3 .7 ) 
r - • oo r-*°° log r 
(2 .3 .6 ) and (2 .3 .7) i n conduction with (2 .3 .5 ) prove the theorem. 
2 .4 GBOWTH OF G(r) BEL ATI VB TO P^ . 
THBORBM 2 . 3 . I f fjz) i s an en t i r e function of f i n i t e non-zero 
order f , then 
limsup l o g G ( r ) < iimsup f i ! l < e p T - f t , . . . ( 2 . 4 . 1 ) 
*"**> r ^ log r " r - ° ° rf 
l iminf l Q g Q C r )
 n ( 
r->°° f, - r?& - r i ^ ...(2.4.2) 
r log p p r 
and 
log G(r) n( r ) 
l iminf < l iminf < A,T. . . . ( 2 . 4 . 3 ) 
r
 "*°° p^ l o S r p -*oo
 r f " 
FOP the proof of the theorem we require the following 
lemmas • 
LBMMA 2 .1 For any e n t i r e function ftz) of f i n i t e non-zero order 
e f T > A + f t • . . ( 2 . 4 . 4 ) 




PROOF. We suppose f(o) ^ o • By Jensen* s theorem 
r n(x) 
l ogM(r ) > 0 ( 1 ) + J — - dx . 
"~ r 
1 
Let A' > o such that A - A* = € > o . Suppose 
n ( r x ) 
—-— > A» where r^ = x^ (A* ) • Then for a l l r > r^ , 
~ c p dx 
l ogM(r ) > 0 ( 1 ) + l o g M ( r 1 ) + A* r J f •— » 
x
 1 r, x 
= 0(1) V l o g M ^ ) + A« r^flog (-1— ) | . 
J* 
• • • (2 .4 .5 ) 
Also, i t i s possible to choose r- such tha t 
log M(rx) 
- > t« with t - t» a e • Therefore, from (2 .4 .5 ) 
T 
r i 
for a l l r > r ^ we obtain 
log M( r) TS f ,- r -N -
— > ( - * - ) \ t« + zst log ( - — ) l + o ( r f ) . 
/ r I r l J 
• • • (2 .4 ,6 ) 
Now, by the usual methods of ca lcu lus , we maximise the 
f i r s t term of the r ight hand side of ( 2 . 4 . 6 ) . We find i t s 
maxima which i s a t ta ined for tha t value of r which s a t i s f i e s 
the r e l a t i o n 
r ( U« - /t«> 7 
( — ) = exp . . . ( 2 . 4 . 7 ) 
r l t * i 
and tha t maximum value i s (£•_) exp \ (^- L - E L ) ) " L 
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Therefore from ( 2 , 4 , 6 ) , we get 
M(r) A» f ( / t » - A * ) •) 
J > ( — >exP ( £1 J + °(*f > . . .(2.4.8) 
log 
 #  % f ( / t -  
r 
for r sa t is fying ( 2 . 4 . 7 ) . We see that 
A 
Now, since A* caa be fixed a r b i t r a r y close to A and t* 
a r b i t r a r y close to t , we immediately deduce from (2 .4 .9 ) the 
following r e s u l t 
fT > A1 exp | ( £ l l _ ) - l l . . . . ( 2 . 4 . 9 ) 
/T > A exp \i —- ) - l ] 




T > A 
n(r) 
+ ft 
< e or 
< e f T - f t . 
LEMMA 2.2 [63] 
-.. , ^ n ( r ) 
l iminf i - < f t . 
LBMMA2.3 l iminf n ( r ) < \ ? • 
————— j» -+ o o p — 1 
r r 
PBOOF. I t i s known (Shah [70] ) tha t 
l iminf , P ( r ) < >_. . . . ( 2 . 4 . 1 0 ) 
r -* oo log M( r) - 1 
Let 
n ( r )
 s iiLrJ. # log M( r) . 
r? logM(r) p ^ 




lirasup J ( x ) . l i m i n f P(x) 
l iminf \ j ( x ) . P ( x ) l < 
1 J
 l iminf J (x) . l imsup P ( x ) . 
n ( r ) . log M(r) 
Here '— and are non-negative, so w9 
logM(r ) r * 
l iminf * £ < l iminf f l f L . , limsup l o g M ( r ) 
r - o o Tt ~ r - ° o i 0 g M ( r ) r - > 0 ° r ' 
which along with (2 ,4 ,10) and def in i t ion of type, give us 
n( r)
 x 
l iminf — < / ^ T . 
PROOF OF THB0KBM 2 , 3 . From ( 2 , 2 , 3 ) , we have 
r n(x) 
log G(r) » 0 ( 1 ) + X ' - = — dx < n(r) ( log r - log r ) + 0 ( 1 ) 
Tl x o 
o r 
log G(r)
 n ( r ) t . 
; < — T + °<r' ) . 
r J log r r 
Proceeding to l i m i t s and making use of Lemma 2 , 1 , Lemma 2,2 
and Lemma 2 , 3 , we get the required i n e q u a l i t i e s . 
BBMABK. our i n e q u a l i t i e s are be t t e r than those of Srlvastava*s 




 GBOWTH OF G(r) IELATIVB TO N ( r ) . 
THBOEBM 2 . 4 . I f f(z) i s an en t i r e function having no zeros in 
the uni t c i r c l e , then, 
» ( r 2 ) 
£<££>> ( J 2 ) log r 2 ( 0 < r . < r _ ) . . . . ( 2 . 5 . 1 ) 
G(r i ) r l 1 2 
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PROOF: Using Jensen* s formula, we have 
2 IT 
logGCr) = — J log | f ( r e i € ) | d e 
2ir o 
s J * i | L dx + log | f ( 0 ) | . 
o * 
Hence 
log G(rp> - log G(r ) . J 2 ^ > dx - J 1 5 i * l dx*. 
0 X 
. • • \ 2 . 5 #2/ 
N(x) i s a convex function of log x . I f we draw the graph 
of the function N(x), i t wi l l pass through the o r i g i n . Let 0 
be or ig in and J ( log r 2 j N ( r 2 ) , P(log r^f N(r ) ) , be two points 
on the graph. Then the slope of OJ i s grea ter than the slope 
of OP. Hence 
N(r2) NCr^) 
log T2 "" log r x 
and i t follows tha t 
N(r2) - N(r , ) N(r2) 
> 
log r 2 - log r^ *" log T2 
Thus (2 .5 .2 ) gives us 
N(rg) 
G ( r l > ~ r l 
which i s what we r e q u i r e . 
2.6 COMPARATIVE GBOWTH OF log G(r) .AND log $ k ( r ) . This 
sect ion i s devoted mainly to study the growth of the mean 
values G(r) and g^Cr) r e l a t ive to each o t h e r . 
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Insp i te of the fact tha t the function lo f G( r) and log g.( r ) 
have the same order and same lower order i t i s to be noted tha t 
for an e n t i r e function f(z) of exponent convergence /^ (o</^ < ° ° ) , 
the asymptotic r e l a t i on 
log G( r) ~ log gfe( r) as r -* °° , 
need not be true always, as i n the case of ordinary means 
( [42] Theorem 2 ) . Consider for instance an e n t i r e function 
CO 
«.) =TT{i • $) 
for which 1 "z 
"5 2 (k+ l ) r log G(r) <^> r * and log g v ( r ) r ^ . 
K
 (2k+3) 
We give below a theorem which gives us information as to 
how the function log G(r) and log g^x) grow re l a t ive to 
each other as r -+ °°. 
THBOHBM 2.5 • I f f( z) be an en t i r e function of f i n i t e lower 
expone nt conve rgenee ^ f then 
\ K ( 1 +
^ i ) limlnf l o g GCr) < (2SL >f(l+22i> k+1 1 , \ > 
r -*°° log g k ( r ) "" k+1 I \ j o 
. . . ( 2 . 6 . 1 ) 
< 1 > \ = o . 
PROOF. Since 
sup 1©glogG(r) /% 
l i m
 i n f ~ * >X C o i ^ i / ^ i o o ) . 
r-+oo log r />x A X 
Then following Shah ( [ 7 6 ] , p.31) there e x i s t a lower proabiate 
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order ^ ( r ) , (o .< ^ < °°) r e la t ive to log G( r ) , sa t is fying 
the following condit ions : 
( i ) X(r) i s a non-negative continuous function of r for 
r
 2 ro > ° • 
( i i ) )u ( r ) i s d i f ferent !able for a l l r > r 0 except a t i so la t ed 
points a t which ^ ( r - c ) and )> ( r + o ) e x i s t . 
( i l i ) l im r V ( r ) l o S r = o • 
£>.+0O 2. 
• 
(iv) lim \(r) = \ . 
p « t CO 
(v) r^ 1 r < log G(r) and l iminf l o g G ( r ) - i 
From ( i ) - ( i v ) , we deduce tha t 
J ( h r ) > ! 
xim
 = h h > x ( | -9 3 : j 5 6 5 ) 
r
 J ( r ) 
- v , . • • • ( 2 .6 .2 ) 
/u(r) 
where J ( r ) = r 
From ( 2 , 2 . 4 ) , we have 
log g k ( r ) = • ,kff., J log G(x). xkdx.< log G ( r ) . . . ( 2 . 6 . 3 ) 
Fur ther , 
r k+l o 
log gk(R) = i S J x ^ o g G(x)dx > •£—, X x k log G(x)dx. (2 .6 .4 ) 
Rk+l o "" Rk+1 r 
Rk+1_ yk+1 
• log G ( r ) . 
R k+1 
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Let E a I P , x > 1 , Then 
log G(r) < --• i ,, log g ^ x r ) 
x
k + i x k 
and 
k+1 
1 * l lmlnf . l o s G( r ) < * l imlnf l o S gk ( x r > . 
r-K» j ( r ) - k+Lj^r-* 0 0 j ( r ) 
From which i t follows tha t 
l iminf 2 ° g gk^xr> > x** 1 - 1 . . . ( 2 . 6 . 5 ) 
Put 
J ( r ) ~
 xk+l 
log g k (xr) _ log g k (xr) J ( x r ) 
J ( r ) JUt) * J ( r ) 
w«»« log gtXxr) J ( x r ) " ^ ^ 
Here —£_^£ and—lcL-1 are non-negative and so tha t 
J ( x r ) J ( r ) 
l iminf l o g gk<*r> < l iminf l o g g k ( r > .
 x ^ 
*->°° J ( r ) - * - « >
 J ( r ) 
by ( 2 . 6 . 2 ) . This inequa l i ty with (2 .6 .5 ) gives us 
liminf i 0 g g * ( r ? > a ^ 1 ; 1 , , . 
Using t h i s inequa l i ty and from the e q u a l i t y 
lofi <H'.) • log <K r) . J ( D , 
log g k ( r ) J ( r ) log g k ( r ) 
we get 
l iminf l o S G ( r > < -n A * l o S G < r ) n- J ( r ) xi ini < l iminf —* 1 • llmsup » 
r
 l o g g e r ) *-*°° j ( r ) r - > ° ° log g fc(r) 
• 41 -
a 1 . , , 
l iminf l 0 S g k ( r ) 
r
- ° ° J(r) 
x(k+l+ \ ) 
< — ' ••' • • • ( 2 . 6 . 6 ) 
k+1 . 
x - 1 
Now, by the usual methodsof calculus we minimize the 
r i g h t hand side of ( 2 . 6 . 6 ) , We find tha t i t s minima i s 
a t t a ined for tha t value of x which s a t i s f i e s the r e l a t i o n 
1 
k+1 +\ ) k+1 f k+l+Zlx J k+1 x 
Subst i tut ing t h i s value of x i n ( 2 . 6 . 6 ) , we get 
n i t * " * ' * _<(A-) fa• £ i )(1 + ^ j . 
r •* <*> log gk( r ) k+1 (. Ax J 
In the case when \ = o , the minimum value of the r ight 
hand side of (2 .6 .6 ) i s one as x -*00. This completes the proof 
of Theorem 2 . 5 . 
2 .7 A FURTHBR RESULT OK COMPARATIVE GROWTH OF log G(r) 
AMD log gk( r ) . 
The preceding sect ion has been devoted to study the 
growth of the mean values log G(r) and log gjjXr) r e l a t ive 
to each o the r . In t h i s sec t ion , we give further r e s u l t i n 
the same d i r ec t i on . 
Let / ( r ) be Lindelbf proximate order sa t is fying the 
following condit ions : 
( i ) / ( r ) i s r e a l , continuous and d i f fe ren t iab le for r > r • 
( i i ) /°(r) -*f> as r -+°° . 
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Ci i i ) ( r log r > / ' ( r ) -*• o as r -+°° , where f»(r) i s e i t h e r 
the r i gh t hand or l e f t hand de r iva t ives a t poin ts where 
they are d i f f e r e n t . 
Further, l e t o < / <°° , 
J ( r ) = exp ( J £ i f l dx) , S(r) = - L J x k / ^ ( x ) l o g G(x)dx. 
r 0 x r k+l o 
Then (k+1) S(r) ~ f> log g k ( r ) , as r •*<»• Define1. 
l im fuP S ( r ) = p , ( o < P < J < o o ) , . . . (2*7.1) 
r -KxMf j ( r ) 
and 
lim !"* l 0 g G C r ) = t , (o <M < L <co ) # . . . ( 2 # 7 # 2 ) 
r-*oo i n f j ( r ) M 
We wish to prove the following 5 
THBOIEM 2 . 6 . Let f(z) be an en t i r e function of f in i t e non-
zero order /> • Then 
/»M < lim fuP S ( r ) , /» L
 / 0 „ Q, 
( ^ + k + l ) L ~ r - o o i n f l o g G ( r ) < ( ^ k + l ) 5 • • ( 2 - 7 - 3 ^ 
where L and M are as given by. (2 .7 .2) • 
Allowing lemmas are required to prove the theorem. 
L M A . 2 , 4 
"r0 " (/°+k+l) 
PROOF. We have 
£-(*>*lJ(r>j . rk+V(r)+(k+l)rkJ(r), 
r
 k+l f k + 1 
J x*^ J'U)dx ~ r J(r), r-*». 
i 1 + £M 
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k+1 , (?+k+l 1 
~ r K ± j«(r) j i - - J > 
by ( i i ) and so the lemma follows. 
LEMMA 2.5 For any finite \&o , 
Proof i s straight forward. 
LEMMA 2 .6 . For any finite ^ 2 o
 9 
l o g j i i E L i S l - l o g (1 + * / , r - ° ° . 
I J ( r ) J 
PROOF. We have 
l o g C JCrf^vr) j m V l ^ L d x 
I J(r) J r x 
r+^r r+^r 
* [i°(x)log x] - J f«(x)log x dx. 
r r 
But 
r+tr , | J />»(x)log x dx I < € log (l+^>> r > r Q ( e ) . 
r 
Hence for sufficiently large r 
/ % f(r+i7r) 




log 5 __-—I -+ log (l+\ ) as r - + ° ° . 
PBOOF OF THBORBM 2.6 . We have for any finite ^> o, 
1 ^ V k 
SCr+^r) m = — - J x* f(x) log G(x ) dx ...C2.7.4) 
( r+^r ) 1 5 1 ^ o 
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Jrj.1 
n -(k+1) 1 r x log G(x) J«(x) 
Cr-n^r)* * rQ j ( x ) 
+ j - . ^ J
 X l o g G(X) OX, 
( r+V) P J<x) 
> 0 ( r - ( k + 1 ) ) + J 5 ^ 1 U k + 1 J ' U ) d x (r+^r)K + A PQ 
+ log Q( r) p r x ^ l j t ( x ) ^ . 
( r + ^r)1*4"1 r J ^ x * 
~ .—-— —• J ( r ) + — s 7 ,/ — i - Hl+D - I t 
( l+«[) k + 1 (/°+k+l) ( l + t ) k + 1 ( f + k ) l • J 
Nov dividing both the sides by J ( r + ^ r ) , we obtain 
S( r+ur)
 > (M-€) _ j ! . J ( r ) + 
J ( r+ \ r ) (l+^)ic+:L (Z'+k+l) j ( r + ^ r ) 
J ( r ) J(r+X r> (l+"T)k+1(k+l) I J 
On making use of lemma 2,6 and proceeding to l imi t infer ior , 
we get 
p > . _ - - - i + — • Kl + ^ ) - 1 \ . . . . ( 2 . 7 . 5 ) 
( l + ^ / + l c + 1 (P+k+l) ( l + ^ f + ^ t o - i j l J 
The above inequality will be best in i t s form i f right hand 
side i s replaced by i t s maximum value for some 17 • I t can, 
therefore, be eas i ly seen that the maxima of the r ight hand 
expression of (2.7.5) occurs a t ^ = o. Substituting th i s value 
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of ^ i n ( 2 . 7 . 5 ) , we get 
P > 1 . . . . ( 2 . 7 . 6 ) 
(P+k+1) 
Next, from ( 2 , 7 . 4 ) , we have 
SCrup) < 0 ( r - ( k + 1 > ) + ( L + g ? - X * k + 1 J ' ( x ) d x 1
 (r+T[r)k + 1 r 0 
+ l o g GC^-^g) ^ V * 1 J , ( x >
 te# 
( r + ^ r ) k + 1 * J ( x ) 
k+1 
(L+€) ' f ,
 K ? (1+V - 1 
c^ -— . J ( r ) + - — -
 5r--J-ogG(p+»?r) d + ^ k + 1 ( f + k + i ) (1+i) ( i+^)K+l l 
Dividing both the sides by J ( r ^^r) and taking l i m i t 
super ior , we get 
k+1 
"(f+k+i)(l+*t)f+*:+1 "(1+30 UTl+T)**" 
T < r _ _ l _ _ , i ( d + n ) - i ? , r , 
J < c ... ™ ^ ^ ( i^ j ra—J 3 rL-
. . . ( 2 . 7 . 7 ) 
To obtain the best possible value, we s u b s t i t u t e , the 
value of w for which the r igh t hand expression i n (2 .7 .7 ) i s 
minimum, which i s zero and hence 
j < JL£ ...(2.7.8) 
~ (f + k + 1 ) 
From (2 .7 .1) and ( 2 . 7 . 2 ) , we obtain 
P - e S( r ) J*€ 
L + 6 log G( r) M " e 
Taking l i m i t s and using (2 .7 .6 ) and(2 .7 .8) , we prove the 
theorem. 
COBOLLABX 2.1 i f M = I», than 
( P + k + 1 ) log g k ( r ) os (k+l) log G ( r ) . 
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2.8 MEAN VALUES OF AN BNTIIE FUNCTION AND ITS DERIVATIVES. 
Let us define 
^
 6
 i 2 i r i -to 6 
fWL<rffH = I , ( r , f ) = ± - I | f ( * e i e ) | d«, 6 > o 
I ° J ° 2ir o 
. . . (2 .8 .1 ) 
and 
k ( r | f ( m M ° = I ( r * f ( m ) ) = 1 2 1 | f ( r a > ( r e i e ) | " d e 
I 6 yJ 6 2ir o 
. . . \2 .8 .2) 
where rm\z) denotes the mth der ivat ive of f ( z ) . I t has been 
shown tha t 
- sup loglog M.(r , f ) 
i^oolnf ^-2 = J [57] . . (2.8.3) 
log r * 
and, " i f 6 > 1 , then JL 
l o g C r ^ ( r ' f - > 
sup 
&L1LL. IV ] 
lVr,f) 1
 r lim
 i n f — = ; [ 3 0 ] . . ( 2 . 8 . 4 ) 
r -*°° log r ^ 
for every e n t i r e function f(z) of f in i t e order f and lower 
% l i t 
order ?\> 1 + - • 
m 
The case 6 = 1 , m = 1 , was f i r s t considered i n [96] for 
the upper l i m i t . The method [ 9 6 ] , i n fact f a l l s , to give the 
lower l i m i t of the l e f t hand expression i n ( 2 . 8 . 4 ) . I t was 
general ised in [94] for lower l i m i t and 6 > 1 , which i s 
incor rec t i f 6 * 1 , as fa r as i t s proof i s concerned. 
We extend here the r e s u l t of Juneja [ i b i d ] , ( 2 . 8 . 4 ) , to 
wider c l a s s of en t i r e functions and prove the following : 
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THBOKB^  2.7 1£ f(z) i s an en t i re function, o ther than a 





i n f 
l o g [ r 
fM6(r , f ( m>) 





where <5 > 1 and m = 1 , 2 , # . , , m # 
PROOF. We have 
(m) 
f ( z ) ^ - J 
f(w) dw 
2i r i | z |=R (w-z) m + 1 
So. 
i f ( m ) ( z ) | < ( UL R 
2ir (fi-r)m+l 0 
2ir ~ . $ 
I l f ( ^ 1 0 ) | d £ j ) , 
By Holder 's inequa l i ty 
(m) ,d 12L#R ° 1 2ir . id 6 $-* 
f t m } ( z ) f e i > < ( i 3 _ ) ^ T T T I ^ I l f (^ 1 < Z f ) ! def (2ir) , 
2ir ( R - r ) 6 ( m + 1 > o 
-< N ' c£?*=*> iVR'f)^ 
In tegra t ing both the s ides of t h i s i nequa l i t y with respect 
to © from o to 2ir, we havs 
M6Cr,f ( m )) < £ — * ~ Z V R ' f > > ••• (2 .8 .6) 
(R- r ) m 
where A i s a cons tan t . 
Since by a well-know^ theorem of Hardy [ 2 3 ] , log M g ( r , f ) 
i s an increasing convex function of log r , we have 
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p
 S( t ) 
log M 0 ( r , f ) = l o g M 0 ( r , f ) + J — p d t . . , ( 2 . 8 . 7 ) 
Po 
where s ( t ) i s a non-decreasing function of t • Therefore for 
R > r , 
logM 6 (R, f ) = log M 6 ( r , f ) + S -££*2 d t . . . ( 2 . 8 . 8 ) 
(2 .8 .6 ) gives us 
(R-r) log M 6 ( r , r
m ; ) <(XD + m log ~~^ + log M6(R,f) , 
whence we get , using (2 .8 ,8 ) to express logM 6 (R , f ) on the 
r igh t i n terms of log M 6 ( r , f ) , 
log USr,fim)) < 0 ( D + m l o g - L - + log M.( r , f ) + J — 2 d t . 6
 (Rrr) ° r * 
. , , (2 .8 .9 ) 
In ( 2 . 8 . 9 ) , we choose R i n terms of r as follows. Let 
the expression i n (2 .8 .9) be considered as a function of R i n 
the f i r s t instance (with r fixed for the time be ing) . This 
expression, for varying R, i s l e a s t when 
S(R) _ 1 
R " R-r 
i . e . 
R - —L_ < r | x + 0(Dj . 
^ S U ) 
He nee, 
log M.(r , f ( m>) < log MA ( r , f )+m log £ J L • S(R) l o g ( l - - i - ) + 0 (1) , 
° ° R S(R) 
a log M,( r , f ) + m log S ( R ' > + 0 ( 1 ) , 
r 
where R < R« = — , 4 4 - s r ) l + 0(1)1. 
S( r ) - l l J 
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From t h i s , we get 
m 
M f i ( r , f U ) ) <M< 5(r , f ) | V <• 0(D* . . . • ( 2 . 8 . 1 0 ) 
I t can be e a s i l y seen from (2 .8 .7 ) tha t 
SUp loglog M 0 ( r , f ) sup log S(r) 
l i m
 i n f = l i m i n f • 
r-*00 log r r-*» log r 
This together with (2 .8 .3 ) wi l l give us 
S(r) < r f + € , r > r 0 , e > o , ( f < ° ° ) . 
Using t h i s in ( 2 . 8 . 1 0 ) , we get for r > r 0 (€) 
M6(r ,f ( f f i )) < [M 6 ( r , f ) r ( f ml + e ) m ] . 0 (1) • . . . ( 2 . 8 . 1 1 ) 
Fur ther , i f f (z) i s an en t i r e function of f i n i t e lower order h, 
then we get s imi la r ly , for a sequence of values of r tending to 
i n f i n i t y 
(m\ ( (a- l+e)m, 
M 6 ( r , f w ) < )M 6 ( r , f ) r j . 0 ( 1 ) . . . . ( 2 . 8 . 1 2 ) 
Consequ3ntly, we get 
sup ,
 r (MM^)?". lim
 i n f log [ r< ] / log r < f . . . . ( 2 . 8 . 1 3 ) 
r-> oo
 x n i
 I M 6 ( r , f ) J * 
Next, we consider the inverse of the above i n e q u a l i t y . We 
have 1 
M o<r , f ( m ) ) - ( — 2X l f ( m ) ( r e i e ) | 6 d e } \ (2ir o J 
(1 2 T « n , * ( B " 1 ) C » » 1 V « ( * - 1 > C K l - e ) e l e ) ,6 p 
= {-=— J I l im « d© I 
[ 2ir o e-* o e r e i « J * 
2 l r I fd t t -Dcre ie ) ! . I fC t t -DCrd -Oe 1 ? ! « ^1 
X ( L )
 d e \ . 
o 6 r J 
1 
>(lim _ L (€•* o 2ir 




, U ) M 6 ( r |« ( * , 1 >) . M6(r-r€* f^"1*) 
M6(r,fv m ;) > lim -—£ . . . (2 .8 .14) 
6-*o €r 
log r 
As S(r) i s an increasing function for a l l r > r 
c 
We have S» (P )>O and hence 
^T l ogM d ( r , f ^ - 1 >) » £ l l + S'(r)log r dp 
> £ l l = logM6(r , f(m-l)) 
r r log r 
This together with (2.8.14) will give us 
M,(r,f<»>) > H.(r,/^>) I i ! i ^ f ^ ! > j . ...CM., 
t r log r J 
Putting m = l , 2 , . . . , m and multiplying m inequali t ies 
thus obtained, we get 
M6(r ,f ( m)) m ^ ( r> V m J)
 > fi f l o g M , ( r , f ^ D ) 1 ' 
M0(r,f) i [ r log r J * . . .(2 .8.16) 
I t also follows from (2.8.15), tsking the logarithm of 
both the sides that 
logMeCr.f***)) > 0(1) logM 6 ( r , f ) 
for sufficiently large r and m > 2 . 
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This together with (2,8.16) give us for large r 
M6Cr,f (m>) 
M 6 ( r , f ) 
log Mi>(r,f) 
r log r 
. 0(D- ...(2.8,17) 
This l e ads to 
U 6 ( r , f ) J log logM 6 ( r» f ) _ l o g l o g r 
— — — — * — - —
 >
 l o g r log r 
log r 
Proceeding to l i m i t s and using ( 2 , 8 , 3 ) , we get 
SUP (M 6 ( r , f ( m >) \ l 
l im W log [ r - * — ® ] / log r > ' . 
"
 1 n r
 (M6<r»f) J 3 , 
• . . (2 ,8,18) 
r-*QO i f i f 
Combining (2 ,8 ,13) and (2*8.18), we complete the proof of the 
theorem, 
2.9 AN EXPRESSION FOR f JM ?i FOR THB CASS o < 6 < 1 . 
In t h i s sec t ion , we generalize another r e s u l t of June j a [30]. 
His Theorem 3 [30] i s included i n our Theorem 2 , 8 , Our Theorem2,8 
i s not only more general than Juneja1 s theorem, but has the 
d i f fe ren t proof and more widely app l i cab le . 
F i r s t of a l l we point out an important point over looked 
by June j a . Juneja has proved 
•• For every e n t i r e function, o ther than a polynomial, 
• This point i s not observed in the review of J iuv ja ' s paper [30] 
MR [33 # 2814] , 
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I 6 ( r , f C m ) ) 
ma 
l o g [ r \ ' \ ' ' ) ] 
limsup _ , 
T-*OQ 
s f , o < 6 < 1 
log r 
where r tends to i n f i n i t y through values excluding an exceptional 
se t of a t most f in i te measure " • 
In the proof of the theorem he has used two lemmas. His 
Lemma 3 i s based on the following result of Valiron C[106],p.l05) 
4 ^ . <v<£>)Bu
 + h n v < A chg<». f (z) 
'• • *\2 .9 .1} 
This i s val id a t the poin ts on the c i r c l e | z\ a r a t 
which one of the functions f ( z ) , . . . , ( —&- ) m f ^ m \ z ) i s 
. 1 H r ) 
g rea te r i n modulus than M(r) \v(r)} *§ . At remaining po in t s , 
the v a l i d i t y of t h i s r e s u l t i s not known. Now, I 6 ( r , f ) i s the 
mean of | f ( r e i e ) | taken over the c i r c l e | z| = r . We can ca r ry 
out in tegra t ion in the above equation (2 .9 .1 ) to form the means 
of f(z) and f B H z ) over the c i rc le \z\ = r , provided of course 
the set of omission points has a measure ze ro . 
Now, consider the e n t i r e function e 2 . For t h i s function 
M(r) « e x p ( r ) , | exp(z ) | = exp ( r cos «) and l»(r) = n, for 
S n = n .< r < n+1 • Le t 
J = [ r e i e I r e En j 6 | cos" 1 (1 - l o g r ) 
- 8 r 
according as o < 6 < ir, o r ir < e < 2 i r | . 
«• 5 3 «• 
Clear ly , the t o t a l var ia t ion of log r in % tends to 
i n f i n i t y with n. Also, a t a l l points of the above set J , we 
i i i z m i 
have both the numbers lexp(z) |and | ( ) exp ( z ) | are l e s s 
-i HT) 
than or equal to M( r) \ v ( r ) ] 8
 a n d m ( j ) > 0 . This e s t ab l i she 
the fact tha t en t i r e functions with | f ( z ) | , I ( " w " 0 * \z)\ 
l e s s than or equal to M(r) j ^ ( r ) } 8 over a set of measure 
g rea te r than zero e x i s t . Thus, for a l l e n t i r e functions the 
in t eg ra t ion car r ied out by Juneja i s not j u s t i f i e d . Hence, h i s 
proof i s wrong. 
Lemma 4 of Juneja [30] i s based on the following unproved 
as se r t ion 
f(z) 
Now, we prove our theorem, 
THEOREM 2 , 8 . For every e n t i r e function, o ther than a polynomial, 
M 6 ( r , f ( m > ) l i 
s 
log [ r < ] 
I M ( r , f ) 
-,.,_ sup z - ' 
T-+°o i n f 7> ••• ( 2 . 9 .2 ) 
log r 
where m = 1 ,2 , . . . ,m and o < 6 < 1 • 
PROOF. We know tha t for e > o and large r 
M 0 ( r , f ( 1 >) (P+e-1) r . 
~ < * ; , O < 6 < 1 , P < ° ° , [ 4 4 ] 
M 6 ( r , f ) " * f 
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Since,order of function i s invar iant under d i f f e r e n t i a t i o n s , 
therefore we have 
M6(r,f<P>) ( p + e . 1 } 
< r 
M ( r f ( p - l ) ) 
o 
Giving p the values 1 , 2 , 3 , . . . , m and mult iplying the m 
i n e q u a l i t i e s thus obtained, we ge t , 
M 6 ( r , f ( m ) ) 
< r ( f + € - l ) m . . . ( 2 .9 .3 ) 
M 0 ( r , f ) 
Further , i f f(z) i s an e n t i r e function of f i n i t e lower 
order Pi , then we can get similarly, for a sequence of valws 
of r tending to i n f i n i t y , 
< r . . . . ( 2 . 9 . 4 ) 
M ( r , f ) 
o 
Consequently, we get 
mm 
f M6(r,f(m>) I51 
log [
 P > ] 
I M 6 ( r , f ) J 
n _ , sup ° p 
•ttfoo i n f - a • . . . ( 2 . 9 . 5 ) 
log r 
By the property of a de r iva t i ve , we have 
| £ ( l K L ) ( r e i e ) | < | f ( p ) ( r e l e ) | € r + e 2 r + I / ^ ( T ^ r e e * * ) ! 
c~> I f ( p ) ( r e i e ) | € r + \ f^^G^TQe^l
 r# 
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1 ^ 1 - 1 
As (a+b)6 < a6 + b6 i f o < 6 < 1 , a - b < 1 a6 <«-*>) 
I f | > l and a > o , b > o , we have 
i M x . w x ' W > it(p,1><»1')i*- u(p_1)(7^;")|t! 
In tegra t ing both the s ides of the above i n e q u a l i t y with 
respect to G from o to 2ir , \je get 
_ i - 3 ; l f ( p ) ( K > i e ) | 6 . » 
2ir o 
> {^ L f| f(pAUi«)|6ae - -L2f I /p-1)(i=ie.»)|ade}/«')a 
(_2T o 2ir o 
Hence, 
V r > f O^ '
 w l . , x dp 0 . . . U . 9 . 6 ) 
[l.Cr,f^^>V 
logMfiCr.f**"1*) 
S(r) = ; 
log r 
As S(r) i s an increasing function of r , we have S*(r) > o 
and hence 
4- log MdU,fCP-l>) = ( SU) } + s , ( p ) l o g r 
> £ 2 . 3-«>g«6(g»f(p"1)> 
r
 P l og p 
This togethep with (2 ,9 .6 ) gives us 
V r > f > > 7T • i — .^  
-
r
 - * /, p log r {l6(r>f^«)} (- "X) 
• 56 *• 
6 f M d ( r , f ( p - 1 } ) ] l o g M 6 ( r , f ( P - 1 > ) 
log r 
^M6(r,f(p))} > 6 [ 
M 0 ( r , f ) > o< — *> ; ) .» 
) . 
l og r 
O < e{ < l # 
• . . . ( 2 , 9 , 7 ) 
Taking logarithms of both the s ides of (2 ,9 .7 ) and 
r e c a l l i n g tha t log M6(r,f^p" ' ) / log r tends to °° with r, 
we find tha t 
l o g M 6 ( r , f C p ) ) > logic + {1 + 0 ( l ) ] l o g M 6 ( r , f ( p " 1 ) ) - (1+0(1) ] log r, 
(p-1) 
r - log M 6 ( r , r ^ ' ) , ( r - • « % 
Hence, by repeated use of above inequa l i t y , we obtain for a l l 
s u f f i c i e n t l y large r and any p > 2 , 
l o g M 0 ( r , f ( p " " 1 ) ) > 0 ( 1 ) . l o g M 6 ( r , f ) • 
This together with (2 .9 .7 ) gives us 
( p ) % ( M 6 ( r , f ( p " 1 ) ) 7 , IbgM6(r , f )  6 Vi ' * ' ) ] He<r$f*") >0( l ) [ -£- j J ( log r 
• . • \2 .9 .8) 
) . 
Giving p the values 1 ,2 ,3 , . . . , r a and mult iplying the m 
i n e q u a l i t i e s thus obtained, we get 
M d ( r , f ( m ) ) > 
(M 6 ( r , f>7 
•0(i)l-V-j log M 6 ( r , f ) m ( ) f o r an r > r log r ° 
. . . » ( 2 .9 .9 ) 
Combining (2 .8 .3) and ( 2 . 9 . 9 ) ^ have 
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log [ r 
M d ( r , f (m) ) )m 
3 
l im ?!2 - — > £ . . . . ( 2 . 9 . 1 0 ) 
r ^ c o l n f log r * 
Comparing (2 .8 .5 ) and (2 .9*10) , we prove our theorem viz . 
( M 6 ( r , f ( m ) ) | j n 
log [ r • — - — - — > J 
sup 
6 ( r , f v m Q | 
.M, ( r , f ) J 
f l im , * • •> , o < 6 < 1 . 
r-^ooinf log r * 
2.10 m„
 v ( r ) V ALTER OF AN BNTIBB FUNCTION AND ITS 
DBRIVATIVBS. 
Let us define 
k+1 r k 







(m)) - £ £ - * xkM6(x,fC«0)dx> 
. . . ( 2 . 1 0 . 2 ) 
where 6 > o and - 1 < k < °° • I t i s known tha t 
SUP loglog mfi k ( r , f ) p 
l im f„5 12Z = ^ o < ?i , f < °° [57] 
. . . ( 2 . 1 0 . 3 ) 
In the preceding sec t ions , we have obtained two expressions 
for P and a in terms of M 6 ( r , f ) and M 6 ( r , r r a ) ) . i n t h i s 
sect ion our aim i s to obtain ce r t a in expression for f and P) 
in terms of means defined in (2 .10 .1) and ( 2 . 1 0 . 2 ) . In what 
fol lows, we shall prove the following : 
THEOREM 2 . 9 . JJ f(z) i s an e n t i r e function, o ther than a 
Polynomial.of order P and lower order 7\ , then 
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1 
log [ r I 6 > k . 3 K,k<r,f) J 
lim^SS = ^ , G > 1 , k > o . 
log r 
PROOF. From ( 2 , 8 . 6 ) , we get 
P 
. . . ( 2 . 1 0 . 4 ) 
M 6 (x , f ( m ) ) $ ~ 3 r M 6 ( x + ^ f > > (x > o, j > o) 
Mult iplying both the s ides by x k ( k > o ) and in t eg ra t ing 
with respect to x between the l i m i t s o to r , we get 
r T v 
J x k M . ( x , f ) d x < — i — J x M„(x+;),f)dx , k > o . 
o * ( j ) « o * 
A r k 
< — J (x+3) M>s(x+^jf)dx , 
(3 ) m o 6 
A < ^ 3 ) L 
U) m 3 6 < , . . » ' u
k M 6 ( u , f ) d u , 
A (r+3)
 k 
< (j)m J x M6(x,f)dx, 
Or 
J f i m6 k(r,f) < - J L - i - — ^,k(R»«» (R-r + 3) . k+1 °>K ( R - r ) m k + 1 
Now, following the proof of Theorem 2 . 7 , we have 
m6,k< r> f C m ) ) , _ , . (P+e-l)m „ 
— : < 0 ( 1 ) r for r > r , e > o , 
mC k ( r ' f ) , 
• • *42.10.5) 
Fur ther , i f f(z) i s an e n t i r e function of f in i te lower 
order 7\ , then we get s imi la r ly , for a sequence of values of r 
tending to i n f i n i t y , 
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m < ^ ( r > f ( m ) ) < OCD r ( * + e - 1 ) m , r > r o , € > o . 
^ , k ( r , f ) ° . . . (2 .10 .6) 
Combining ( 2 . 1 0 . 3 ) , (2 .10.5) and ( 2 , 1 0 . 6 ) , we get 
log [ r • '•cirfM^lij 
l i m sup 
r
 log r 
. . . ( 2 . 1 0 . 7 ) 
Next,we consider the inverse of the above i n e q u a l i t y . 
Following Karathan f [ 35 ] , we get, 
'
 r
 l ° g * 
. . . ( 2 . 1 0 . 8 ) 
Giving p the values l , 2 , 3 , . . , , m and mult iplying the m 
i n e q u a l i t i e s thus obtained, we get 
^ , k ^ ^ ( 0 ) ) > m6>k(r,f) TT ( l 0 g "*? '' ) 
* °» p = l r log r 
. . . ( 2 . 1 0 . 9 ) 
for r > r*o = r Q ( f ) and 6 > 1 . 
Taking logarithms of both the s ides of (2 .10 .8) and reca l l ing 
l o g mfi k < r 9 f ( l K L ) ) tha t 12 tends to °o with r , we find tha t 
log r 
log m o ^ C r ^ P " 1 ) ) > 0 ( 1 ) log m 6 > k ( r , f ) , for p > 2 . 
Subst i tu t ing the valie of log m6 j ^ r , ^ * " 1 * ) i n ( 2 . 1 0 . 9 ) , 
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we get 
, C * K . _ . ~ . * * ' * > . * ' > * > *m a. J.T,t"m>) > m




 r log r 
This l eads to , % . 1 
sup lim
 l n f 
log [ r —I V ] / log r 
sup loglog m
 k ( r , f ) 
> l im , n ^ °>K ., •••(2.10.105 
r-too i a r i 0 g r 
Combining t h i s with ( 2 . 1 0 . 3 ) , we have 
/ . f»a,kCr,f(m)) \ i 
log [ p { — L - \ ] 
l im «*P L l l f . >P . . . . ( 2 . 1 0 . 1 1 ) 
r - o o l n f , - * 
log r 
Comparing (2 .10 .7) and (2 .10 .11 ) , we get ( 2 . 1 0 . 4 ) , 
This completes the proof of Theorem 2 . 9 , 
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CHAPTER I I I 
ON THE MBAN VALUES OF AN ENTIRE FUNCTION REPRESENTED BY 
A DIRICHLET SERIES 
3.1 INTRODUCTION. In the second chapter , we have 
discussed some proper t i es of the mean values of an en t i r e 
function represented by Taylor s e r i e s . In t h i s chapter , 
we confine ourselves to the mean values of an e n t i r e function 
represented by a D i r i ch l e t Se r i e s . In the usual no ta t ion , 
f ( s ) = 2 an®S n Cs » cr+i t ) , o < >n < > n + 1 
(n > 1 ) , l im )\n a oo f 
. . . ( 3 .1 .1 ) 
i s an en t i r e function in the sense tha t the D i r i c h l e t s e r i e s 
represent ing i t , i s absolute ly convergent for a l l f i n i t e s 
and possesses two general ly d i f fe ren t p a i r s of orders : 
sup log log M(o- ) „ 
l im
 i n f a f . . . ( 3 . 1 . 2 ) 
o--*oo r * 
sup log log/«•(*•) __ ft 
liffl
 i n f - = N* . . . ( 3 .1 .3 ) 
where o < \ f> < oo , © < ^ , £ < oo
 f and M(«r ) , / * ( « - ) have 
t h e i r usual meanings, v i z . 
M(<r )= l . u . b . ! « * • + i t ) | , / * < 0 s m a x | a e ( < r + l t ) * n | . 
-oo < t < oo n>l n 
I t i s obvious tha t genera l ly ^ . < ^ and (%<f>t there are 
e n t i r e D i r i ch l e t se r i es for which \ <)i and /> <f (see e .g . [100] 
Satz 4 which gives such a se r i e s with £ < / * ) . Hence we have 
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genera l ly to d i s t inguish between the l i m i t s of (3 .1 .2 ) and 
those of ( 3 . 1 . 3 ) , as well as types of f( s) belonging to the 
same order f> (o < f<<») and types of f( s) belonging to the 
same order /°# (o < f* < ° ° ) . The types T, t associated with f 
and types T ^ t ^ associated with f> are defined i n the 
usual way as follows ; 
sup l o S M(<r ) 
. „ inf /»«• ~ 
i * SUM "•* — 
l i m
„ i f 7Z s T (o < f <°o),
 # . ( 3 . 1 . 4 ) 
SUP 10g/*-(o- ) T 
l i l B
M i n f A ^ — - t „ ( o < / • • < " ) • . . ( 3 . 1 . 5 ) 
The mean values of f( s) are defined as follows: 
{v»*>} =lV')} =v- ) = ^ i i . i 1 " ^ 1 * ' 1 dt> 
• • •( 3.1.6) 
1 T 2 
mo
 k ( ^ , f ) = mo kGO » 11m r J°* J I f (x+i t ) l © ^ dx d t 
e 
1 °" Inr 
~ I A0(x)eKXdx , o < k <oo . . . ( 3 . 1 . 7 ) 
KG" „o<3 a 
Kamthan [37] has obtained a few p roper t i e s of the mean 
Vk(<r,f) of f ( s ) , where Vk(<r,f) i s defined as 
eko" o 
'. . *v 3 . 1 . 8 ) 




 0 <S <S,K 
where J i s a real constant depending on k and f. I t e a s i l y 
follows from (3 .1 .8 ) tha t for a l l large
 r the behaviour of 
m2,k(< r» f) i s t h e s a m e a s t h a t o f \ ( r »f)> and a l l r e s u l t s t ha t 
have been derived for V k (< r , f ) , can be obtained for nu k ( ° - , f ) . 
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3,2 GBOWTH OF nig ^ or ) . i n t h i s sec t ion , we inves t iga te 
in to a fev proper t ies of n^ ^Co- ) . 
- > , 3.1 JULf( s) = 2 an e n , i s an e n t i r e function 
n=l 
of R i t t order p and lower order ~h, then 
4
 sup loglog nu .(o- ) p 
„ s l i a L f i t = — < : • • - C 3 . 2 . D 
M o-+<» i n i or A 
In p a r t i c u l a r , when ^ n J s a t i s f i e s the addi t ional 
condition 
log n 
o < 11m sup = D < « > , . . . ( 3 . 2 . 2 ) 
(3 .2 .1 ) becomes 





 # . . ( 3 . 2 . 3 ) 
^ - • © o i n f ^ % ^ 
In fact for the t r u t h of " l lmsup" p a r t of the above conclusion 
the following addi t ional condit ion on j ^ j i s s u f f i c i e n t . 
lira l 0 S P = o . . . - . (3 .2 .2M 
PROOF. The def in i t ion of Ag(<r ) and Parse val« s i d e n t i t y for 
D i r i ch l e t s e r i e s , v i z . 
oo 2 "\ 
y«r ) - 2 la I e2T** , 
JL 
together give us 
• 64 «• 
{/K<r )} £%(*-)< (M(<r )] .. . . . (3.2.4) 
Also, since M(<r ) i s an increasing function of <r , 
™2,^ ) • 4r JTekx V1'*. 
< {M(«r )} / Is. . . . . ( 3 . 2 . 5 ) 
This leads to 
i i . «p l o a o g % " ( 0 < ^ r» l 0 g l 0 g M ( o . 
r .«oo i n f «• -..-Too inf <r 
. . . ( 3 .2 .6 ) 
Comparing (3 .1 .2 ) and ( 3 . 2 . 6 ) , we get 
lim fJS l o g l e g ^ . ^ > < £ . . . . ( 3 . 2 . 7 ) 
From ( 3 . 1 . 7 ) , we have for h > o 
m«
 v(*-+h) > — — — J 4>(x)eK X dx . 
<5>K- k(<r+h) <*" ^ 
This with (3 .2 .4 ) wi l l give us 
2 
m 2 k ( < r + h ) > ^ *" * [ l - e " k h j . . . . ( 3 . 2 . 8 ) 
Consequently, we get 
sup logl°gA(<r ) a p log logBg
 t ( > ) 
" o o i « * - S , % i » * ^ ' 
Now,using (3.1.3;) , we get 
r
* < i i . r > l o s l o s " ^ ) . ...<3.2.9) 
?\* (j. -too i n f p. 
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Combining (3 .2 .7 ) and ( 3 . 2 . 9 ) , we have 
4
 i i B s u p loglog ^ r ) ^ , ^ 
To prove ( 3 . 2 . 3 ) , we use the known r e s u l t ( [ l l l ] , p . 6 8 ) 
tha t under the condition (3 .2 .2 ) 
M(o-) < K/*-(*-+D+e) . . . ( 3 . 2 . 1 0 ) 
where € i s an a r b i t r a r y small posi t ive number and K i s a 
constant depending on D,6» (3 .2 .5) in conduction with (3.2 .10) 
gives 
sup l 0 S l 0 S ffl2,k(<r > , , 4 sup l 0 g l 0 g M ( < r > l i m
 1 n f > zxz— < lim V**L 
SUP lOglOg/J-{<r ) 
< l i m
 f i. 
From t h i s the p a r t i c u l a r case , s ta ted as pa r t of Theorem 3 . 1 , 
now follows immediately. 
I t i s known tha t under the condit ion 
lim = o 
n -*oo ^ l o g ^ n 
P a limsup p . [5] * 
B-tOO 1 , - 1 
log U j 1 
* This r e s u l t i s included i n a theorem of Tanaka' 
( [ 1 0 2 ] , p . 6 8 ) . 
«• g(3 «* 
Fur ther , from the r e s u l t of Bsddy [66] we conclude tha t 
f = l i»s«P ^ l 0 g *» . 
log! afll 
Combining these two we have 
Thus, we have completed the proof of th* theorem, 
BEMAHK. Juneja [20.] has proved the p a r t i c u l a r case of our 
theorem under the condit ion (3 ,2 ,2) with D » o . His argument, 
however, i s faul ty a t the point where he has used the 
asymptotic equa l i t y log M(o-) ^ l o g / * , ( * - )><r-+oo # p 0 r , 
a suf f ic ient condition for the t r u t h of asymptotic e q u a l i t y 
i s known only in the form ( [ l l l ] , p , 7 3 ) 
o < limsup ° s n
 = K < c» 
and t h i s condition i s not necessar i ly implied by June^a* s 
assumption of (3 ,2 ,2 ) with D = o , 
oo \ 
THBOfBM 3,2 I f f ( s ) = 2 a e a , i s an e n t i r e function 
—
 x n -
of R i t t order f (o < f < °°), type T and lower type t , then 
S T
* < l i . su*> l 0 g " 8 , k ( , r } <r 2 T < 2 ** ^ n 8 t ^ r X * V » f ^ ^ 2 t * 2l£ e'D 
• • • • \3 ,2 ,11) 
itader the condit ion (3 .2 ,2 ) ' , 
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In the p a r t i c u l a r case D = o of condit ion (3.2.2> 
... sup log nu
 k(<r ) 2T _ 2T^ 
JJSoi* - j ^ 3 2 t = 2 t : - ...(3.2.12) 
PROOF. From (3 .2 .5 ) and ( 3 . 2 . 1 0 ) , we get 
n m
 s u p l o g I I 8 , l r f , r ) „„ logM(<r) li
 i n f ! < 2 l i m sup 
e e 
(°(<r+D4€) 
SUP log/*(<r + D+e) O 
< 2 l i m ? „ ? — T ; ^ ,». '• . 
• . . •( 3.2 .13) 
Combining ( 3 . 1 . 4 ) , (3 .1 .5 ) and ( 3 . 2 . 1 3 ) , ve have 
p(D+6) 
SUD log nu k(o- ) 2T 23L e ,_ „v 
l*m i n f ? ' <
 9 t < o / e P ( D + e ) • * . . . ( 3 . 2 . 1 4 ) 
^ ^ o o 1 1 1 1
 eP«~ . 2 t - 2t* e 
Also, (3 .2 .8 ) l eads to 
sup l o g n ^ j k t * ' ) 2 sup log /*(<r ) 
l im
 l n f ~ > — — l im i n f ~ 
Since l e f t hand side i s independent of h, therefore 
making h -+ o , we get 
1 4 sup ^S^,^*") 0 _. sup l o g / ^ " ) Aim J »4> ' 2. <5 xim 4»»r ' •"" • 
. . . ( 3 . 2 . 1 5 ) 
Combining (3 .1 .5 ) with ( 3 . 2 . 1 5 ) , we get 
lim J S 1<?g " ^ ) > H* . ...(3.2.16) 
«THOO i n f
 p r . - 2 t # 
* Condition (3 .2 .2 ) ensures ?*?+'• 
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Comparing (3 ,2 ,14) and ( 3 , 2 . 1 6 ) , we get 
2 T
* < n . s l * l o S m 2 , k < 0 
< lira . - < 
2T 
2 t




* 2 t * e ^ D + e > ' 
which i s (3 .2 .11) ,ebeing a r b i t r a r y . I f D = o , 
, , sup log mj,
 k(<r ) 2T 2T, 
l im
 i n f ^ = - 2 t # • 
This i s the conclusion sought. 
3.3 MBAN VALIBS OF AN ISNTIRB FUNCTION AND ITS DERIVATIVES. 
I B t h i s sectionsw3 study the growth p roper t i e s of 
m2,k(°" ) ^ ^ "2 k ^ >f ) • L e t u s define 
Q » - « - 0 0 
T 2 
= lim - J L - f I I f ( m ) ( x + i t ) i e ^ d x d t , o < k <«> 
I -too 2 2te K t r -0 0 - T 
where at = 1 , 2 , 3 , . .
 Mm • 
Now we prove 
> 
THBOHBM 3.3 Jf_ & s> I s an en t i re function, then 
C
 < 1U JS lo, l " 2 ' ^ ' ^ 
** - ^ o o i n f ~(m2 > k(<r , f ) J 
i e 
. . . V S . o . l ) 
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In p a r t i c u l a r , when {}n} s a t i s f i e s the addi t ional 
condit ion ( 3 . 2 , 2 ) , we have 
f * 2 , k ^ , f ( 1 ) Q 
08
 I fcv(r,f) J 
1 
2 
l l m sup t ^ . k 1 0 " ' * '  . P - 4 , ~ - P , 
In f ac t , for the t r u t h of •» llmsup •« pa r t of the above 
conclusion the following addi t ional condit ion i s suff ic ient 
l im l o g n
 s o . 
The following lemmas are needed in the proof of 
Theorem 3.3 • 
LBMMA 3.1 Given 6 = € ( " - ) > o, which may be a constant , 
we have
 (1) ^ k(*-+e) 
nu A',?X)) < Jl* . . . . (3.3.3) 
~2»*
 e 2 
PROOF. By the de f i n i t i ons , we have 
oo 2 2«r i^ 
%{*• ) = ( 2 l a j e " » ) 
Mo v(<r ) a 2 
, K
 n=l 2 ^ n + k 
Simi lar ly , i t can be shown tha t 
ffi2,k(-^(1)) - 2 ***** 6 
n-1 2 > + k 
^ n 





•which i s always t r u e , we can have f i n a l l y 
m 1 °° 
» e2 n=i 
U n | 2 e 2 V - ^ ) 
e 
Hence the r e s u l t . 
2
 n=l 2 A +k 
•* -S- "2fi^+e> 
LBMMA 3.2 There e x i s t s a monotonic increas ing function S(<r- ) 
associated with nig ^Ccr ) such tha t 
l o g m 2 , k ( * - > = i o g m g ^ ^ ) - 1 - r S(x)dx, . . . ( 3 . 3 , 4 ) 
fi * . , 4 sup l Q g * ° - > 
^5 
f >* i l i m i „ f < ' • . . . ( 3 . 3 . 5 ) 
PBOOF. F i r s t asser t ion follows from the fact tha t log nu . (o- ) 
i s a convex function of <r . 
To prove ( 3 . 3 . 5 ) , we get from (3 .3 .4 ) successively 
er+l 
S( cr ) < J S(x)dx = log mg
 k( c-+ 1 ) - log nig k(o- )> 
This l e a d s to 
l i m sup 1°S 
i n f <r 
S( 




" 2 , ^ 
l im 
<r + l ) . 
sup l 0 6 l 0 6 "^
 kC 







In v i r tus of r igh t half of the i nequa l i t y ( 3 . 2 . 1 ) . WB 
also get from (3 .3 .4 ) 
l o g T02 y£<r ) - l o g Eg
 k(<r; ) • X°" S ( x ) d X 
< log m^kC ' o ) + («" - ^ o ) ^ 0 - ) 
~ <r S( o- ) , <r -• oo . 
Taking the logarithm of both the s ides and proceeding 
to l i m i t s we get 
logiog - ^ )
 i i B l o g S ( r ) 
Combining t h i s with ( 3 . 2 . 1 ) , we have 
f+ sup 1°S S(cr ) 
,< 11m
 i n f • . . . ( 3 . 3 . 7 ) 
A* a"* °° r 
(3 .3 .6 ) and (3 .3 .7 ) together give us ( 3 . 3 . 5 ) . 
PBOOF OF THBOKEM 3 . 3 . We have 
m 
m2.kCvr|fCl>> s l i m iT ^ I l f ( 1 ) ( x + i t ) f e k 3 c d x d t , 
• T-*°° 2!Ite1£<r -co - T 
1 T f (x+c t ) - f (x-ex+i t ) 2 . 
= l i n _ . / J l im | | e ^ d x d t 
T-+oo 23teK<r-co-T Quo Sx » 
1 «r T , f(x+it) - f(x-ex+it) „
 k_ 
> lim 1 - i ) r J l im | e dxdt, 
THOO O<VJSST -OO - x e ^ o ' ex > 
| | - | f (*x^ |
 2 j ^
Now, by Minkowski1 s inequa l i ty ( [103 ] , p .384) , 
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1 
I 2 <2 
S ( | f (x4- i t ) | - | fCx^£x+it ) | ) dtV 
- T . , J 
1 1 
T 2 "§ T
 mmmtmm 2 12 -j 
>J( J | f (x+ i t ) | d t ) - ( J I f (x -€x+i t ) | d t ) ( »• 
" [ - T - T J 
He nee, 
-, T 2 2 T 2 "2 2 w 




 2 K 2 - o o t - T - T J x 2 » 
1 1 
T „. T 2 W ^ T 2 k x ^ 2 
> lim lim =-o-E C H(X lf(x+it)l e d t ) - ( f | f(x-xG+it)ie <tt) X d x ] . 
~ auooe-f0 2l£'i<re -oo L -T - T J 
Again using Minkowski1 s Inequal i ty , 
%>
 k(<^,f ( 1 )) > Um lim ^ H r v { if x U ( x + i t ) | e ^ d x d t ) 
- ( / X | f ( x - x € + i t ) | e ^ d x dt) } , 
-OQ-T
 x 1 
2J l i m L " " * J 
Now l e t , 
H(«r )
 s ! 
then since log nu ^ cr ) I s a s t ead i ly increas ing convex function 
of o- for <r > °o , i t follows tha t H(o- ) i s a pos i t ive increas ing 
function of <r and therefore 5 „ . ^ ,», 2 
o- HCer ) 
,(1). ' r&o
 k ( «• , f ' ) > l i m , 
e-^o 
e
 2 - e 
€<r 
<rH(<r ) H(cr ) 2 
> e V r~ r - ) 
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a m2>k(o- ) 
l o S ^ k ^ 0 " ) 
• • ,v 3,3,8} 
2cr 
From t h i s we have, for a l l large <r 




 m 2 , k ( 0 " ' f ) 





 Intern^0" l im i n f _, 
(T -+00 
t£L_i > , ', • *( 3,3,9) 
i n virtue of l e f t half of inequa l i ty of ( 3 , 2 , 1 ) , 
Next,we consider the inverse of above i n e q u a l i t y . Lemma 3,1 
l eads to 
(T \ 1 
log n^kC °" »* ) < log mo,
 k (cr+ 6) + log —§ • 
From t h i s and ( 3 , 3 , 4 ) , we get 
log mg
 k(<r , f ' ) i log nig k(<r ) + / S(x)dx + l o g — g 
1 
.< log mo
 k(<r ) + € S(cr+e)+21og—- • . . . ( 3 , 3 , 1 0 ) 
In (3 .3 .10) we choose 6 in terms of <r as fol lows. Let the 
expression in (3 .3 .10) be considered as a function of 6 in f i r s t 
instance (with <r fixed for the time be ing) . This expression, for 
varying S, i s l e a s t when 
o S(<r+ €) - ~- a 0 . 
. . *\ 3.3.11) 
Let € be chosen to sa t i s fy ( 3 . 3 . 1 1 ) . Then, S(o- ) being a 
mono tonic increasing function of <r , € s a t i s f i e s fur ther 
— > S(cr ) -» oo ( f f 4 0 O ) } 
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a s a l so i n view of ( 3 . 3 . 1 0 ) , 
1 
/ ( 1 ) ")2 
m 2 t k C ^ , r ' ) 
r-»oo i n f o~ 
< l i m 
cr -•• oo 
s u p 
inf 
log s(o- +e) a- +e 
cr + e °" 
.< l i m 
cr -+co 
SUp l o S S(°" ) 
i n f 
• , . . ( 3 . 3 .12 ) 
Combining ( 3 . 3 . 5 ) and ( 3 . 3 . 1 2 ) , we have 
(m (a- r a ^ ^ 
l o g 
l im sup 
.
m 2 , k ( < r » f > 
cr-*o° i n f '• . . ( 3 .3 .13) 
F i n a l l y , combining ( 3 . 3 . 9 ) and ( 3 . 3 . 1 3 ) , we o b t a i n the 
fol lowing 
l o g 
1 
4 , l i m sup ( • B f k < « r » f > J f 
M 
N <T - * * >
 i n f 
cr 
- a 
The p a r t i c u l a r case of Theorem 3 . 3 , now fo l lows immediate ly 
on l i n e s of Theorem 3 . 1 . 
Wext we deduce from Theorem 3 . 3 , the fo l lowing 
THEOREM 3,4 JUT o < f < «> . then l o g mg
 k(<r ) r~ log nig ( <r, f ( 1 \ 
PROOF. From ( 3 . 3 . 4 ) we have 
i . S(-~ ) < J S(x)dx a l o g mg





^>K > ± S ( - ~ - ) - » ° ° , . . . ( 3 . 3 . 1 4 ) 
s ince, in case S(-~- ) , which i s mono tonic increas ing has f i n i t e 
l i m i t as 0--+OQ , the se r i e s for nig
 k(cr ) must have a f i n i t e 
number of terms, as also the se r i e s for f( s) • 
To prove the theorem, we have only to note tha t (3 .3 .1 ) 
gives us , for any small e > o and su f f i c i en t l y large <r , 
(1) , 2{\ « e)o- log BU
 k(cr , T x O 2(f 
< Zll - 1 < 
+e)o-
l og nu . (cr ) 
log mg
 k(<r ) log m2 k(cr ) ^>K 
s ince , by ( 3 . 3 . 1 4 ) , the extreme members tend to o ascr-*00, the 
middle member also tends to o as we wished to prove. 
KBMABK. Theorem 3.4 i s not only mora general than Theorem 2 
of Juneja and Awasthi [ 3 2 ] , but has a proof d i f fe ren t from tha t 
as well as well as shor ter and more widely app l i cab le . 
Towards the close of t h i s sec t ion , we give a r e s u l t 
concerning m2 k(o- ) and nig k (a- , f ^ m ' ) . 
THBOBBM 3.5 I f f( s) i s an en t i r e function and f ( m ) ( s) 
i s i t s m t h de r iva t ive . then 
l og "lAl^lS 
P L m 2 , k ^ » f ) j
 P 
'* , . sup ' _ < ( 
< l i m in f Z - * 
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l im sup 
CT-+ CO - -
,
m2,k (q" > f m • > 
mg^Co- , f) 
and i f (3 .3 .2 ) holds, then 
log . 
l im inf 




The proof of t h i s theorem i s quite s imi lar to the proof 




 FURTHER RESULTS OH GEMRRAL MEAN YALIBS OF f( s) . 
In t h i s sect ion, we have considered the more general case 
involving the mean va lues . Let us define the following mean 
values of f( s) : 
?I6(«r ) ] - = A . C O = lim — I l f C « - + i t ) | - d t , o < 6 < » 
• • • • v o » 4 . 1 ) 
N 6 ,k U } ="T7~ L V X ) e to t . . . . ( 3 . 4 . 2 ) 
and 
e 
1 0" Jfv; N 
J o , k ( c r ) = e x P J r E ^ ~ { log I 6 (x ) e d x . . . ( 3 . 4 . 3 ) t e"°" o 
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Now, we prove the following : 
THEOREM 3.6 ( i ) For o < k < w , e > l 
4 
<r i 4 « s u p l 0 g l 0 g N^»k(cr } P 
< lim .2 < . . . ( 3 . 4 . 4) 
Under t?te additional condition, on ^ .in (3.2.2') 
lOglOg IL
 k(«r- ) 
limsup 2J= = f . . . . ( 3 . 4 . 5 ) 
<r-*oo 
Fur ther , i f fo^ s a t i s f i e s the condit ion ( 3 . 2 . 2 ) , then 
loglog Na k( o- ) l iminf ° t * » * . . . . ( 3 . 4 . 6 ) 
0 0 
( i i ) For o < k <°° , e > o 
sup loglog NA ^(cr ) o l im T. 6« k < r . . . ( 3 . 4 . 7 ) 
u-^cx) i n f — -x • <r 
PROOF. For fixed <r , 
f (<r+ l t ) = ? (a n e > j a , r ) e i ^n* ( . 00 < t < 00) 
1 
i s an absolute ly and uniformly convergent function of t and 
hence ( [ 7 ] , p . 6 ) a function of t which i s uniformly almost 
per iodic ( b r i e f l y u . a . p . ) . l f ( < r + i t ) | 6 , 6 > o, i s also a 
function of t which i s u . a . p . , as shown by fami l ia r 
cons idera t ions ( e . g . as in [ 7 ] , p.3) involving the following 
well known i n e q u a l i t i e s for a > o , b > o 
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(a+b) . < a6 + b* i f o < 6 < 1 , a? - b. £ o a ^ U - b ) i f 6 > 1 , 
o 
By the result ( [ 7 ] , p . l 2 ) , the mean value of I f(<r + i t ) i , 6 >o 
defined by A^r ) e x i s t s . 
For 6 > o , i t i s obvious tha t 
I J 0 " > i M(<r ) . 
This with (3 .4 .2) wi l l give us 
M(er ) , 
N6jk(<r ) 5 • . . . ( 3 . 4 . 8 ) 
From which i t follows tha t 
_„„ loglog KA -J. <T ) P 
lim J S ^ k < ; , o < k < °° , 6 > o. 
. . . ( S . 4 . 9 ) 
This completes the proof of ( 3 , 4 , 7 ) . 
I f 5 > 1 , we s t a r t with Hadamard' s formula : 
i T - ( c r+ i t )>n 
an a lim i - I e v n f ( c r + i t ) d t , ( n> l ) . . . . ( 3 . 4 . 1 0 ) 
n
 2T -T 
For fixed n and <r , t h i s formula gives us 
anfP n = l i m — £ e " i t ? y n f ( a + i t ) d t + e(T,n ,<r) 
where €(T,n,<r ) -* o as T -+°°. Hence, for fixed n and <r , 
we have 
> T 
| a j e n < lim J I f ( < r + i t ) | d t + |€(T,n t<r ) | . 
n
 ~ -T 
Here we choose n =l>(<r ) (rank of maximum term), so that 
the l e f t hand member has i t s maximum value JU(<r ) . With t h i s 
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choice of n, l e t t i n g T -* °° , we get 
1 T A ( < r ) < lim ~ I | f ( o - + i t ) | d t » L ( r ) , . . . ( 3 . 4 . 1 1 ) 
' -|~-»oo 2T - x x 
I f 6 > 1 , we also ge t , by Holder1 s i n t e g r a l i nequa l i ty 
, T 0 1 x * 1 
/ < ( c r ) < lim [ ~ J | « < r + l t ) | - d t ] c [ ~ - J d t l a* . . . ( 3 . 4 . 1 2 ) 
£,+00 ^-t . j 2T - T 
1 1 
where — + — = 1 . 
(3 .4 .11) and (3 .4 .12) give us 
yU(o- ) < I 0 C ^ ) for 6 > 1 . 
From ( 3 . 4 . 2 ) , we have for h > o f 
/ a ( ( r ) , -kh 
N6 k(cr+h) > '-—->* (1 - e K n ) . . . . ( 3 . 4 . 1 3 ) 
This l eads to 
l og logN (<r+„) logLog/cCo-) 
= > £ + 0 ( 1 ) . 
(<r+ h ) o* + h 
Proceeding to l i m i t s , we get 
sup 
loglog N 0 ) k (° - ) /% lim 4 n f . ^ > „ . . . ( 3 . 4 . 1 4 ) 
by ( 3 . 1 . 3 ) . 
F ina l l y , combining (3 .4 .9 ) and ( 3 . 4 . 1 4 ) , we get 
^ < l im s u p l o g l o g N o , k ( c r ) <P ,. 
^# " o-^oo in f g- —pi 
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The p a r t i c u l a r cases (3 .4 .5 ) and ( 3 . 4 . 6 ) , now follow read i ly 
since condition ( 3 . 2 . 2 ' ) ensures f = ;£ and (3 .2 .2) ensures 
71 s ?)* '• 




i n f 





(o <f> < oo). 
. . . (3 .4 .15) 
(3 .2 .2 ) 
( i i ) For c > > 1 » o < k < 0 0 and under the condit ion 
c
* sup l o s N 6 , k ^ ° - ) T * * • 
< lim 
t . - o-^oo i n f 
^ 
In pa r t i cu l a r case i f D = o , 
lim 
sup log H6>k(<r ) 
oo i n f / ' 
PB00F. From ( 3 . 4 . 8 ) , we get 
t ~ t„e 
. . . ( 3 . 4 . 1 6 ) 
T# T 
. . . ( 3 . 4 . 1 7 ) 
su p log H p ^ g - ) 
i-iS, ***
 e ^ 
lim fu? 
„ . a , i n f 
log M(<r ) 
e 
(°<r 
Combining t h i s \vith (3.1.4),we get ( 3 . 4 . 1 5 ) . 
To prove ( 3 . 4 . 1 6 ) , we use ( 3 . 4 . 8 ) , (3.4.13) and the known r e s u l t 
M(<r) < K/x(cr+D + e) ([111] ,p.68) 
where Q i s an a rb i t r a ry small and posi t ive number K i s a 
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c o n s t a n t depending on D, and € . F i n a l l y , we have 
lim -p i°«f-> < u, ?s l o s; ( , r ) 
and 
(r-r *~ e * 
„
 1 4 sup l o g / c ( ^ + D + e ) 
< l i m
 4 „ - "' " ' •••• 
- ^-^oo i n f
 e?<r 
l i m s u p l 0 g ^ ( < r ) < i l m SUP l o g H 6 , k ( < r > < l i m sup logM(cr) 
Combining these two,we ge t d e s i r e d conc lu s ion ( 3 , 4 , 1 6 ) , 
The p a r t i c u l a r case ( 3 , 4 , 1 7 ) i s obv ious . 
THEOREM 3,8 ( i ) For o > o , 
l og l J « - ) l im f * 1 0  * 0 V ^ ' < T . . . ( 3 . 4 . 1 8 ) 
o--+ oo l n I p«- "" t oo I n f 
( l i ) g o r b > 1 , 
T# sup lc>2 I 6 (o - ) 
< l i ra J * 2 . . . . ( 3 . 4 . 1 9 ) 
** "~ <r-+°° i n f e^"0" 
F u r t h e r , under the c o n d i t i o n ( 3 . 2 . 2 ) 
*
 l i r L i n f ~ i * - ** P D * 
. . . ( 3 . 4 . 2 0 ) 
t # ~ ,-fOo ±nf Qp~r - t - t # e P 
I n p a r t i c u l a r case i f D = o 
sup l ° g I A ( 0") T T> 





 >. . . . ( 3 . 4 . 2 1 ) l i m i f 
e 
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We omit the proof, since t h i s e a s i l y follows from the fac t 
M * - ) < M(«r ) , 6 > o 
and the known re su l t 
M(«r ) < K JU.(<r+ D + 6 ) . 
REMARK. Theorem 3.7 and Theorem 3.3 include the Theorem of 
J a i n [ 2 7 ] , which in turn includes the theorem of Juneja [31] 
and a lso a theorem of Gupta [ 2 1 ] . The method of proofs of our 
re s a l t s i s s t i l l d i f fe ren t t echn ica l ly from that of J a i n [ i b i d ] , 
J a i n uses in h i s proof the following r e su l t of Kamthan 
( [39] p.222) : 
a 
A6(cr ) < {M(<r>} - < 0 < D A6(<r + 7( ) 3 ^ > o , 
which i s proved under the condi t ions 
l iminf (> - ^ T ) > o and limsup — — = h > o . 
n ^oo ' n n-x n-+°° />n 
The condit ions used by Kamthan [ i b i d ] are more r e s t r i c t i v e 
than condit ion ( 3 . 2 . 2 ) . 
S.5 SOMB RELATIONS BETWEEN TWO OR MORB ENTIRE FUNCTIONS. 
In t h i s sect ion, we shal l obtain the r e l a t i ons between 
two o r more en t i r e functions and study the mean values of en t i r e 
funct ions and t h e i r o rde r s . Let 
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n™ S UP l o g l o g N ^ k ( < r , f ) w 
lim a r . 
/> 
THEOBEM 3.9 Jtf_ 
l o g l o g He k(cr , f ) r ~ l o g j l o g N6>k(<r j ^ ) l o g N 6 j k (<r , f g ) } 
then 
CD f < l \ + f2 » 6 > ° ' 
Fur ther , .if 
1 
r *2 
loglog N6 j k(c- ,f)rv-Jloglog H6 k(<r j ^ ) . loglog N6)k(cr , f 2 ) l 
then 1 
( i i i ) jT < ( ^ £) ,
 6 > o, 
1 
( l v ) 71 > l \ . \ ) ^ , 6 > ! • 
*L ^ 2 
Where f aiid ^ # (3 = 1 , 2 ) are f i n i t e non-zero and J J 
correspond to f j ( j = 1 ,2 ) , 
PBOOF. From ( 3 . 4 . 4 ) , we have 
loglog N6 k(<r ,fn) limsup 2 < [. 
and 
loglog N
 k(<r , f ) 
llmsup : < r 0 • 
g- -> oo 0" — <s 
Hence, for an a r b i t r a r y number e > o and <r> ai > 
loglog N6 j k(cr , f x ) e 
< ( f^ + 2 ) . . . ( 3 . 5 . 1 ) 
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and , . . 
loglog N
 k ( < r , f ) 
—J < ( / " + £ ) • ...(3.5.2) 
Adding these two i n e q u a l i t i e s , we get 
log ^log N ^ k ( < r , f l )# log N 6 ) k (cr , f 2 ) ] 
< ( / ^ + /^  + e ) , e>o . 
Similar ly , we get 
log ^log N6>k(<r , f 1 ) . l o g N6 k(<r , fg)} 
<r 
Therefore, i f 
*1 *3 
loglog N6?k((r , f ) r~ log {log N6^k(cr j f ^ l o g N kGr , f g ) J 
we get 
7 < \ * f2 > 6 > ° 
and 
Again, l e t us mul t iply (3 .5 .1 ) and (3.5.2) Jwe have 
J l o g l o g % k(<r , f X ) ^ SloglOg EL k(<r , f g ) ] 
1
 ^r1 - • <<1* i ) ( V I >. 
which leads to 
1 
2 
7 < (l"i 2^> » 6 > ° ' 
Similar ly, we can obtain the r e s t par t of the Theoiem e . g . 
1 
?> > (**! ?)*2 ) 6 > 1 . 
Bemarte. We omit the numerous obvious c o r o l l a r i e s . 
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3.6 fiBPtfffl B5I. AXIOMS IN X6B1S OF N ^ k ( c r ) jftBB_N« fe(<r ) • 
In t h i s sect ion, we shal l study a fe-w p roper t i e s of 
Nx >(<»• ) and i t s der ivat ive N* (<r ) . 
°>K G,k 
THBom 3,10 (1) For a l l 6 > o , o < k < <» , 
( i i ) For a l l 6 > 1 , o < k < ° ° . 
r. 
l o g , 
f N» (<r ) 
6 , k 
< l i m SUP 
>i ,k<' > 
i n f < ! • 
«. . (3 .6 .1) 
. (3 .6 .2 ) 
( l i i ) For a l l 6 > 1 , o < k < < » , under the 
addi t ional condition (3 .2 .2 ) on n i , 
log 
( N« . 
l im SUP 
<r-+«> inf 
.(°- ) 1 
N 6,k _(<r ) 
- <° - £ . . . . (3.6.3) 
PROOF. We know ( [ 2 6 ] , p.114) tha t log N6 k (<r) i s an 
increasing convex function of r . Therefore^ log N6 k(<r- ) 
i s d l f fe ien t iab le almost everywhere with an increas ing de r iva t ive , 
the set of points where the l e f t hand der iva t ive i s l e s s than 
the right-hand der ivat ive i s of measure ze ro . This enables us 
to express log Nfi k(<r ) i n the following form : 
<r K« (x) 
log N6 k(o- ) = log N k (<r 0 ) + J .. 6jk dx «6,k' 
fo r an a r b i t r a r y cr0 . 
°b r,ifi) 
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Thus we have 
» 2 * t (c r .o - f t ) l og N6>k(o« ) < log N6>k( <r0) + j ^ j - k ( ( r j 
o r 
loglOgN6 k ( c r ) . I f , ! L j £ l 2 ^ 1 H i L . ^ -J < lim .suPL~vlog(—2 ) f j * 
Again, for an a r b i t r a r y fixed h > o 
°"+h N» ( x ) 
log N6>k(<r+ h) = log N6 k(<r ) + J 6,k ^ 
N6 k ( x ) 
2 H j ^ l i l . 
N6,k^> 
and there fore , 
sup loglog H6)k(<r) s u p 
**•> in f ? * « £ » inf 
Ne,kO»") " 
Thusi 





. . . ( 3 . 6 . 4 ) 
Combining (3 .4 .7) and ( 3 . 6 . 4 ) , vie have 
N» J< r ) f * 
l o g J _ £ > k 
l im sup inf 
which i s ( 3 . 6 . 1 ) . 
( 3 .6 .4 )^ in conduction with (3 .4 .4 ) , gives u s 
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N« . (<r ) 
log ( <>i* ) 
< lim inf ^ < l " . . . . ( 3 , 6 . 5 ) 
The r e s u l t (3 .6 .3 ) i s an immediate deduction from (3 .6 .5 ) 
combined with the fact £ = f , ^ « ?| under the condit ion 
( 3 . 2 . 2 ) . 
t 
RIM ARK, •llmsup* par t of (3 .6 .3) i s also true under ( 3 . 2 . 2 ) . 
3
^ A FURTHER RESULT OH COMPARATIVE! GROWTH OF log IQ(<r > 
ig> log J 6 k(cr ) . 
Let us define 
Following Shah ( [ 7 6 ] , p . 31) there e x i s t s a lower proximate 
order ^(cr ) re la t ive to log I0(o- ) , sa t is fying the following 
condi t ions : 
( i ) lim J(<r ) . JT , 
cr-+ oo 
( i i ) lim cr ;T( <r ) a o , 
g- -+00 
(i i i) log I6(o- ) > e0"^^) for all large <r , 
(iv) liminf l 0 S J6iam ) « ! . 
LEMMA 3.3 For h > o , 
S(<r + h) 
lim = exp (h 7> ) 
o- -* oo s( o- ) 
where S(cr ) = exp (cr "^ ( t r ) ) . 
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PROOF. By a simple ca lcu la t ion , we have 
= cr?| («r ) + > ( • - ) • 
S(<r ) 
Therefore, using the p roper t i es ( i ) and ( i i ) , we see t ha t 
fo r any C > o , there i s a <r0 such tha t for every<r2 <r 
( 3 - e ) < < C 3 + e ) . 
S(<r ) 
In tegra t ing the above inequa l i ty from cr to (o-+ h ) , 
•we have 
S(o- + h) 
( > » - € ) h < log < ( > + € ) h . 
S(cr ) 
So t h a t , 
S(<r + h) 
l im a exp (h }J) . 
<r-+ °° s( <r ) 
Now, we are in pos i t ion to prove the following theorem, 
THEOREM 3.11 Let f( s) be an en t i r e function represented by 
D i r i c h l e t Ser ies , then 
(1+ 1) 
log I6(o- ) _ r k ") k 
l lminf : < "> U l + - ~ - ) ( . . . . ( 3 . 7 . 1 
cr -• oo log J^
 k(o- ) I A J 
PROOF. We have 
1 cr+h
 fe 




ek(<r 7h) J- ^gl6(x)e dx 
log I 6 ( «r ) k h 
ke k h X J 
«• 89 •» 
Dividing each side by S(<r ) and taking the l i m i t i n f e r i o r , 
we have 
kh l o S J 6 , k<^" + h ) l o S I6(<r ) (e - 1 7 
l iminf Jll — > l iminf
 c ,
g
 . f for \ 
o-foo W) a-*00 S ( c r > <• ke K h J 
' e k h -
k e k h 
1
 ) 
— \ . . . . ( 3 .7 .2 ) 
Put 
S(<r ) s(<r+h) S(<r ) 
Here log J 0 k(<r+h) / S(<r+h) and S(<r+h) / S(o- ) 
are non - negative , so we have 
log J.
 k(cr+h) log J6 .(<r +h) 
liminf ill < liminf 22* .exp(h*) 
CT-*-oo
 s((r ) cr-*oo S(CT-+ h) 
by lemma 3.3 . This inequa l i ty with (3 .7 .2 ) wi l l give us 
log J ,
 k(<r ) e - 1 
l iminf 6 > K > _r—• t 
or-*00 s ( a - ) "" k exp [(k+»h) 
Using t h i s inequa l i ty and from the e q u a l i t y 
log I.(o- ) log I f i(<r) S(<r ) 
9 
l og J6fkC«r ) S(<r) log J ^ ^ ) 
we get 
log I (<r ) l og I6(«- ) S(«r ) 
l iminf 2 < liminf -—~ • limsup 
oo S( <r ) cr -*• ° ° 
9 
<r->°° l o g J ^ k ( < r ) <r-*°° **«" > o 0 0 log J 6 fe(<r) 
1 
= 1 . 
l iminf l °g Jo .k^- ) 
^ ° ° S C O 
k exp i ( k + > ) h] 
, . • • • • (3 .7 .3 ) 
eK f t-i 
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Now by usual method of ca lcu lus we minimize the r igh t 
hand side of ( 3 , 7 . 3 ) , We find tha t i t s minima i s a t ta ined for 
that value of h which s a t i s f i e s the r e l a t ion 
fikh „ , JL+JL N -T . rt 
Subst i tu t ing t h i s value of h in ( 3 , 7 . 3 ) , we get 
log I6(cr ) ( 1 + 5 ) 
l iminf 2 < > C
 ( 1 + k /) k . 
*--*°° log J0)k(cr ) - 1 > ; j 
The case }\ = o , i s obvious. 
This completes the proof of the theorem. 
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CHAPTER IV 
ON THE MEAN VALUES OF AN ENTIRE FUNCTION OF SEVERAL 
COMPLEX VARIABLES 
4 .1 INTRODUCTION. In the second chapter , we have 
discussed some growth proper t ies of the mean values of an 
en t i r e function of one complex variable and in the th i rd 
those of an en t i r e function represented by D i r i ch l e t S e r i e s . 
I t appears natural to inves t iga te the growth aspects of 





 . . . (4 .1 .1 ) f ( Z l j 2 2 ) = S % ^ \ z , 
be an e n t i r e function of two complex var iab les z± and z 2 , 
holomorphic in the closed polydlsc D i | z n l .< r n , n = 1 ,2 \ ». 
The maximum modulus of fCz^jZg) i s denoted by 
MCr^rgjf) = MC^,!^) = max I f ( z 1 , z 2 ) | , (n = 1 ,2 ) . 
•
 2n' - r n 
The f i n i t e order p of an e n t i r e function f ( z 1 , z 2 ) i s 
denoted as 
loglog M(rT,rP) 
iJMSUp — = - « f . [11] . . . ( 4 . 1 . 2 ) 
r!,r2-*cx> i 0 g {T1T2) ' 
S imilar ly , we can define the lower order /| of f(z-L,z2) 
as 
loglog MdNjrg) 
l iminf ±—t- = ^ . . . . ( 4 . 1 . 3 ) 
rj^rg-^co
 l o g {Tlr2) 
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Let us write : 
1 2 2ir 2ir ,
 4 a _ i e _ . 6 
Ifi<*l»*2»*> = Id< r l» r 2) = < 2"7*> J * I f ( r e i e l ,p2e 2 ) | . d e d e 
o o 
where 6 > 1 , . . . (4 .1 .4 ) 
I 6 ( r 2 , r 2 ) i s an increasing function of 
( i ) i^ for a given r 2 , 
( i i ) r 2 for a given i^ , 
( l i i ) ^ and r2 (both i nc r ea s ing ) . 
For a given r 2 , l e t o < r» < p , f and define kCe. ,6 . ) as 
k ( e i , e 2 ) [ f ( r j e % r 2 e i e 2 ) | ° « I f d * « l e i , P g » l e 2 ) | , 
where 6 > 1) o < 6 < 2TT , o j < 6 2 > < 2 i r and 
1 2ir 
where 
F<zi>r2) - s r x (>(z1,e1,r2)de1 , 
o 
G ( z 1 , 6 1 , r 2 ) « J ^(63^,63) | f ( Z ; L e i e l , r 2 e l t t 2) j d e . 
Then F(z2_,r2) i s regular for | z j < r " and i t a t t a i n s 
maximum on the boundary of z^ = r n e i o ( l . Therefore, 
V r i > r 2 ) » F < r i > r 2 ) < l F ( r | t e i o ( l , r 2 ) l < I t f(*« , r 2 ) . 
Hence, I 6 ( r 1 > r 2 $ f ) i s an increasing function of r^ for 
given 23 . Similarly, i t can be proved that I ^d^ jTg j f ) i s an 
increas ing function of r 2 for a given r^ . T h e r e f o r e , 
I 6 ( r 1 , r 2 | f ) i s an increasing function of r^ and r 2 when one 
remains fixed and other increases or both increase . 
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We define 
' 6 , i 1 , i<a<^.V* > - , « ,* l , * j , < 1 i , , * ) 
ex *£T o1 i^1 ^ l0S IdU l 'X2' f>d x ld x2] k-i+1 
v i 1 2 
. . . . ( 4 .1 .5 ) 
where 6 > 1 , o < k - j i ^ < °° • 
4 .2 COMPARATIVE GROWTH OF 1 ^ * 1 , r 2 ) jy© J 0 ) k k ^ * ! * ^ ) 
THEOREM 4 .1 LeJ f (z . , ,z 2 ) be holomorphlc in the closed polydisc 
D
 | ' z n ' - Bn> n = x*2 \ then for o < r n < Rn (n = 1,2 , ) 
loZ3otKl9k2 ( r l ' r 2 ' f ) 
k 1 + l k 2 + 1 
- (k1+i) (k2+i) - ^ i + 1 . r k i + 1 ^ ^ p + 1 g ? . * L « V ^ 
. . . (4 .2 .1 ) 
PROOF. Since I ^ X j ^ X g , ^ i s an increasing function of : 
( i ) Xj for a given x 2 , ( i i ) Xg for given x-^, ( i i i ) -x^ and xg 
(both inc reas ing) , from (4 .1 .5 ) ye have 
l 0g
 ^k-pk^l^) « T ~ ^ + 1 f f ^ x22l°g V * ! ^ ^ ^ 
r l r 2 
log I 6 d s , r P j f ) 
< ° x 2 . . . . ( 4 . 2 . 2 ) 
(fcj+1) (kg+l) 
Fur ther , 
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1 J i %2 k-t kg 
1 0 2 J 6 , k L , k 2 ( ^ L » V f ) = k 1 + l k 2 + l Q J X l X2 l o S I 6 ( x 1 , x 2 } f ) d x 1 d x 2 
*L R2 
1 % ^2 ^1 ^2 
•* ""K+i kp+i ' J xi x2 los ia^^gjfjdx^g 
Ri V ^ r2 
k i + 1 k i + 1 kr>+l ko+1 
> *i r i
 # V "V ^V^.^f) 
. . . ( 4 . 2 . 3 ) 
From ( 4 . 2 . 2 ) and ( 4 . 2 . 3 ) the theorem fo l lows « 
COROLLARY 4 . 1 Le t f(2-T22> be an e n t i r e func t ion of f i n i t e 
o r d e r f and lower o r d e r > , then 
l l m sup lQfP-og J 6 , k 1 , k 9 ( r l » r 2 ) 
•c . T» -». oo i nf - — 
1 ' V l o g ( r 1 r 2 ) 
sup l o g l o g I 6 ( r l > r 2 ' f ) f 
= l i m ±nf —----—----——--—-------. « • 
r l » r 2"*°° l o g ( * i r 2 ^ ^ 
f 
4 . 3 GROWTH RSLA.TIVB TO (x^Xg) . 
THEOREM 4 .2 Le t f U ^ Z g ) be an e n t i r e func t ion of f i n i t e 
non-zero o r d e r P and 
( i ) i f 
l o g I g C i j ^ r g j f ) 
l i m i n f - r- = s , . . . ( 4 . 3 . 1 ) 
_then 
l i m i n f 
. . . (4.3.2) 
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( i i ) - t f 
log Ic(r1,r25f) 
limsup
 3 S ••• (4.3.3) 
then 
1
°g J0,k 1 )k 2 ( r l» r2? f) limsup 
. . . (4.3.4) 
PBOOF. From (4.3.1), for rx > r° = r ^ x ) , r2 > r° =r2(e2) 
and taking C = max (€i»€2), we have 
log I6(r1 , r2 j f) > (&-e)(r i r 2 / . . . (4.3.5) 
and from (4.3.3), we have 
log I6(r1 , r2 jf) < (S + €) ( r ^ g / . . . . (4.3.6) 
Now from (4.1.5), we have 
l 0S J6,ki,li2(r:L'r2*f) 
^ • ^ V 1 H o o o ig ^ o r° r° 
k l ^ 
xx xg log IgU^Xgjf) dxx dxg 1 . . . (4.3.7) 
1 r i * 2 k-, lfo 
> - . .—__ j * r x x0 log I.C^t^oif) cbc, dx0 
kn+1 ko+1
 po o 1 2 s x6 T.» 2 ' 1 2> 
rl V ! 2 
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> (s-e)i 
(Vf+i)
 0 ( k 1 + p + i ) ) f ( k i + f + 1 ) , o^Cka+f+D 
r l - t r l ) 
k.,+1 
r2 . - ( V 
(k j+f+D^ 1 j / (kgff+1) r, V
1 
2 
o , o 
for r > r. and r 2 > r • 
Proceeding to l i m i t i n f e r i o r , we get 
l iminf ' x* d v,
 g 
r- r0-+ oo "~ — "" • 
1 2
 ( i j ^ ) ? ( k 1 + f + I ) ( k 2 + f + 1 ) 
o o Fur ther , from (4 .3 ,6) and (4 ,3 ,7 ) for r, > r and r > r„ , 1 o 2 & 
we have 
l o g J
* , k L . * 2 C x i » V f ) 
, o k l + l V " 1 o k o + 1 o 
*
 + <»t> ( r g t 2 J 2 ) i o g i 6 ( r i y r 2 | f ) 
r k 1 + l r k 2 + l ( v l ) ( ¥ 1 ) r k 1 + l p k 2 + l -
o k,+1 k 1 + i 0 kg+i 
. <*£) <*L - ^ 1 > ) l o g I 6 ( r 1 , r ° 5 f ) 
(k j+l ) (kg+l)
 r i
k l + 1 r ^ 2 + 1 
(&f€)(r1 r j , 
( k 1 + f +l)(kg+f +1) 
where K i s some posi t ive cons tan t . 
Taking l i m i t superior , we get 
umsup l o g J°.*W r i ' r2 i f )
 < i q 
1
 ^ ^
r l r 2> ' (k x +f +l)(kg+f +1) 
This completes the proof of the theorem. 
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4.4 GBOWTH RELATIVE TO (i^ro? L d ^ r g ) . 
In this section, ws confine our in teres t to the l imi t s 
of log I 6 ( r 1 , r 2 } f ) and log J 6 k v ( r i» r 2 ^f) when they are 
f 
compared with the fxinction like (i^rg) L^ ri> r2^> w h e r s L ( r i » r 2 ) 
i s a n slowly changing1 • function, with the following properties: 
o o 
( i ) U r ^ r g ) i s continuous for r^ > r^ and rg > r , 
( i i ) LCr-^rg) > o for rx > r ° and rg > r° , 
( i i i ) for every constant o(,p >o, L(c<r ,pr2)rv^ L(r , r 2 ) 
as r^ or r„ or r^ and rg tend to Inf ini ty . 




 l n J X . - ; , ( o < H < s < « 0 
1 2 ( l l r 2 > MtlfPg) . . . (4 .4 .1 ) 
and 
1 1 . ? L l 0 ' J f ^ . > 8 ( ^ g » , f ) A ) ( o < B < A < ~ ) . 
(riPfejf L ( P , , P ) 
a
 . . . ( 4 .4 .2 ) 
r l f V o o inf - B 
THEOREM 4.3 LeJ f (z 1 , z 2 ) be an entire function of finite non-
zero order f . Then 
( y f + D d i g + f + i ) 
H 
"s 
< lim 'g^^W*'*!^ J i . 
" rx,rg-K»
 l o g I ^ r ^ i - g i f ) (k x+f+l)(kg+f+1) H 
. . . (4.4.3) 
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PBOOF. For o < t < 1 , from ( 4 . 1 . 5 ) , we have 
l o g J 6 , k l , k 2 ( r l + t r l ' r 2 + t r 2 » f > 
1 r l t t r l r 2 t t r 2 k l *2 
1 2 
/ _P o o 
k 1 + l k 2 + l k 1 + V 2 
1 2 
r,
 r_ r.. r« r- ^ >+tr0 r-, rrt is r0 
' x1 r ^ x f + x1^ 2+xi J 2 + C X S 
.o l o o o o r 2 o r 2 r o r j r g 
^ f l r 2 + t r 2 r 1 + t r 1 r g r ^ t ^ r 2 r i f t r ^ t % J fa K 
+ X0 J + ^  X + X X0+ X J Ix x *logl ( x ^ d x ^ 
r l r 2 r l ° r l r2 P l r 2 i X 2 * 
. . . (4.4.4) 
»
 p l + p 2 + . P 3 + P4 + P 5 + P6 + P7 + P 8 + P9 S & 7 '« 
Now, 
Pi < 
1 k l + 1 k 2 + 1 
V *2 
rj V I 
P o < < - ± - ) 
, where C i s some p o s i t i w constant , 
log l6ix1%T2\t) 
( V D d t g + l ) ( l + t ) k l + k 2 + 2 
k0+i 
r j k 1 + l | ( i + t ) 2 - l } l o g I 6 ( r ; , i f e + t r 2 | f ) 
3 ( " ) •• • - .. n_ i - „ • 
ri (VD(y i ) d+t)^1^""2 
P <
 ( iljV1 log V^tigif) 
( k 1 + l ) ( k 2 + l ) ( i + t ) V k 2 + 2 
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(S + 6) fl ?2 VP V * 
P 5< k1+kg+2 fc+lWl Jp *roXl X2 U * ^ * * ^ . 
(1+t) x "* i ^ 1 r^2 r i r 2 
( S + e ) ( i ^ r g / L ( r l t r 2 ) 
P ^ , , , , , i ' > 
( k 1 + f + l ) ( k 2 + f , + l ) ( l + t ) W " 2 
by using (4 .4 .1 ) and by repeated appl ica t ion of Lemma 5 . [ 2 4 ] . 
( ( 1 + t ) 2 - 1 ) r x ^ 
P6 < " V I k ^ + 2 I 0 ^ 1 0 g V*. V<V«*i . 
( k g + 1 ) ^ (1+t) * L 
k +l 
(S+€)(( l+t) 2 - l ) r / f i fc, + f 
< a— J x L ( x 1 , r p + t r P ) d x . 
k ,+ i k,+k„+2 r° L ••• 2 ^ i , 
( k g + i ) ^ 1 ( l + t ) X ^ 1 
^ •
 k 2 + 1 v f 
(Sf6) | ( (1+t) * - l ) ( r L P 2 y L ( r 1 , r 2 + t r 2 ) 
" [ ( V f +1)(kg+1) J
 (i+t)ki+kfef2 " » 
by using (4 .4 .1) and applying Lemma 5 , [ 2 4 ] . 
k l + 1 o 
rgV1 ( C 1 + t ) "1 } l 0 g V r l + t r l > r 2 *f) 
'
 r 2 , "ki+k0 +2 
Cfcj+lKkg+iKi+t) 2 
(S*-€) ( (1+t ) 1 + - l > ( i i r 2 ) P U p j + t r - p r g ) 
P« < 8
 (k 1 +l) (k 2 + f +l) a + t ) k l + k 2 + 2 
and 
( ( l + t ) k l + 1 - l ) ( ( l + t ) k 2 + 1 - l ) log V i i + t i i . r s g + t ^ i f ) 
Pg <. — ,
 # 
(kj+1) (kg+i) (1+1) k l + k 2 + 2 
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Hence, (4 .4 .4 ) becomes 
l 0 g J 6 , k 1 , k 2 ( r l + t r 1 ^ 2 + t r 2 i f ) 
n -(VD-Ckg+l) i£ V 1 l 0 g V r l » p 2 ^ ) < OCr, x rP )-+ ( r? ) + 1 " ki+k-,+2 
U i + l K k g + D d + t ) 1 ^ 
r l k 7 +k+2 
( k 1 + 1 > ( k 2 + 1 ) ( 1 + t ) 
r 2 (k 1 +l ) (K 2 + 1 Hl+t ) 1 C l + K 2 + 2 
(S+e) L d ^ T g ) ( ^ r 2 ft 
(1^+ f + D C k g + f + l ) ( l + t ) k l + V 2 
( ( l + t ) ^ + - l ) (&•>€)( r ^ / L ( r l 5 r 2 + t r 2 ) 
( V f + 1 ) ( k 2 + 1 ) ( l + t ) k l + k 2 + 2 
r o k + i ( ( l + t ) X -1 ) log IfiCri+tP-.r,? j f ) 
+ ( - £ ) 2 . ° x x 2 + 
*
2
 ( k 1 + l ) ( kg+ lKl+ t )* 1 ** 2 * 2 
kn+1 O 
( ( l + t ) - l ) ( S f e X ^ r g V W r ^ t r - p r ) 
(kj+UCkg+f+l) ' ( l + t ) k i + V 2 
k-,+1 kg+1 
( ( l + t ) -1 ) ( ( l + t ) -1 ) log I 6 ( r 1 + t r 1 , r 2 + t r 2 j f ) 
( k 1 + l ) ( k 2 + l ) ( l + t ) k l + V 2 
- 1CEL~ 
Now dividing both the sides by 
p P 
(*l+tTl> ( r 2 + t r 2 ) Ur -^ t r -pTg+t rg ) 
and taking l i m i t superior , we get 
A < S [ 
k-,+1 
1 ( (1+t ) 1 - 1 ) 
cki+^+DCkg+f + D ( i + t ) i c i ' f V 2 r + 2 (k 1 + D(k 2 + / ' + i ) ( i + t ) k i 4 - h ^ a 
((i+t)^+1-i) c(i+t)1+-i)((i+tr+-i) 
] . k,+ko+2P+2
 t k-,+kr>+2 
Since t i s a r b i t r a r y , we get 
S 
A < # # # # (4 .4 .5 ) 
~ (kx+f +l)(kg+f +1) 
Next, from ( 4 . 4 . 4 ) , we have 
l o g J o , ^ i % ( * + t * » r 2 + t , ! 2 * f ) 
> J / fl ?2
 A fi r2ttr2 V 
(rx) x ( r 2 ) <* (1+t) J- "2 I r i r g r° r g P 1 
1  . fi ^ ^  I4*1* *2 
r ^ t r , r 2 + t r 2 •) k, k 2 
+ I X f * i X 2 l o s I 6 ( x 1 » x 2 5 f ) d x 1 d x 2 . 
= M1 + Mg + M 3 + M4 , say . . . . (4 .4 .6 ) 
Now, 
(H-e) r x r 2 k^+f k2+p 
Mt> J_ J r t x x „ L(x1 ,x„)dx1dx r 
1
 k ,+l kg+1 t+kp+2
 r ° r o 1 2 T.» 2 i , 




e > r 2 P \
 h+r 
" ^ fr+fa+2 1° 1 L ( X l ' r 2 ) d X l » 
f 
Cff- 6 ) ( r ^ g ) L ( P 1 , P 2 ) 
r^ 
ki +kp+2 
( k j ^ f + l ) ( k 2 + j p + l ) ( l + t ) x 
using ( 4 . 4 . 1 ) and repea ted a p p l i c a t i o n of Lemma 5 [ 2 4 ] , 
S i m i l a r l y , 
M2 > 
(H-€)r 2 r (C l+ t ) * - 1 ) 
o-* 
k-,+1 k,+k«+2 r , 
(kg+1) P x ( 1 + t ) 1 ^ x 
kp+1 p 
(H-e) ( ( 1 + t ) * - 1 ) ( P 2 P 2 ) L ( r 1 , r 2 ) 
k1+k_+ 2 (kx+f> + l ) ( k 2 + l ) ( 1 + t ) x * 
us ing ( 4 . 4 . 1 ) and applying lemma 5 , [ 2 4 ] . 
F u r t h e r , 
J 0 x^ K x - ^ r ^ d x ^ 
M 3 > 
(H-6) ( ( l + t ) ^ + . i ) ( r 1 r 2 ) ( ' L ( r 1 , r 2 ) 
(1^+1) (kg+f + l ) ( l + t ) k l + k 2 + 2 
and 
kj^+1 k 2 +l ( ( 1 + t ) - l ) ( ( 1 + t ) - 1 ) 
M4 > l o g I ^ P ^ P g j f ) 
kn+ko+2 ( k j + i K k g + l X l + t ) ^ 
Hence ( 4 . 4 . 6 ) becomes 
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1°S J o ,k^ ( Vtrl'r2+tr2*f) 
A ^ a I (H-6)(r r2) L(r ,r2)j(-~i—) (—!_. ) 
(l+t^l+V^ x ** J- ^ C kj + p+1 k g + f + l 
k 2 + 1 ( U + t ) * - 1 ) 
(fcj+f +1) (kg+l ) 
fcl+1 
(Ci+t) x - l ) ; 
7*3+1) (k2+f +1) , 
lc, +1 k«+l 
( ( 1 + t ) J- - l ) ( ( l + t ) A - 1 ) 
( V 1 ) Ck +1 ) 
l o g I 6 ( r i , r 2 5 f ) ] 
. . . ( 4 . 4 , 7 ) 
Now, d i v i d i n g both the s i d e s of t h i s i n e q u a l i t y by 
p P 
( 3 ^ + t r ^ ) ( r 2 + t r 2 ) L ( i j _ + t r 2 » * 2 + t r 2 ^ 
and tak ing l i m i t i n f e r i o r , we get 
B > H [ ( _ L _ , ( - i — , + «1+t>Vl-i> 
( 1 + t ) 
k1+k2+2f +2 kj* p + 1 kg+ f +i (1^+ f» +i)(kg+1) 
&1+1 ,, k.+l kp+l 
((1+t) x -1) ((1+t) L -i) ((i+t) ^  -i) 
+ + _ , I 
(kL+l)(k2+p+l) (kx+l) (kg+l) 
For th© b e s t p o s s i b l e value of t , we g e t 
B > H 
(Is^+p + l ) ( k 2 + f +1) 
. . . (4.4.8) 
From ( 4 . 4 . 1 ) and ( 4 . 4 . 2 ) , we o b t a i n 
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» e < i o s j 6 ,k i ,k 2 ( r i > r 2> f ) < m r# 
S+e log I , ( r ^ r g j f ) ^ H - 6 
Taking l i m i t s and using (4 .4 .5 ) and ( 4 . 4 . 8 ) , -we get the r e s u l t . 
COROLLARY 4.2 I f S = H, then 
l o S J x ir k ( ' i » r o j f ) r ^ log I * ( P - t r p | f ) . 
*'*L**2 1 2' ( k j + f + l K k g + p + l ) 6 1 2 ' 
THEOREM 4.4 Let f(zl9z2) be an e n t i r e function of order f 
(o < f <«>), then ^ 
a k ,+i ko+1 V 1 " ^ k ^ + 1 ^ + 1 
( i ) S < Af(l + - y ~ ) (1 + - f - ) CI + ~ ) ( 1 + ^ L ) ^ . 
P 2
 + j; __ 
U i + f +D(k2+/' + D ( k ^ p +1) (kg p+f+DJ 
/ 4 4 \ Q + H 
(Ckl l ) ( k 2 + f  C1&L+P+
f P 
k .+ l k ,+i ko+1 k +1 
' < A (f +k 1 + l ) (P +k2+l) (1 + - ^ ) x ( l + y ~ ) 2 . 
PROOF. From ( 4 , 4 . 7 ) , we have 
> v L o C (H-e) ( r r ) L ( r , , r ) ( ( - ^ 7 7 , )< — ) 
( l + t ) k l + k 2 + 2 X -1 2 I k l+ f+ 1 kg+f+1 
kp-KL fc. +1 
( (1+t) * - 1 ) ( (1+t ) X -1) 
(k 2 +D(k 1 +f +1) (k 1 +l)(k 2 +f +1) 
kn +1 kp+l 
( (1+t) -1 - 1 ) ( (1+t) * - l ) 
+ log I g C i ^ ^ g i f ) ] . 
(kx+D ( V D 
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Now, dividing both the sides of t h i s i nequa l i ty by 
j C r ^ t r j / ( r 2 + t r 2 ) f U r ^ t r ^ + t r , , ) ] 
and taking l i m i t superior, we get 
ko+1 
1 ( 1
 w 1 , <U+t) ^ - l ) 
A > . £ H | ( )( = ) + L + 
W2?"1"2 L kj+f+1 kg+p +1 (1^+f+I)(k2+1) 
K +1 k-, +1 ko+1 
( U + t p - - 1 ) ) ( U + t r - D C C i + t ^ - D s 
+ >+ : ; T 
(kj^+DCkg+f+1) J ( k ^ D Ckg+D 
Or 




— v - ; — C A ( i + t ? d - H ( r r r + i ) C r T r r , ) 
k ,+l k0+i L k,+p+l ko+f>+l 
( ( 1 + t p - l ) ( ( l + t ) 2 -1 ) 
kp+1 k_+l 
( U + t ) d - l ) ( ( 1 + t ) 1 - 1 ) , 
+ + _ c -j 
( k ^ p+lXkg+i) (k^DCkg+f +i) J 
, «/» « • . . . ( 4 . 4 . 9 ) 
fc,+k«+2P +2 (k^DCkg+l ) A(l+t) x 
S ^ ' • — '«• 
k, +i k«+l ( c i + t ) x -i) (d+t) d - i ) 
Minimizing the r igh t hand side of t h i s expression, we get 
? e 
k1+i kg+i k1+i ^ T i v 1 ? ? I 
s <Ao + ^ r ) ( i + - r - ) d + 7 - ) 1 - d + 7 - ) 2 , 
which proves f i r s t par t of the theorem. 
Also, from ( 4 . 4 . 9 ) , we have 
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S + HL_f! *-L_
 + JL 
..] [ ( k + p + D U 2 + P + D c^+f+i) (isg+p+i: 
f f 
k^+l k-,+1 kg+1 kp+l 
< A(P+kj+l)(p +152+1X1 + - ~ ) (1+ - ^ r — ) 
This proves the l a s t pa r t of the theorem. Thus,the theoiem 
i s completely proved. 
THBOBEM 4.5 Let f ( z 1 , z ) be an e n t i r e function of f i n i t e 
:c n~ zs ro o rdc i- ? and i i 
6ftL»*g -1 2
 s , ( o < B < A < <*>) sup l i m
 ^ i n f 
. . . (4 .4 .10) 
and 
f log I^C^jTgi f ) o-> ocC^rg)1 L ( r 1 , r 2 ) , (o < * < °°) 
whe re L(r , r 2 ) = 0 ^ l o S r i r 2 ) for large values of p. and 
r 2 , then 
( i ) f (z , z ) i s of regular growth . 
( i i ) A = B = - . 
(1^+ f+DCl^+f +1) 
log J
 v v ( r , , r P : f ) \ ( l i i ) l im 0t*ji.*2 1* 2 '
 a 
3^,^-400 - (k+f+ l ) (k„+f+1) 
l o g I 6 ( p l f P 2 | f ) 1 * 
PROOF. ( i ) Since 
log I 6 ( r 1 > r 2 5 f ) ^ « ? ( ( r 1 r 2 / L ( r 1 , r 2 ) 
as r j and r tend to" i n f i n i t y . 
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Taking logarithm, we have 
* 
loglog I^Cr^ rg f f ) ~ log * + p log ^ r g + log L ( r 1 r 2 ) J 
a s r , and r tend to i n f i n i t y . 
Hence, f ( z . 9 z . ) i s of regular growth, i f we note t ha t 
log L ( r , r 2 ) 
x
 -+ o as fc and r g tend to i n f i n i t y . 
log r . r 2 
( i i ) From ( 4 . 1 . 5 ) , we have 
l 0 g J6,klf*2 ( r l , r 2 ' f ) 
0
 o ° o 
r-, r? r . r 0 K r° 
r ^ V + 1 L o o o r ° 
X'l J 2 + 
r-i f2 1 ^ ^ +
 Co £ 1 \ V l0g I6C x 1» x2* f ) t a i t o2 • 
1 2 
a P1 + P 2 + P 3 + P , say . . . . (4 .4 .11) 
Now, 
C 
p. < — , where C i s pos i t ive cons tant . 
r"i+1 r V i 
•1 P2 
o 
r l k l + 1 1 P2 < ( — } — log I 6 ( r ° , r ° j f ) . 
1
 ( k^DdCg+l ) 
rg k2+i i 0 
P 3 < ( - * ) * log I e ( r l f r 5f) 
r 2 (k^+Kks+l) x 2 
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and 
X Ti r« k, k 
p J j %^x 2 log I - . U - p X p ^ d x , d x P 
4
 k^+1 kp+1 r ° r ° 1 2 & 6 -L 2 ' 1 2 
r l r 2 2 
VI V 1 ri r2 
1 2 
f 
« ( r ^ ) L ( r i , r 2 ) 
( V f + l H K g + P +1) 
by repeated appl icat ion of Lemma 5 [ 2 4 ] , 
Put t ing the values of P 1 , P 2 , P 3 and P 4 i n ( 4 . 4 . 1 1 ) , 
we have 
^•'e.^'l'V" 
o k , + l o 
C r x x log l6irvT2 if) +
 ( — ) 
V r22 1 (VDCkg+i) 
r ° ^ log I 6 ( » p i g $ f ) «C*li!2) U P L , r 2 ) 
+ (-2 ) 
r 2 , " (kn+P+DCko+f+l) 
(kj+DCkg+l) x r ^ 
. . . ( 4 . 4 . 1 2 ) 
p 
Now, dividing both the s ides by ( ^ r ? , ) L ^ r i » r 2 ^ » a Posi t ive 
increasing function, the i n e q u a l i t i e s (4 .4 .12) gives us 
ii* l o g Jo^x^(ri'Vf) < __f . 
(4 .4 .13) 
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From ( 4 . 4 . 1 1 ) , -we have 
l 0 S J 6 , k 1 , k 2 ( r l » r 2 ' f ) 
>
 ; V I A * /o i* VV2los l6<xv*2ity>«x1«x2 
r l V 1 2 
p 
r^ 
( k 1 + f + l ) ( k 2 + f +1) 
He nee, 
l o 8 3o,fcL, l i2 ( , i ' r2* f> « 
l im x g ^_ > _ • 
1 , 2
 ( i i V ^ v V (ki+? + 1> (Vf+ 1 ) 
. . . . (4 .4 .14) 
F i n a l l y , the i n e q u a l i t i e s (4 .4 .13) and (4 .4 .14) lead to 
l im 
l 0 g J 6 , k L , k 2 ( r l , r 2 ' f ) « 
r, ,r, oo ' . , Pp - * w f> 
1 ' 2 ( ^ T. Y ( r i r 2 ) r L ( r 1 , r 2 ) i\+? +l)dBg+f +1) 
i . e . 
A = B » 
(k j+f+ l ) (k2+f +D 
( i i i ) I f we divide both the sides of i nequa l i t y (4 .4 ,12) by 
log I (P j jTg j f ) , a posi t ive increas ing function, we have 
l o « J o , f c l t l ^ < » L . ' 2 i » 1 [ O C r ^ ^ k ^ V 1 ^ 
log I 6 ( r l t i a J f ) < l o g l 0 ( r 1 , r 2 i f ) x 
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^Viiogi6c^»Vf) t (r2?yiiogi6^i^l^) 
rx ( y D C y i ) r2 7k1+l)(k2+1> 
c c ^ r j L ( r 1 > r 2 ) ^ 
Or 
l 0 S J o , k 1 , k 2 ( r l ' r 2 t f ) < -1 
l i m 
r . , r P ^ ° o - - ( k _ + f > + l ) ( k + f + l ) 
1 ' 2 l o g I ^ ^ . r g j f ) T . 2 
. . • ; ( 4 . 4 . 1 5 ) 
Also from ( 4 . i . o ) , we have 
l 0 g J 6 , k 1 , k 2 ( r l » r 2 r f ) 
1 
>
 A + l
 P*2+l r« r r l r 2 1 2 
f 
«* ( r x r 2 ) L ( i ! , r 2 ) 
o^. 
lo [o V X 2 2 l 0 g V *1 , X2* f>d xld x 2 
(k j+ f + I ) (k2+f +1) 
l i m
 l Q g J 0 ^ 1 » ^ 2 ( r l > r 2 t f )
 > 1 
r l ' r 2 " > ° ° l o g " l 0 ( r 1 , r 2 } f ) "" ( k x + | » + I ) ( k 2 + p + 1 ) 
. . . ( 4 . 4 . 1 6 ) 
Combining ( 4 . 4 . 1 5 ) and ( 4 . 4 . 1 6 ) , we g e t 
it- log J«,»Wi , ,a* ) _ __L__.. 
r i , r 2 - * c o l o g - I ^ C ^ ^ g j f ) (k x + f + l K k g + f +1) 
Thtas the theorem i s comple te ly e s t a b l i s h e d . 
BEFBKSNCES 
BOSS AND SHABtA [11] j HARDY AND BOGOSINSKI [ 2 4 ] . 
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CHAPTER V 
ON THE SOME ASPECTS OF GROWTH RELATIONS OF 
ENTIRE FUNCTIONS 
5»1 INTRODUCTION. In section 5.2 and sect ion 5 .3 of 
t h i s chapter, some resul ts on entire functions of infini te 
order have been obtained. While in section 5,4, an applica-
tion of proximate order B of an entire function has been 
shown. In the l a s t section, we have proved a theorem on 
ent ire function represented by a Dirichlet se r ies , 
OO 
Let f(z) = £ a0 z11, be an entire function of order P 
o 
and lower order } • I t i s known that 
loglog M(r) n log n 
limsup s P = limsup ,(o <P < °°) 
r-*» log r n-*°° , l , "~ 
log|-r-| an 
.. (5,1.1) 
Further, Shah [75] has proved that 
n log n log n 
^> limlnf > liminf . ...(5.1.2) 
n-*°° . l i J0-*00 I a n t 
log i f\ log i —a—1 
n an+l 
If an entire function i s e i ther of order p = o or of 
lower order )\ = °° , then we cannot expect satisfactory resul ts 
as in (5.1.1) and (5 .1 .2 ) . For that purpose, in section 5.2, 
we assume that P i s i n f in i t e , but there ex i s t s a positive 
integer k > 2 for which, 
lim s u p ^l 1 *" . fo «,<)(*>_< /(k) <») 
£*» i n f loe r Xk) los r . . . 
k = 2 ,3 ,4 , (5.1.3) 
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is finite, by using the familiar notation 
lk(x) a loglog ... <k times)* (k = 1,2,3,...), 
and observing that l^x) > o for a real x after a stage. 
An entire function f(z) with f (k-1) a <» and f(k) < <» is 
called an entire function of index k. If f(k) a Mk), then 
the function f(z) is called the function of k t h regular growth. 
Thus f(k) and 7>(k) naturally extend the definitions off 
and 7* which correspond to k « 1. 
If f(k) is atrlctly positive and finite, we can as 
usual defined T(k) and t(k) as 
sun lv'MCr) T<k) 
lim SUP - ~ ~ " - , (o < f (k) < <") 
r •* o>£nf r p <k) t<k) 
<o < t ( k ) £ T(k) < oo). 
I f T(k) a t ( k ) , the function f (z) i s cal led the function 
of k t h pe r fec t ly regular growth. 
5.2 THEOREMS ON FACTIONS OF REGULAR GROWTH. 
00 
THEOREM 5.1 The function* f
 1 (2) a 2 a 2 n SDJL. 
n=o 
co 
fg(z) = 2 bn z , ajft nf frth regular growth Qf same finite 
n=o 
Q-Qn-Tiexo nrdftr p (k) yith index k, if and nniv if 
*n log » — l a
 0(n L. n) an K 
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an^l , .... i V l 
ln 
for large n, provided | —r I .and | -g- 1 _are
 <non -
decreasing functions of » for n > n 0 . 
oo 
PROOF For an en t i re function f (z) - 2 a z n of k t h order 
n=o 
' ( k ) , with index k i t i s necessary and suff ic ient tha t 
-1 
log I a | i
 g 
liminf 2 — = — . ( [66], by choosing e=z, 
la •*<»
 n l k ~ n T(k) 
and ^ » n) 
Also, i f )>|(k) denotes the k t h lower order of f(z) and 
\, PT*\ be a non-dec re a sing function of n for n > n , then 
a n 
limsup l o g l an>~ _ J L . C67] 
Hence, i f f (z) i s of k h regular growth, /*(k) a ^ (k ) , 
we have 
lim l 0 g U n r l . - 4 - . . . . (5 .2 .1 ) 
n - ~
 n l k n r(k) 
Now, l e t f x (z) and f g (z) be of each of f i n i t e k t h order 
^(k) , then 
- 1 . , 
l Q g I anl _ 1 . ,, logl bn| l im " = —-s— = 11m —~—LL. . 
n -*» n l k n '(k) n -+°° n T c n 
He nee, b 
log | - | = o ( n l k n ) , . . . (5 .2 .2 ) a n 
Fur ther , i f I±{\L) and ^ ( k ) denote the k t h orders of 
f l ( z ) and fgCz), then using (5.2.1)5we have 
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1 . 1 X o g l | 2 - l 
l ( k ) >2Ck)
 n - • o o n log n 
I f (5 .2 .2 ) holds, then 
1 - 1 -
 n 
<lCk) £ (k ) 
Hence, /^(k) • /jgCk)* 
THBOHEM 5.2 The en t i r e functions fjCz) _and fo(z) are of the 
same f i n i t e nonzero k t n pe r fec t ly regular growth ifT and 
only i f 
log I | s o(n) , for large n, provided 
a n 
( i ) f x U ) ^nd f 2 (z) are of the same f i n i t e non-zero k t h ordey 
( k ) of index k. 
( i i ) j I i - | and | P - 1 | are non-decreasing functions of n 
a b 
n n 
for large n» 
PROOF. A necessary and suff ic ient condit ion tha t f-i(z) should 
be an e n t i r e function of order Kk) (o < Kk) < °°) and k t h 
type T(k), i s tha t 
f(k) 
limsup ( l k . i n ) | a l = T(k) . [66] . .C5.2.3) 
n-*oo A « 
I t i s also known that
 fi 
IT* l iminf ( 1 . , n ) | a n | = t ( k ) , [67] 
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a provided | ..D".1 | i s a non-decreadl ng function for large n. 
a~ 
n 
Hence, i f f ^ z ) i s of k t h pe r fec t ly regular growth T(k) = t ( k ) , 
we have 
fc Us) 
n l im ( l w n ) I a I = T(k) . 
n -»oo & x n 
. . . (5 .2 .4) 
Now, l e t fn(z) and f 0 (z ) be each of tyoe T(k), then, 
lim ( l k - i n ) l a ! = T(k) = l im < l v , n ) | b | n . 
n - + OO K X n n -*0O K "J- n n-*°° 
The re f o r e , 
l im \ log I a n | - — L i log I b J V = o . 
n - * ° ° l n n n n' 
He nee, 
log 1—2- | = o(n) . 
a n 
• »• \ o . " •£>) 
Fur ther , i f f ^ z ) and f 2 (z) be of f i n i t e k t h pe r f ec t l y 
regular T-^k) and T2(k) respec t ive ly , using ( 5 . 2 . 4 ) , -we get 
log Tx(k) - log T2(k) = lim \ ( l og I anI - log IbJJf = o , 
n -+col n ) 
i f (5 .2 .5 ) holds . Hence, ^ ( k ) = Tg(k). 
5 .3 GROWTH OF DERIVATIVES OF AN BNTIRB FUNCTION OF 
INFINITS ORDER. 
I t i s known that 
log M(r) 
l i m i<nf a O ( f = ° ° ) . [72] . . ( 5 . 3 . 1 ) 
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A r e s u l t b e t t e r than (5 .3 .1 ) viz • 
log M( r) 
l iminf a o , . . . . (5 .3 .2 ) 
p •+<» V( r ) 
for every e n t i r e function of i n f i n i t e order has been proved 
by Shah [ 7 8 ] . Later on Shah and Khanna [85] proved tha t for 
an en t i r e function of i n f i n i t e order 
log ( r M ( 1 ) ( r ) } 
l iminf l J = o , . . . . (5 .3 .3 ) 
r -• oo v ( r) 
a r e s u l t be t t e r than ( 5 . 3 . 2 ) , since 
, _ . M(r) log M(r) 
r M m ( r ) > , r > rQ = r Q ( f ) . [108] 
l o g r 
Clunie [ 1 6 ] , has gone s t i l l fu r ther to prove tha t i f s 
i s any function of v such that s(v ) - o ( ~ — ) , then 
l o g v 
log j r ^ ( r , f ( s M 
l iminf - i - = o . . . . (5 .3 .4 ) 
r - * ° ° ^ ( r , f ) 
The object of t h i s sect ion i s to prove a theorem which 
i s more precise than ( 5 . 3 . 4 ) . In what follows, we shal l prove 
the following : 
THEOREM 5.3 Let f(z) be an e n t i r e function of i n f i n i t e order . 
then_ 
ir>0r ^ a . ^ r l o s M r ) s > l o g / c ( r) , s 
l o g L ( r + - - L ) . M(r + : 5 fKS) _-. : ) . H I T * : ; f " ' \ l 
^ C r ) J ( r ) l ? ( r ) J ( r ) J l iminf __ 
whe re 
( i ) s i s any function of \r such tha t s ( v ) _ o (•——) 
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oo ( i i ) J ( r ) i s any posi t ive function such tha t 2 
m=ll , (Rm ) j (Em ) 
i s convergent and J ( r ) • o( i » ( r ) ) , P)being any fixed 
posi t ive number. 
PROOF. We have 
A s) r s M(r,f^ s>) _< s n (n- l ) . . . ( n - s + l ) | a j r n . 
n=s n 
Also, in th3 notations of Valiron ( [106] , p.SO) for n > p , 
we have 
** G V* Yt 
n ( n « l ) . . . . ( n - s + l ) l a J r < n(n- l ) . . . . ( n - s + l ) e P . 
n 
- n-p+i 
< n (n - l ) . . . ( n - s + l ) / ^ ( r ) ( - £ - ) 
Therefore, we have 
r s M ( r , r s ; ) S 2 n (n r l ) . . . . ( n - s + l ) / M r) + 
n=s 
00
 « n-p+1 
+ s n ( n - l ) . . . . ( n - s + l ) / x ( r ) ( ) , 
n-P Rp 
< / 4 r ) p + / 4 r ) p 2 s [ — £ - + _ + ] 
V r (Vr) (vr)S+1 Now, i f we take 
1 
p s li(
 r + ) + lf 
r i/*(r) 
so that , 
R - r > 5 . 
p
 riftr) 
Therefore, we have 
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s t «^  s*1 2 s 2 o 2s+2 
r M ( r , r ; ) < / t ( r ) p + / 4 r ) p [ r j / ( r)+ . . . + | r v( r)} ] > 
2s+2 
/ M r ) { l> ( r + ) r V ( r ) f 
L
 r v
2 ( r ) J j 
log j r M ( r , f ( s M < log /0 ( r ) + (2s+2) J log iX r + - - | )+ 
L J L
 r x^( r ) ' 
+ log r + log i » ( r ) ]
 y 
< ( l+o( l ) ) log /x( r )+(2s+2) i 0 g i , ( r + - i _ >• 
TIRT) 
. . . . (5.3.5) 
Fur ther , v( r) i s constant in the posi t ive i n t e r v a l s 
Rn < r < R^-, (n = 1 , 2 , 3 , . . . . ) , so tha t R tends to i n f i n i t y M —
 n+j. n 
with n or r . Then by (5 .3 .1 ) and our hypothesis f = °° there 
i s a subsequence of pos i t ive in tegers 
H : N-L < N2 < . . . < N g < . . . , N -*«> , (£ -+«>), . . . ( 5 . 3 . 6 ) 
such t h a t , given any an a l l € > o we have 
log yU(%.) 
< e . 
. . *\ 5 .»J . 7 ) 
*V 
There are now two p o s i t i l i t i e s or cases . 
CASES A . There i s an i n f i n i t e subsequence of N, say 
N3 < N 3 < N j < , , * < K j k " * ° ° (hfc-*00)* . . . ( 5 . 3 . 8 ) 
which we c a l l ( f o r convenience) 
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M : MX < M2 < . . . < Mk < . . . , Mk-*«», (k-+°°) . . . ( 5 . 2 . 9 ) 
and which s a t i s f i e s the following: 
y* % log M-(% ) 
^ + 1 > % k + * 1 £ - . , ( > « > * ) , . . . ( 5 . 3 . 1 0 ) 
i n which case 
«% l o g U ( % ) 
L>(% + —0 k ! £ _ ) =V{R. > • . . . ( 5 . 3 . 1 1 ) 
" k A1]£ 
CASB B. There i s no i n f i n i t e subsequence of N such as M 
i . e . for a l l large j say 3 .> 3 
o 
« log / t ( % ) 
i n which case e i t h e r ^
 + i = % a n d t h e n N j + 1 e N 
o r
 ^ + 1 > h # 
Our proof cons i s t s in showing t h a t , in case A, Theorem 5.3 
i s es tab l i shed while, in case B, there i s cont radic t ion which 
automatical ly ru les out t h i s ca se . 
CASE A We take the sequence H = { M ^ of (5 .3 .9 ) and use 
( 5 . 3 . 5 ) TiLth J ( r ) = o( V ( r ) ) , we have 
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l o g ^ % k + *% k P) . M d ^ + a ^ $ f S ) ) } 
< ( l + o ( D ) [ { l o g / ^ ) + J k _ J l iL cbc } ] + 
k
 % x lk 
+ (2s+2) log v ( l ^ ) ] , 
(where p a ) 
< (1+0(1)) [ [ logyl^R, ) + V ( % )log(l+{5?> )}+ (2s+2)logUiL ) ] 
k k n k 
< ( 1 + o( l ) ) [ logyU(% ) + ^ \ >*P +(2s+2)log L> ( % k ) } } 
< ( l + o( l ) ) U o g / X ( % . ) + - + ( 2 s + 2 ) l o g u ( R , J \ 
No-w, \je divide both the sides of t h i s inequa l i ty by \^ CiU ) 
and use the hypothesis 
s = o( ! ^ ~ ) , (k-+<*>), 
l o g i , ( % k ) 
Thus, we get 
log C (BBfc+ ^ > V M<Ifck+ ^ p , f ( s > ) ] 
_ _ 
< ( l + o ( I ) ) ( 1 0 g ^ V , >*' ^ V 
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i . e • 1 
l o s t ( % + 




 * v , ( V •) . M(% + k
 ^ ( W J ( V 
( s ) . 
* )1 
• = o , 
M V 
This leads to the desired conclusion as explained a t the 
ou t se t of the proof. 
GASBi B The proof depends on the inference tha t now the 
subsequence of in tegers N = [ftA defined in ( 5 . 3 . 8 ) , beginnin 
with (say) a ce r t a in M0 = N > N. cons i s t s of a l l In tegers 
Q. "~ Jo 
without exception or tha t {HA for 3 > q > j , cons i s t s of 
Mn = Nrt, M +1 , M +2 , . . . , M +k . . . . I t i s known tha t o q* o o 7 o 
r i ^x) 
log/*-(r) = l o g / 4 rQ) + J dx . 
g 
Hence , 
l o s ^ H ,
 + i ) 
«%.+!> 
'4 *&r\>VV'1T3Z X x dxh 
< _ J L _ { l o g / 4 R^  ) + M log (1+ 
M^+l I ' wo ° 
rflog/KIfc > 
^ ( % )J(% ) J > 
>' 
I f T{ logA(% ) 1 
< J log/HR. )
 + 4 CJS2L.'. 
V 1 <• o Mo J(^i ) J* 
o J 
< |log/^CX)j 
< € , 
and so Mn+1 6 N •. 
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Similar ly , 
M +2 , M0+3 , M0+4 . . . . € N . 
Let M0 e N and MQ > N^ . Then 
M +3-1 
%
 +i < Rj rr (i + ' lo n=M_ & o W V J ( V » 
< a. TT (i • 2 -JL. ) . 
< a constant , 
which leads to a cont radic t ion since R^
 +^ tends to i n f i n i t y 
with J . 
Hence the a l t e rna t ive (B) i s not poss ib l e . Thus, the 
Theorem i s proved. 
REMARKS (1) I t i s adaptation of Shah1 s argument [73] combined 
with (5 .3 .5 ) that forms ths basis of the proof of Theorem 5 . 3 . 
(2) I t i s known ([58] ,p .21) for any e n t i r e function of 
f i n i t e or i n f in i t e order 
l»( r , f ) < v ( r , f ( 1 ) ) < . . . . < v ( r , f ( s ) ) . 
Henc%
 } i t follows tha t v ( r , f ) can be replaced by i / ( r , r ) 
where s may have any in teger value. 
5.4 PROXIMATE ORDER B. 
When the order of the function i s not an i n t ege r , we have 
Bourtroux* s proximate order [ I S ] , having the following 
proper t i es : 
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( i ) f{ r) i s real continuous piecewise, d i f ferent !able for 




( i i ) l iminf f ( r ) > P» where p i s the genus of the function, 
r -+ oo 
* 
( i i i ) In t h i s proximate order , we can always find a number o( 
f(r)-p-o( p + 1 - f ( r ) - o( 
such tha t r and r are increasing 
functions of r . 
( l v ) n ( r , a ) < C r , r > rQ , C i s any constant > o . 
1 f<*) (v) n ( r , a ) < ~ r for a sequence of values of r 
proportional to the values for which 
fir) 
log M(r,f) = r , 
Now, we prove the following : 
THE0BB4 5,4 Let P(z) be the canonical product of genus p 
and order f ( f >p), for some f in i t e p > o 
f(r) 
n ( r ) ^ p r , . a s . r -+ °° . 
Then, , e 
P « ( r e i e ) , P ( r ) -p - l f ( r ) - l 
I sin or(f -p) I r r— I - ir(f -p) p . r» | < e ( r . ) 
P ( r e l w ) 
for e > o , r > r o = r (G) . 






 i r (P -p ) p-p-1 
j 5 dx a r1 
o (x+r)^ sin ir(f -p ) 
This can be e a s i l y es tab l i shed , since o < f>-p < 1 . 
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fix) 
j^ EMMA 5.2A If A> 1 , n(x) ^ p x , then 
P 
PROOF. 
*¥ n (x) r ; ( r ) - l 
/ dx < e r 1 
r 0 xP(x+r) 2 
*//*• n (x) r P T/AL 2 f i / ( x ) r P 
/ dx < 1 —- dx 
r x P ( x + r ) 2 p x p ( x + r ) 2 
< / 2p x1 r dx , 
r o 
< e 2p r< J x* dx , 
< e r ' . * 
r 
o 
f>(x)-p - o( 
S i n c e x
 i s an increasing function i n proximate order B. 
LEMMA 5.2B 
r/f- x? rP p-1 
! ~Z « dx < e r l 
r . x P u + r r o 
This can be e a s i l y e s t ab l i shed , since P - p > o . 
P(x) 
LBMMA 5 . 3 A I f jU> 1 and n ( x ) ~ p x l
 f then 
°? n(x)rP *(
 r ) - l 
j _ — _ dx < g
 r i 
jxT x p ( x + r ) 2 
PROOF. oo
 n ( x ) r
P
 oo
 2f> x ^ ( X ) 
j —p- — dx < r J ——-5 dx 
fr x p ( x + r ) 2 fJiT x p + 2 
* € need not be same a t each occurance • 
- 1^5 -
oo p(x) - p + « - l -
< 2 p r p J * x ^ dx , 
< 2 p G r . r > 
f ( r) - 1 
< e r1 
p(x) + o( - p * 1 
Since »x i s decreasing function in the 
proximate order B • 
W U 5 . 3 B 
oo
 XP rP »-l 
J ^ _ dx < e r 






 p . °° P - P - 2 
j
 2 dx < j.** J x dx^ 
/*r xP (.***) yu.r 
< e J . 
Since, p - p - 1 < o • 
LEMMA 5.4 I f / O 1 and n(x) ~ p x '
 } then_ 
, / * r n U ) ^ f ( r ) - f /** x^r p f ( r ) - l 
B
 s | ' j , <jx - p r 1 7 2 d x | < € r . 
rAt xP(x+r) 2 r^o. x^tx+r) 
PROOF. Now, 
"" f(r) p p 
Ar $n(x). p r ' ( | y j r 
* »
 /X l L - * d x l , 
r/ju. xP (x + r ) * 
/ * 2 6 r ^ f . r P 
< 'j dx 
v/h xP + 2 
E < e r r 
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PBOOF OF THB THBOBEM 5.4 P(z) he a canonical product of 
genus p and order f (f > p ) . Then for z outside the c i r c l e s 
- q 
with centra a^ and radius I a j (q >f ) , we have 
P ' ( z ) oo
 n ( x ) r P 
J - — | < K J — dx , [36] . . . ( 5 . 4 . 1 ) , 
P U ) o x P ( x + r r 
where K i s a cons tan t . 
For every S > o , 
, , P ' ( r e i e ) p ir(f -p ) f ( r ) - p - l 
P C r e l W
 > s i n i K f - p ) 
From (5 .4 .1 ) and Lemma 5 . 1 , we have 
,
 % p f ( p ) - p - l f - p 
, oo K n (x) r B r °° x1 
J < I ~ ' dx - - — J
 0 d x ! 
o xP(x+ r )2 r f - p - l 0 ( x + r ) 2 * 
,
 r o K n (x ) r P , 'r/jx K n(x) r P , , <*> K n(x ) r P 
< | J dx I + ! / - ~ 5- dx | + I J _ . - axj 
o
 p r> r . x n x + r ) ^ jux xPtx+r)^ 
x^(x+r)^ ° r 
+1 J — -7T-.X dx |+ I / P ^ dx J + 




f ( r ) T f - p 
l I _ _ ax I f-r (x+r)2 
r K n(x) r P Kr)-f f*
 Yf"P 
r^t x^(x+r) 2 r^c (x+r)2 
+ 
<
 S r f < " - 1 , 
by Lemmas 5.2A, 5.2B, 5 . 3 A , 5.3B and 5 . 4 . This completes the 
proof of Theorem 5 .4 . 
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5,5 BNTIiB FUNCTION KBPEBSENTED BY PIBICHLBT i^RISS. 
Let 
fCs) = 2 an e s = <r + i t , . . . ( 5 . 5 . 1 ) 
n=l 
be a function represented by a D i r i ch l e t s e r i e s convergent in 
0 0 
the whole plane, where Sv 1 t °° i s a sequence of p o s i t i v e , 
non-decreasing numbers with 
l imlnf j > - ?\ \ = h > o . 
n - K » I' n+1 n J 
For convenience, we s ta te ce r t a in terminology re la ted 
to the dens i t i e s of the sequence ^ l . The number V(x) , x > o, 
of quan t i t i e s 7tn smaller than x , i s ca l led the d i s t r i b u t i o n 
function ( i n short , the d i s t r i b u t i o n ) of the sequence j ^ r . 
The function D(x) = ^xf i s ca l led the dens i ty function 
x 
and 
D* =* limsup D(x) 
x -+ °° 
i s referred to as the upper dens i ty of [)\nX >• 
For f iner purposes, we have the logar i thmic dens i ty of 
sequence p ^ i . I f we associate w i t h j ^ l the c h a r a c t e r i s t i c 
function %x) » 2 -=— and denote A(x) a ^ * ) , 
>n< x 2 ^ n 2 log x 
then the quan t i t i e s 
A = limsup A(x) . . . (5 .5 .2 ) 
x -• °° 
i s known the upper logari thmic densi ty of J>nl • The sequence 
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i s said to be logar i thmica l ly measurable i f " limsup " can be 
replaced by « ' l imi t " in ( 5 . 5 . 2 ) , 
We shal l denote by A* the maximum logari thmic dens i ty 
of |)inj , the grea tes t lovier bound of d e n s i t i e s of logarithmi-
c a l l y measurable sequences containing the sequence pin^ • 
As usual we use the following nota t ions : 
For a fixed t 0 , l e t S(tQ ,R) denotes the horizontal s t r i p 
| t - t | < R . For any or real and f i n i t e 
Ml<r;= Max I f(<r + i t ) | 
S
 l t - t 0 | < R 
and l e t 
s u p loglog M(<r ) p sup loglog M(<r) p 
l i m .
 i n f » y. i l im i n f = rs 
<r^°° x n i - <r A <r-*-<» .
 r ) 
Further , suppose 
M ( crJ « Max I f(<r + i t ) | 
s
 l t - t 0 | < R , c r > < r 0 
and l e t _ 
sup loglog Ms( <r0) -f> 
l i m . - * _ s •• 
5.6 ORDER AMD LOWER ORDER IN A HORIZONTAL STRIP. 
Mandelbrojt and Gergen ( [ 5 0 ] , p p . 219 - 220) have proved 
tha t order |° of f (s ) i n each horizontal s t r i p S(ira), with 
s 
a > D* i s equal to the order f of f( s) i n the whole p lane . 
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This r e s u l t has been extended to the lower order by-
Rahman [60] . But, the proof of t h i s theorem i s not complete. 
In t h i s sect ion, we hrove a theorem which i s b e t t e r 
and more precise than the theorem of Rahman ( [60 ] , [61 ] ) and 
the theorem of Srivastava [95] • In the proof we use the 
M a l l i a v i n ' s version ( [49] ,p .232) of Mandelbrott fundamental 
inequal i ty* This gives, a sharper r e s u l t , since Mall iavin1 s 
i nequa l i ty involves a logari thmic dens i ty tha t i s f i ne r than 
the arithmati 'cal densi ty of Mandelbrojt . Our method of proof 
i s e n t i r e l y d i f ferent from tha t of Rahman ( [ 6 0 ] , [ 6 1 ] ) , Srivastava 
[95] and Sunyer 1 Balaguer [101 ] , 
THEOREM 5.5 The lower order > .of f( s) in the each hor izontal 
s t r i p S(ira) with a > A , i s equal to the lower order ft of f( s) • 
PROOF. I t i s known tha t there e x i s t s an increas ing subsequence 
$nA of n for which 
j 
log \ ~ I 
limsup a n 3 - J L < oo . [69] 
3
 "* °° ^n, log V - l * 
Now, by the Ma l l i av in ' s version ( [49] ,p .232) of Mandelbrojt 
fundamental inequa l i ty , we get 
log Ms(<r0) > - ( £ + 2 € ) ) log } ± - & n - ^ i k ^ n 3 ) - ^ n 3 > } 
. . . . ( 5 .6 .1 ) 
Since for su f f i c i en t ly large x , 
2(&n-e) log x < >(x) < 2(A° + e)iog x , ** 
* * 
A0 = l iminf A(x) 
x -• oo 
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and 
k(x) = 2a log x - / U x ) , 
hence 
2 (a -£° - € ) l o g x < k(x) < 2 ( a - ^ Q + e ) l o g x 
k#(x) > 2(a-A°- € ) log x . 
Fur ther , we have 
k(x)-k (x) 
A= llmsup ! < 2(A°-A ) . 
x l o g x ° 
Under the hypothesis of the theorem A = AQ, there fore , 
we get from (5 ,6 .1) 
log Mg( cr0) > - {( — +2 6 ) log ?in . + cr0 + o ( l ) p n . 
Choose 
a 3 + l " " ( ~ + 3 S ) l o g ^ • 
For any o^ sat isfying the i n e q u a l i t i e s 
°3+l < °b < *j » 
Ms(<Jo) i s decreasing function of increas ing o"0 • Hence, we 
have 
> 
l og logM g ( c r 0 ) ( l + o ( l ) ) l o g > n . 
= l iminf - — ~ > l iminf 3 
( i + 3 e ) l o g > n j s <Jo "*~°° ' °b i"+ °° 
1 
( 1 + 3 6 ) * 
Since e i s a r b i t r a r y , }iB >7* • 
But *7\s <> a lways . This l e a d s to the d e s i r e d c o n c l u s i o n . 
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CHAPTER VI 
ON THE APPROXIMATION OF AN ENTIRE FUNCTION 
6.1 INTRODUCTION. The object of t h i s chapter i s to 
study the re la t ionship of growth of an en t i r e function f ( z ) , 
with the rate of growth of B n ( f ) . 
n 
Let f(x) be a rea l valued continuous function on [-1,1] 
as usual , l e t 
E ( f ) = inf II f - P II , for n = o , l , 2 , . . . , 
P€ ir 
n
 . . . (6 .1 .1 ) 
where the norm i s tha maximum norm on [-1,1] and irn denotes 
the set of a l l polynomials with rea l coef f i c ien t s of degree 
a t most n . 
Fur ther , l e t us denote f(z) as an en t i r e function, and 
M(r) = max I f ( z ) | , 
I z |=r 
SUp loglog M( r) f 
r-*°° x n log r A 
SUp log M( r) T 
luL**t — } = t ( o < P < ~ ) . 
The following r e su l t s are due to S.N.Bernstein. 
THEOREM A ( [ 6 ] , p . l l 8 ) . Let f(x) be a real valued continuous 
function on [ - 1 , 1 ] , Then 
Vn 
lim E Cf) = o , . . . ( 6 .1 .2 ) 
n-*°° n x 
i f and only if, f(x) i s the r e s t r i c t i o n to [ - l , l ] o f an en t i re 
function of order f • 
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THEOREM B ( [ 6 ] , p . 1 1 4 ) . Let f(x) be a rea l valued continuous 
function on [-1,1] • T h e n there e x i s t constants f ( p o s i t i v e ) , 
« , T (non-negative) such tha t 
f 7 n . limsup j n 8 ( f ) = o( , . . . (6 .1 .S) 
n -+oo l n i 
i f and only if, f(x) has an analyt ic extension f(z) such tha t 
f (z ) i s an en t i r e function of order p and type T. 
By considering only the order of an en t i r e function Varga 
has shown : 
THEOREM C [107] . Let f(x) be a rea l valued continuous function 
on [ - 1 , 1 ] . Then 
* n log n 
limsup ; 
n •• °° - log En(f) . 
s
 (* , . . . (6 .1 .4 ) 
where f i s a non-negative rea l number i f and only i f f(x) has 
an ana ly t ic extension f(z) such that f(z) i s an en t i r e function 
of order P • 
This r e su l t of Varga has been extended here to the lower 
order ^ , in Theorem 6.1 and Theorem 6 . 2 . 
"n 
By these r e s u l t s , we can expect tha t rate a t which B ( f ) 
tends to zero i s dependent on the order and type of an e n t i r e 
funct ion . I f an en t i re function i s e i t h e r of order/* = o or 
of order P = °°, then we cannot expect the sa t i s f ac to ry r e s u l t s . 
For tha t purpose, a f ine r d i s t i n c t i o n has been introduced 
among such c l a s s of a l l en t i r e functions whose orderf = o, by 
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means of the logarithmic order fit) and corresponding lo-wer 
order *>( () , defined as 
a i m log logM(r) f ( 0 
P-*oo
 i n i
 loglog r 7k< fi.) 
• • • (6.1»5) 
having implicat ions analogous to those of f • 
The theorems concerning f(A) and ?\(£), have been 
considered in section 6,5 • 
Further , we assume tha t f i s i n f i n i t e , but there e x i s t s 
a pos i t ive in tege r k > 2 , for which, 
sup l k + l * « r ) fW fk 
l im in f = = * , (k = 2 , 3 , 4 . . . ) 
r -*°° l x r ^ (k) ^ 
. • . (6 .1 .6 ) 
i s f i n i t e , where 
ljjX = loglog . . . (k times)x (k = 1 , 2 , 3 , . . . ) , 
lfcX > o for a real x a f t e r a c e r t a in s tage . An e n t i r e function 
with f ( k - l ) = °° and p(k) < o° i s ca l led an e n t i r e function 
of index k. 
I f o < fk < °° , then there e x i s t s a proximate function ^ r) 
(may be named as k^*1 proximate order of f(z) ) sa t i s fy ing ths 
following conditions : 
( i ) lim ( U P ) = fk , 
r-+ oo tt *• 
( i i ) l im r P) ( r) log r <+ °° , where fHr ) i s e i t h e r the r ight 
r ^ o o
 lk 'k 
hand or the l e f t hand der ivat ive a t points where they are 
d i f fe ren t . 
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( i i i ) llmsup » Tu . 
r - »
 r f f c ( r ) 
Tk wi l l be cal led the k**1 proximate type. In the l a s t 
sec t ion we study the re la t ionsh ip ok order fiA r) and i t s 
1/n 
corresponding \ with the rate of growth of 1 ( f ) . 
To s ta te and prove the theorem very p rec i se ly , we introduce 
a function \ (x) which i s defined as a single solution 
(when x > xQ) of the equat ion, 
rkc *) 
x » r "" • . . . . (6 .1 .6 ) 
6.2 BXMSION OF A IBSI3LT OF VARGA. 
We prove in t h i s section the following theorems. 
THEOBEM 6 .1 Let f(x) be a real valued continuous function on 
[ - 1 , 1 ] . Then 
log V s n ( f ) , 
limsup 1 > ± , 
n^oo "" /> 
n log (n-1) 
where ^ i s non-negative real number, i f f(x) i s the r e s t r i c t i o n 
to [ -1,1] of an en t i r e function f(z) of lower orderX 
IHBOHBM 6.2 Let f(x) be a real valued continuous function on 
[ - 1 , 1 ] . Then 
i - Min llmsup l 0 S V V f ) 
/* in, i h -* °° ""- * 
Vtf ft n h log ^ 
where \n^ i s subsequence of non-negative in t ege r s such tha t 
n o < n l < n 2 < • •• a n d ^ i s a no n-negative rea l number, i f 
f(x) i s the r e s t r i c t i o n to [-1,1] of an e n t i r e function f (z) 
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of lower order ^ • 
Here we prove only Theorem 6 . 2 , since Theorem 6 .1 follows 
from Theorem 6 . 2 . We need the following lemma for our purpose. 
oo 
LEMMA 6.1 [69] Let f(z) = 2 anz be an e n t i r e function 
n=o 
of lower order > , then 
A s Min limsup L DftJ , 
> l»rf h ^ » h l o 6 n w 
where {n^ i s subsequence of non-negative in t ege r s such tha t 
no < n l < n2 < • • • • 
PROOF OF THEOREM 6.2 F i r s t , assume tha t f(x) has an analy t ic 
extension f ( z ) , which i s an e n t i r e function of lower order?* . 
Following Bernstein o r ig ina l proof we have ([48] ,p .78) for 
each n > o, 
2B(<r ) 
En(f) < for any <r> 1 . 
"~ c^ ( o - l ) 
. . . (6 .2 .1) 
Where B(cr ) i s the maximum of the absolute value of f(z) on 
B^ , and \ with <r> 1 denotes the closed i n t e r i o r of e l l i p s e 
with foci a t + 1 , and semi-major ax i s ( o-2 +1 ^
 a n d gemi-
minor axis ( ' ) • The closed d i sc s D..(o- ) and D0(<r) bound 
2<r ± -« 
the e l l i p s e Mr in the sense tha t 
Di(cr ) - { * | U | < ~ ~ j c S ^ c D2(«p ) = { z | | z | < s f t i j . . 
From t h i s inc lus ion , i t follows by de f in i t ion tha t 
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2 2 + 1 
VLAT " 1 ) < B(<r ) < Mf ( - ) for a l l <r> 1 . . . . ( 6 . 2 . 2 ) 
1
 2<r 2cr 
From t h i s , i t can be ver i f ied tha t 
P sup ^ g ^ g M f r r )
 s u p loglog B(<r ) 
^
 = l i n L inf ~ 1 = l l j " inf 1 * 
7\ g-^oo -*-*1* logo- <r-*°° loga-
. . . . ( 6 . 2 . 3 ) 
From (6.2.1),we have 
KB(cr ) 
B n(f) < , where K i s some posi t ive constant . . . ( 6 . 2 . 4 ) 
o 
since <r > 1 , —= < K . 
From ( 6 . 2 . 4 ) , we can have for any C > o, 
oo oo KB(<r+€)
 n 
S a n(f)<r < £ - <r 
k=o "" n=o (o- + e ) D 
5 
KB(cr+ €) J ( - ) 
n=o ^ + f c * 
K B (<r+ 6) (cr +e) 
. . . ( 6 . 2 . 5 ) 
We note [107] tha t 
OO J 
B(<r ) < 1 P 0 ( z ) | + 2cr 2 « , <r , . . . ( 6 . 2 . 6 ) 
where | P Q ( z ) | i s a cons tant . B* i s a decreasing sequence of 
real numbers along with j . Let us write 
oo 
J(<r ) ~ ,2 B 3 <r , . . . ( 6 . 2 . 7 ) 3 3=o 
which represents an e n t i r e function, then we have from (6 .2 .5 ) 
and ( 6 . 2 . 6 ) , 
B((r ) < K« cr J(cr ) < K"o- (<r + 6 ) B(<r + 6) 
. . . ( 6 . 2 . 8 ) 
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where K' and Kn are cons tan t s . From (6 ,2 .8 ) and (6.2.3)^ 
we can have 
p
 sup loglog B(<r ) s u p loglog J(<r ) 
^ = l im in f = lim in f • 
<r-+oo logo- <r-*«> logo-
Now,by applying Lemma 6.1 to J(<r ) , we have 
log 1/En ( f) 
1
 a Mln lim sup h . 
?> \nh\ *-*°° n h l o g n ^ 
Be nee the r e s u l t . 
Vn 
6 .3 ENTIRES FUNCTION OF IRRBGULAR GROWTH AND © ( f ) . 
In t h i s sect ion, we consider the case when fix) has an 
ana ly t i c extension f(z) such tha t f (z) i s an e n t i r e function 
of i r r e g u l a r growth. 
THEOREM 6 .3 Let f(x) be a rea l valued continuous function 
,on [ - 1 , 1 ] . Tt f(x) i s the r e s t r i c t i o n to [ -1,1] of an e n t i r e 
function f ( z) of order P and lower order 71 ( o < > < | ° < ° o ) , then 
P/ 
l lminf ( n E ( f ) ) =
 0 . . . (6.3.1) 
n -*°° 
PROOF. From (6 .2 .2) and ( 6 . 2 . 8 ) , we have 
^ Hn, SUP l Q g M(<r > , 4 SUP l 0 S *' ) 
a"' o-ioo Inf ~ T r =
 r % inf ~ 
sup log J(<r ) 
• £*, inf —5- • 
Now, by applying a r e su l t of Shah [80] to J ( <r ),we get 
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-P log M(<r ) i % 
2 l iminf s > l iminf ( - ~ - n B„(f)) . 
(j. ^oo c r ""
 n -+ co re " 
We note ( [ 4 ] , p . l 8 7 ) tha t the lower type of an en t i r e 
function of i r r e g u l a r growth of f i n i t e order i s ze ro . Hence 
we have 
P/ 
l iminf C n B J\t)) - o . 
n-+ <*> n 
This proves the theorem. 
6.4 t ^ AND THB RATS OF GBOWTH OF E n( f) . 
The r e su l t of Theorem 6 .3 suggests tha t the rate a t 
V n 
which S n ( f ) tends to zero depends on the rate of growth of 
e n t i r e function f ( z ) . I f an e n t i r e function i s of i r r e g u l a r 
growth, then we cannot expect s a t i s f ac to ry r e s u l t . For tha t 
purpose, in t h i s section type T^ and lower type t^ of 
f (z) are defined by 
sup logM(r) T> o < ? K ° ° 
l i m j n f . ;• ~ *• \ ) • 
r-+°o i n i
 r * » o < t<T ,<«> 
. . . ( 6 .4 .1 ) 
Let T^ be f i n i t e , then 
log M(r) < (T^ + 6)r* . 
Therefore, 
loglog M(r) < log (T^ + e) + Tilog r 
°
r
 loglog M(r) 
limsup _««___ < J\ 
log r 
i . e . 
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But f > J\ always. 
Hence P = ?>, function i s of regular growth^ T^ i s 
same as T. 
The object of t h i s section i s to inves t iga te the re la t ion-
1 / 
ship of t-^ with the asymptotic behaviour of ®n n ( f ) . 
THEOREM 6#4 Let f(x) be a rea l valued continuous function 
on r - l . l l . Then there e x i s t constants ^ ( p o s i t i v e ) , p , t ^ 
(non- ne gative) such tha t 
l iminf U B ^ ( f ) j a (2 e >t^ ) 
= P , 
provided tha t $ / E n + 1 i s a non-decreasing function of n, 
for n > n , If f(x) i s the r e s t r i c t i o n to £-1,1] of an e n t i r e 
function f (z) of lower order >and lower > -type t^ . 
To prove t h i s theorem we require the following lemma, 
LBMMA 6»2 Let f(z) be an e n t i r e function of lower order ^ 
EL (o < > < ° ° ) , lower 7>- type t . , such tha t \—^ I i s a 
a n+l 
non-dec re a sing function of n for a l l la rge n, then 
"Vn 
l iminf [n S n ( f ) } = (e > t„) , . 
We omit the proof since i t i s based on the same l i n e s 
as given by S.M.Shah [80 ] , for the lower type t . 
PROOF OF THEOREM 6.4 From (6 .2 .2 ) and ( 6 . 2 . 8 ) , 
log J(<r ) -> 
l iminf r ~ t > 2 
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Now, by applying Lemma 6 .2 to J ( o - ) , we have the required 
r e s u l t i . e . 
l i r a in f \ n B n ( f ) j = (2 e ? > t A ) = p . 
n -* oo 
1/n 
6 . 5 GROWTH OF B ( f ) WHSN f I S ZRBO. 
I n t h i s s e c t i o n , we c o n s i d e r the cage when P = o , here 
we prove the fol lowing : 
THEOREM 6 .5 If f (x) i s the r e s t r i c t i o n t o [ - 1 , 1 ] of an 
e n t i r e func t ion f( z^ .of f ( z ) of l o g a r i t h m i c o r d e r f ( i ) and 
l o w e r l o g a r i t h m i c o r d e r " M O and i f 
1 
lira fnf I—— j n = 2 , (1 < H < S <«> ),-.\b-5»> 
then 
< l i m i n f i f U l i l i < l imsup l o ^ ( o " > , 1 
21og S ~ cr-j. c» 2' — o-*°° ( logo- ) "" ^ ( logo-) 2 " 2 l o g H 
. . . ( 6 . * .2) 
and 
p U ) = M O = 2 . ••• («.,.*) 
PROOF. We may take 
^ x ( f ) / n 




E n ( f ) > ( s + e ) d 
Combining t h i s wi th ( 6 . 2 . 4 ) , we g e t 
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l o g K + log B(cr ) > n logo- - P "* • l o g ( S + € ) . 
2 
. . . . ( 6 . 5 . 4 ) 
The r i g h t hand side of t h i s i n e q u a l i t y cons idered as a 
func t ion of n f o r a fixed<r, w i l l a t t a i n i t s maximum value 
f o r a value of n a t n = l o g < r - \ . 
log(S+e) d 
For t h i s value of n , ( 6 . 5 . 4 ) w i l l become 
l o g K + l o g B(cr ) > -2IHL - i l [ l o g < r - I(log<r + I l o g ( S+€)| ] , 
( log(S+e) 2 J 2 1 2 J 
= I -
2 log(:Sf6) 
1 C 1 
J logo- - - l o g ( S + € ) ] 
C&-6) I 2 J * 
1 ( l o g<r > 
2 log( Sf 6) 
C , l o g ( s+e) i 2 t1 - \ l. 
logcr 
This l e a d s to 
and 
l o g BCo- ) , 
l i m i n f > — ± 
o-*° ( l o g o - ) 2 2 l o g S 
l o g l o g B(<r ) 
l i m i n f > 2 . 
c .+ oo l o g logo- "* 
, . . . (6.5.5) 
. . . ( 6 . 5 . 6 ) 
On the o t h e r hand, we a l s o have f o r n > o ( s a y ) 
n (n+ l ) 
He nee , 
sn(f) < (H - e) 2 
oo - n (n+l ) 
J(<r ) < 2 1 ( H - e ) 2 i n
 # 
We s p l i t the r i g h t hand side sum i n t o two p a r t s Si and S 2 , 
where &, c o n t a i n s the terms f o r which 
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2 logg-
n < xoeCBHS) a n d S2 c o n t a i n s the r e s t . Then 
( 2 log<r ) _ rrtn+1) 
^ Uog(H-e))
 2 ( H . e ) a - f 
[2 logo- j 
_ _ Uog(H-e) j 
Since the s e r i e s involved i n 1 i s conve rgen t . Now i n 
n / 2 
S2 we have cr< (H - €) • Therefore , 
- P ( P » 1 ) n 2 
s2 < s oi-e) 2 (H - e) 
h 
= s (H - e) 2 , 
•which i s a l s o convergent since H > 1 . 
S o > , 2 
2(logcr ) 
l o g J(cr ) < + l o g % + l o g ( 1 + 0 ( 1 ) ) 
log(H-e) 
g iv ing 
l imsup j ° g J ( f f } < _ 2 _ _ , . . . . ( 6 . 5 . 7 ) 
( logo-)** to 
and 
l o g l o g J(o- ) 
l imsup < 2 . . . . ( 6 . 5 . 8 ) 
<r-+°° loglogcr 
From ( 6 . 2 . 2 ) and ( 6 . 2 . 8 ) , we can v e r i f y t h a t 
sup l0$tt* ) sup l o g B((r ) 
l i m 4n* — • ..I. = l i m J
 n f — ... — 
<r-«> ( l o g o - ) 2 < r - * o o i n i ( l o g o - ) 2 
D l o g J(<r ) 
= l im ?"£ ~_ . . . ( 6 . 5 . 9 ) 
<r-*°° ( l o g o - ) 2 
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and 
sup loglog M(<r )
 s t a p loglog B(o- ) 
lim.< i1 'nf»—, - lim in f —— 
<r-*°° i n i loglogo- <r-x» loglogo-
sup loglog J(<r ) 
s
 l l m i n f — •" •• • 
cr -*oo loglogo-
. . . . ( 6 . 5 . 1 0 ) 
F ina l l y , combining (6 .5 .9) with ( 6 . 5 . 5 ) , ( 6 . 5 . 7 ) , we 
obtain ( 6 . 5 . 2 ) , (6 .5 .3 ) follows from ( 6 . 5 . 6 ) , (6 .5 .8 ) and 
( 6 . 5 . 1 0 ) . 
THBOHBM 6.6 Let f(x) be a real valued continuous function 
0£ [ - 1 , 1 ] . Then 
log n 
l iminf < >( tf ) - l , 
n -•• °° l o g ] ~ log > 
l n En(f)J 
where >\( L ) i s a real number necessar i ly > 1 , JLf f(x) i s 
the r e s t r i c t i o n to [-1,1] of an e n t i r e function f (z) of 
logari thmic lower order > ( { ) . 
Following re su l t of Shah and Ishaq, i s needed for the proof 
of the theorem. 
oo 
LEMMA 6 . 3 ( [ 8 4 ] , Theorem 1 ) . Let f(z) = 2 an zD be an 
n=o 
en t i r e function of logarithmic order M O 2 !» then 
log n 
l iminf < >(£) - l . 
n -+ °° "" l o g j i log * 
In U J 
X i i t "• 
PROOF OF THEOREM 6.6 From (6 .2 .2 ) and ( 6 . 2 . 8 ) , we get 
loglog M(<r ) loglog B(cr ) 
7\( t ) = l iminf = l iminf 
o--*«> loglogo- o-^oo loglogo-
loglog J(<r ) 
= l iminf 
a-* °° loglogcr 
Now, by applying Lemma 6 .3 to J(<r ) , we get 
llalnf 12LS < X i ) -1 . 
n -+°° _ ( 1 
log IT; I 0 Bn(« ) 
This completes the proof of the theorem. 
1/n 6.6 PROXIMATE TYPES Tj. AMD THE RATES OF GROWTH OF En ( f ) 
To conclude t h i s chapter , we show how the k t h proximate 
Vn type Tk i s re la ted with the rate of growth of En ( f ) . 
THEOREM 6.7 Let f(x) be a rea l valued continuous function 
on f - l . l " l t which i s the r e s t r i c t i o n to f-1.11 of an e n t i r e 
function f (z) .of k t h order fk(o < /^ < «>) and proximate 
order fk ( r ) , then 
l imsupl^)(n) MQ \f)\ . . . ( 6 . 6 . 1 ) 
and 
1/n , 
l i m s u p ^ d o g j ^ ^ n ) ) S n (f)k k = 2 , 3 , . . . . 
. . . ( 6 . 6 . 2 ) 
are f i n i t e • 
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Before we s t a r t with the actual proof, we f i r s t consider 
the following lemmas which wi l l be needed in the proof of the 
theorem. 
LEMMA 6.4 ([45],Theorem 2\ p.42) The type T (proximate type) 
oo 
of an e n t i r e function f(z) » £ a n z with the proximate 
n=o 
order f ( r ) i s given by equation, 
1 ^ 1 
limsup $ ( n ) I a | n = ( i e f ) P , (o < T* < °°) 
. . . ( 6 .6 .3 ) 
/°(r) 
where (J)(x) i s the inverse of x = r 
0 0 
LEMMA 6.5 Let f(z) be an en t i r e function f(z) =* 2 an z 
of proximate order v
 k( r) and proximate type T^. Then 
necessary and suff ic ient Condition for Tk to be a k t h proximate 
type i s tha t 
1 1 
"H 7£ 
limsup $ ( l k - 1 ( n ) ) l a n | = Tfc , . . . ( 6 . 6 . 4 ) 
<L( r > where cp(x) i s the inverse of x = r . 
We omit the proof since i t can be proved on the same l i n e s 
as given by Ja in [28] for en t i re D i r i c h l e t Se r i e s . 
PROOF OF THEOREM 6.7 (6 .2 .2) and (6 .2 .8 ) lead to 
- fiioO l o g k M(<r ) I k B(cr ) l k J(<r ) 2 limsup - - — — = limsup = limsup . 
<r-*°o rk(o" ) <r-K» /v(«r ) 0--+00 fcXo-) 
By applying Lemma 6.4 to J(<r ) , we obtain ( 6 . 6 . 1 ) . Similarly, 
on applying Lemma 6.5 to J(cr ) , we get ( 6 . 6 . 1 ) . This completes 
the proof of the theorem. 
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CHAPTSR VII 
ON THE ORDBR AND TYPE OF ENTIRE FUNCTIONS OF 
SEVERAL COMPLEX VARIABLES 
7.1 INTRODUCTION. In t h i s chapter , we have obtained 
the r e l a t i ons between e n t i r e functions of f in i t e non-zero 
orders and types and also studied the r e l a t i o n s between the 
coe f f i c i en t s in the Taylor expansion of en t i re functions 
and t h e i r orders and types . For s impl ic i ty , we confine 
ourselves to the case of functions of two complex v a r i a b l e s . 
The case of an a r b i t r a r y f in i t e number of var iab les can be 
examined in the same way. 
Let 
oo 
f ( Z l , z 2 ) = 2E a^ z\z\ . . . (7 .1 .1 ) 
m,n = o ' x 
be a function of two complex va r i ab l e s z-^  and z g , where ths 
coe f f i c i en t s a^
 n a re complex numbers. The se r ies (7 .1 .1 ) 
represents an en t i r e function of two complex variable s.z-i , zo , 
i f i t converges absolute ly for a l l values of | z-J < oo
 a n a 
I z2l < oo . 
M.M.Dzrbasyan ( [ 1 8 ] , p . l ) has shown tha t the necessary 
and suff ic ient condition for the s e r i e s (7 .1 .1 ) to represent 
an en t i r e function of var iab les z, and Zg, i s 
1 
, . I ,m+n 
limsup l a - J
 = 0 . . . . ( 7 . 1 . 2 ) 
Let G r be a family of closed polyc i rcu la r domains i n 
space (z2,Z£) dependent on parameter r > o and possess the 
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Z l Z2 property tha t (z-^Zg) € Gr i f and only i f ( — » — ) e G^^ 
The maximum modulus of the en t i r e function f C z , , ^ ) I s 
denoted by 
M_(r,f) = max _ | f ( z , , 2 , , ) ! , 
G ( Z ] L , z 2 ) e G r x <* 
and the G-order and G-type of the function are defined 
respec t ive ly , by 
l o g l o g R ( r , f ) 
f> = limsup 3 , . . . ( 7 .1 .3 ) 
IQ
 r -+oo i 0 g r 
l o g M Q ( r , f ) 
Tr = limsup * . . . . ( 7 .1 .4 ) 
u
 r-*°° r 'G 
Set 
m n 
$ - ^ m j n ) = max _ | z , | | z_l . . . . ( 7 . 1 . 5 ) 
(z1 ,*2)eG1 . X 2 
A.A.Goidberg ( [20] ,p . l46) has proved the following 
theorems : 
THEOHEM A. All order fj, are equal and 
p vm+n;xog vm+n; 
f = (J, - limsup - - - -__ . . . . ( 7 . 1 , 6 ) 
( +n)log ( +n) 
m + n^a> i o g ( V a m n l ) 
THEOREM B. G-type TQ s a t i s f i e s the condit ion 
(e p T / = limsup [(m+n/ J foU-^n) | am I \ m + n ], 
u
 m+n-*°° V ^ m ' n J 
. . . ( 7 . 1 . 7 ) 
o r , i n short 
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1 
P p . -j m+n 
( e f T) = limsup [(m+n) 4 § | s^ J V ] . . . . ( 7 . 1 . 8 ) 
m+n 
7 . 2 THEOREMS ON THE COEFFICIENTS AND ORDERS. 
THEOREM 7 . 1 L e t 
00
 m n 
fk^ z i» z2> = s ( a m , n > k z i z o ( f c= l , 2 , . . . , p ) 
m,n=o 
be p e n t i r e functions of f in i te non-zero orders £j/2>»»«» f 
r e spec t ive ly . Then the function 
oo 
f ( z l j Z 2 ) = 2 a & *l , 
•where 
19 2
 m,n=o m » n 2 2 
l o g ( - )} ~ I ct log <- ) 
1
 <am,J I » 1 K, c)k l I 
(O < c<k < 1 , o(1 + c(g + . . . + c<k = 1 ) , 
i s an en t i re function such tha t 
P • f< 2 « fk [ f i s the order of f ( z 1 , z 2 ) ] . 
PEOOF. Since f^z-j^Zg) i s an en t i r e function. Therefore, 
using ( 7 . 1 . 2 ) , we have, for an a r b i t r a r y e and enough large R, 
m+n 1
 > ( R - € ) , for m+n > k , 
l ( am,n>kt 
l o g f . or > (m+n)log (R-e) , f o r m + n > k k , 
'J' 
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. - 1 
« k JlogC j - ) \ < <*k/{(m+n) log (R-e)} 
<- ' ( ^ n ^ k ' J 
for m+n > k. . 
Put t ing k a ! , 2 , . . . , p and adding the p i n e q u a l i t i e s 
thus obtained, we get , for large m+n , 
P • T " 1 
2 « k j l o g (- )l < ( o^ + o(2 + . . . + o(p)/|(m+n)log(R-€)j 
[ m + n > k = max ( k - ^ ^ , • . . , k p ) ] . 
Thus, i f 
- 1 P • , i , - 1 P • 
1 j ^ J J ten k l !(am,n)kl J « 2 0(1, — 1 • k=a * 
Then, for large m+n, 
1 - - 1 5log( )1 < ~ for m+n > k, 
<• I am > n l J (m+n)log(R-€) 
or 
l 0 g ( i ) > (m+n) log ( R - e ) , for m + n > k, 
or _ 1 
' i i m + n 
limsup I %
 nl as o • 
m+n -*• °° 
Hence, f ( z 1 } z 2 ) i s an en t i r e funct ion. 
Now using (7 .1 .6) for the function f^(z , z 2 ) , we have 
(m+n)log(m+n) 
limsup
 a f . 
m+n -»°° i 
log 7 
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Therefore, for an a r b i t r a r y € we get 
- 1 
<*k / j log( i ) ] < <<k( ^k + e ) {(m+n)log (m+n)} 
for m+n > kfc . 
Put t ing k = l , 2 , . . . , p and adding the p i n e q u a l i t i e s 
thus obtained, we get 
p . - 1 p » - 1 
2 o<k J log( ± )l < 2 « k ( fk + 6) { (m+n)log(m+n)} 
' [ m+n > k « max (k. , k 2 , . . . , k p ) ] . 
Since, 
- 1 - 1 
jlOg (. X , ) \ * I lck JlOg ( 1 )\ , 
and we have 
(m+n) log (m+n) P * 
limsup — z < 2 <*v f •, 
m + n ^ oo l o g ( — ! - ) k=l K k 
• %,! ! ' 
He nee we ge t 
f< . ^ k ' k . k=l 
where f i s the order of f(z, ,z ) . 
THEOREM 7.2 Let 
00
 m n 
f k ( z l ' z 2 ) = 2 Cam
 n^k z l z 2 C k = l , 2 , . . . ,p) 
m,n=o 
be p e n t i r e functions of f in i te non-zero orders L , f , . . . , f 
r e spec t ive ly . Then the function 
oo
 m n 
fCzijZg) = 2 a z z , 
m,n=o , u x ^ 
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where 
i s an en t i r e function such tha t 
£- - «k 
' k=l K 
where f» i s the order of f ( z^ , z 2 ) • 
PROOF. Since ^ ( Z i * ^ ) i s a n en t i r e function, the re fore , 
using ( 7 . 1 . 2 ) , we have for a r b i t r a r y € and enough large R 
m+n 
o r 
1/1 (affl n ) k l > ( R - e) , for m+n > k k , 
log ^ 1 / | (am^n) lci^ > (m+n)log ( R - € ) , for m + n > \y 
or . . . 
J l o g ( 1 / | ( a ^ ^ j j )J > (m+n) [ log(R-e)] , for m+n > k^.. 
Put t ing k = l , 2 , . . . , p and mult iplying the p i n e q u a l i t i e s 
thus obtained, we get , for la rge m+n , 
P ^ 
TT {log U / I ( a m > n ) k | ) } k > (m+n)log (R-€) . 
K ST J. 
Therefore, i f 
l o g ( l / l a m , n l ) ~ T r { l o g C l / l ( a m > n ) k l ) j C < k , 
then, for l a rge m+n, 
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limsup I % n i = o , 
m+n •+ °° 
and f(z .
 9 z 9 ) i s an e n t i r e function. 
Now, -using (7 .1 .6 ) f o r ' t h e function ffc(z z ) , we have 
(m+n) log (1n+ n) 
limsup . s f. . 
m+n-*°° log [ l / l ( a m > n ) k | } K 
Therefore', for an a r b i t r a r y Q we get 
- 1 
1 / ( l o g U / K a ^ n ) ^ ) } < ( fk+e) I (m+n) log (m+n)} 
for m + n > k, , 
o r 
{ logCl / | ( a m > n ) k l ) J k < ( f k + e > k{(m+n) log (m+n)} ^ 
for m+n >k, . 
Put t ing k = l , 2 , . . . , p and mult iplying the p i n e q u a l i t i e s 
thus obtained, we get , for large m+n , 
P -o< P 1( « 1 
T r t l o g C l / I C ^ n ) ^ } k < IT ( f k + 6) k{(m+n)log(m+n)5 , 
IC— J. K-x 
or 
(m+n) log (m+n) JP <*k 
limsup —= * < TT f. . 
m+n-»°° „ * _
 r . , , « k s l k 
k n - i L l o g { l / | ( a m ) n ) k ! j ] k 
Thus, i f p * 
log (i/i ^ j ) CN. rr ^iog d/i(am ? n)k i^  , 
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then 
(m+n) log (m+n) P °Ck 
limsup — < I T 'k • 
m+n-*00 log (1/1 am nl ) k=l 
Hence « 
/, <*k 
f< TT f k \ 
k = l 
7 . 3 THEOREMS ON THE COEFFICIENTS AMD TYPES . 
THEOREM 7 .3 Let 
oo m n 
f]^zl>zo> = 2 ( S . ^ k \ z2 > (k = l , 2 , . . . , p ) 
j £ P e n t i r e function.* of f i n i t e non-zero o rders f±f ^ j . . . , f p 
and f i n i t e non-zero types T 1 , T 2 ) » » « » T T 3 r e spec t ive ly . Then 
the function 
in n 
f ( Z l
'
Z 3 > =
 m,n=o S » .n * ^ ' 
where 
l o g C l / l f a ^ ^ - J T ^ l o g d / l ^ C a ^ ^ k l ) } f (o < « k < 1 , ^ k = D , 
i s an ent i re function such tha t 
Z «k 
T < TT ( T k ) , 
k = l 
where p .and T are the order and type of fCz^Zg) respec t ive ly 
provided p 
r = TT f * * . 
k=l k 
* The types Tx»T2» •••>T« correspond the same family of poly-
c i r c u l a r domains G . 
r 
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PROOF. I t i s easy to prove that f ( z 1 , z 2 ) i s an en t i r e function. 
Fur ther , using ( 7 . 1 . 8 ) , for the function ffcCzj^z©) we have 
"7fr m+n ir 
ii;«s.C(mfn) k{w«.,A} ] = (e^k» ^ -
For a r b i t r a r y € > o and suf f i c ien t ly large m+n, we have 
_L JL i 
f m+n ~\ 
(m+n) *{(t>l(am,n)J} < {e < k ( * k + c > } » f o r «H-n>V 
P u t
 • ?k CTk + € ) =* Ak , 
1 1 1 
i w i ^(m+n) 'k 
(m+n) t $ l ( a 9 j n ) k ' j < (Ak) , for m+n > kfc , 
or 
m+n r m + n i 
log ( l / i l C a ^ J > - r — log {-~ j , for m+n > 
k *k T — J , for m+n> 1^ 
o r 
{log C l A S l C ^
 n ) J } > — L _ | l 0 g 
/ 0 0 ( v
 *• \ rk 
lk for su f f i c ien t ly large m+n 
Put t ing k = 1 , 2 , . . . , p and mult iplying p i n e q u a l i t i e s 
thus obtained, we have 
JT {iog(i/$l(%,n,k|,fk> ^j» \^}\ 
k k 
for m+n > k . 
k 
for m+n > k , 
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m+n i l ( l o S Ak ] 
r
 k = l I log(m+n) J 
l o g (m+n) 
m+n 
[ 1 - 2 
« k 
P l o g Ak - 2 
k=l l o g (m + n) 
+ O(log(m+n)) ] l o g (m+n) , 
f o r m+n > k • 
Thus, i f 
log(l/f |a0>n |)~ TT [log(l/$ I C a ^ h f 




we o b t a i n , f o r s u f f i c i e n t l y l a r g e (m+n), 
m+n l o g ( l / $ | a m ) n | > 7 - [ l - I 
P l o g A, k - 2 
o r 
w i t h 
S ince , 
k=l log(m+n) 
y ( m + n ) p 
(m+n) {§ I a ^ n l ) < (m+n) 
+ O( log(m+n)) ]log(m+n; 
P l o g A *" 
6 = 2 ' i - + 
k=l log(m+n) 
- 2 
O( log(m+n)) . 
m+n 
where 
l i m (m+n) = TT A* , 
+n -*00 k= l * 
k^ a e f k Tk » 
we o b t a i n , 
l imsup (m+n)($ 1 a_ J ) 
f/(m+n) 




 « > ( e p l ) < TV (e Pk T.) % 
k = l * 
o r P 
k=l K 
THETOEEM 7 . 4 L e J 
oo
 m 
n . . . 
>P> 
be p en t i r e functions of f in i te non-zero orders 1^, f g , . . . , ft-
and f in i te no n-zero types T. , T , . . . , T respec t ive ly . Then 
the function 
oo oc-, c<2 o( m
 n 
1
 P * 
( O < « , - < 1 , 2 o(- s 1 ) 
K
 k = l K 
i s an en t i r e function such tha t 
i
 P ^ 
( , i ) ' < JT c ek \) k , 
k=l 
where p and T are the order and type of fCz^Zg) respectively, 
provided 
i . I ** 
PBOOF. I t i s easy to prove tha t fCz-^Zg) i s an e n t i r e function . 
Using (7 .1 .8) for the function f ^ z i » z 2 ^ > w e h a V e 
i i 1 




i JL J£ 
Ir. jn+n °<v f, 
limsup [(itH-n) { S K ^ . ) ^ ) ] * = (e fk Tk) K 
m + n - f O O 
Put t ing k » 1,2,. . . . , p and multiplying p i n e q u a l i t i e s thus 
obtained, we get * 
1 i ^ k P
 T k ( i | # T^n)^^ £. / n ">k 
T limsup [(m+n) 
k= 
T li   l ^ K ^ J k \) ] = TT (e f» Tk) % 
=im+n-*°° TB,H *
 k = 1 K K 
o r
 ^ k _ ^ * * 
P "7C ,ni+n P " ^ 
limsup TT C(m+n) * ( $ l ( a )kl J ] < TT (e (lTk) , 
m+n-+°° k=l ' k=l 




 « k l l i T n P / T limsup C(BH-n) - { $ T T l ( S f n > k ' J ^ ^ ( e rk Tk> • 
m+n-+°° k=l - k=l 
Hence again using (7 .1 .8 ) for f ( z 1 , z 2 ) , we obtain 
(e ? T) < TT (e fk T k ) ^ , 
k=l K * 
o r _ 1 _ c<k 
( P T ) ' < TT_( rk y 1 . 
k=l 
COROLLARY 7.1 Jf. *)£\iz2> are of some f i n i t e non-zero 
order , then 
P *k 
T < TT (Tk) 
k = l K 
7.4 EXTENSION OF A RESULT OF S.K. SINGH. 
Here, we prove a theorem of e n t i r e l y d i f f e ren t kind. 
S.K. Singh has proved tha t 
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M(kr" ) M(kr') 
< ^ fov r t < k r it a n d r t < r i t f 8 9 - j 
M ( r " ) " M(r«) 
where k i s a number ly ing between zero and one. 
We extend t h i s result to two complex var iables* 
Let H(r) be the set of a l l points 
1 1 
and the maximum modulus of f(z-L,z2) be 
M(r) = max IfCz^Zg)! 
Further , i t i s known tha t i f 
f C ^ Z g ) = 2 a z z , 
mjn^o ' •*• 
i s an analyt ic function in the closed uni t hypersphere 
i . 2 , , 2 
'
 ZV + ' z2'- - 1 ' t h e n 
{MCRg)] < [M(%)} 1 }M(Bg)} S C[9],P.60) . . . ( 7 . 4 . 1 ) 
where 
M(Rj) = max I t f a ^ Z g ) ! (J = 1 ,2 ,3 ) , (o < 2^ < Rg< R ^ l ) 
and 
R3 R3 R2 
<*, = log — , c<2 = log r - , °c2 = log — . 
H h h 
Now we prove? 
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THEOREM 7.5 M ( K r " } < M ( k r ' ) , £QT r* < k r " , o'< k < 1 . 
PROOF. Take four hyperspheres | (z | | = kr1 , | | z | | = r» , | i z | |= k r " , 
\\ z\\ a vix such tha t 
o < kr« < r« < kr" < r«< , o < k < 1 . 
Applying ( 7 . 4 . 1 ) , we get 
r " . 1 
r« ) J 
log(-T ) 
M(r<) 1 r f MUr" ) 
I M( k '  J I M( k r ' ) 
and 
log ^ 
log(JELl) J L o g ( f L ) 
M ( k r » ) j r» f M( r» ) T r« 
M( r«) J "" I M ( P » ) J 
Multiplying these two and simplifying, we get 
r " i k r " 
log(~r ) - log Or) l o g ( — - ) 
J M ( k r " ) 1 r ' k f M(r» ) f r« 
*M(kr») J " U ( r ' ) I 
or 
M(kr" ) M(kr') 
< . 
M(r» ) ~ M(r«) 
This proves the theorem. 
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CHAPTER VIII 
ON THB CHARACTERISTIC FUNCTION OF A MEROMORPRTC FUNCTION 
8*1 INTRODUCTION. This chapter i s devoted to the study 
of the rate of growth of Ahlfors - Shimizu c h a r a c t e r i s t i c 
function TQ( r) of a meroraorphic function f(z) and the area 
function S(r) of the image of the disc | z\ < r on the Riemann 
sphere under the mapping f ( z ) . In section 8 .2 , we have 
obtained some r e s u l t s by using a general kind of comparison 
function which on spec ia l iza t ion gives the r e s u l t s of 
S.K.Singh ( [ 9 0 ] , p.10 par t 2 ) . In sect ion 8 . 3 , we have studied 
the comparative growth of TQ( r) and s( r) funct ions . Towards 
the end of t h i s chapter we have es tab l i shed a r e su l t on 
simultaneous convergence or divergence of two i n t e g r a l s 
involving T0( r) and S( r ) , r espec t ive ly . 
Let f(z) be meromorphic and non-constant in the open 
complex p lane . Following Hayman ' [ 2 5 ] , p . l l ] , we write 
i 2 i r 1 1ft 
m 0 ( r , a ) = - i ~ / l o g - - — - d G , z = r e l w 
0
 2ir o k{ f ( r e i e ) , a} 
where k(w,a) denotes the chordal distance on the Riemann 
sphere of the two points which project to w and a, and 
1 6 M 2 
•, r 2ir r | f « ( t e i e ) | 
S( r , f ) = S(r) = ( - ) J J i ; — , p 2 
v
 o o U l + | f ( r e i e ) | 2 ) 
> t d t de 
TTs(r) gives , with due regard to the m u l t i p l i c i t y , the 
area of image of | z| < r onto the Riemann sphere under the 
mapping f ( z ) . S( r) = o , i f and only i f fCz) i s cons tant , 
otherwise S( r) i s non-negative, non-decreasing and continuous 
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function of r [ 8 8 ] . This being so, S( r) represents the 
behaviour of the growth of f(z) on I z| = r . In f ac t , i f 
n ( r , a ) denotes the number of a -po in t s . . o f f(z) in I z| ,< r , 
then S(r , f ) i s the average value of n ( r , a ) as a moves over 
the Riemann sphere. 
Below i s the statement of the f i r s t fundamental theorem 
of Nevanlinna in the form of Ahlfors [2] and Shimizu [ 8 8 ] , 
11
 Suppose tha t f(z) i s meromorphic in the open disc 
I z| < R, o < R < °° • Then for every a, f in i t e or i n f i n i t e and 
o < r < R, we have 
r S(t) 
o 
provided f(o) ^ a '« . 
j -~— d t = N(r ,a) + mQ(r,a) - m0(o,a) [25] . . . ( 8 . 1 . 1 ) 
The i n t eg ra l in the l e f t side of (8 .1 .1) i s ca l led the 
Ahlfors,Shimizu c h a r a c t e r i s t i c function of f(z) and subsequently 
wi l l be denoted as TQ(r ,f) = TQ( r ) . Nevanlinna ( [51 ] , p . l 6? ) 
c a l l s T ( r , f ) " spherical normal " form of h i s c h a r a c t e r i s t i c 
function T ( r , f ) . For non-constant meromorphic functions, i t 
i s c l e a r tha t TQ( r) i s a pos i t i ve , s t r i c t l y increasing and 
convex function of log r . Also i t can e a s i l y be shown ( [ 2 5 ] , p . l 3 ) 
tha t T(r , f ) and TQ(r ,f) d i f f e r by a bounded function of r . 
By f a i r l y elementary methods, i t can be shown that for 
a meromorphic function of order f and lower order J\ , we have 
sup log T0(r) f g u p log s ( r ) 
l im ^
 nf = ss l im 1 .« — - . - • 
r - * ° o i n i log r ^ r - + < » i n i log r 
( [87 ] , [88 ] ) . . . ( 8 . 1 . 2 ) 
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Now, as o < f < °° , following Shah [74], we define f(t) 
to be proximate order of f(z), having the following properties: 
(i) fir) is real continuous and piece wise differentiate 





( i i ) f ( r ) •+( as r -+ 
( i i i ) r p« ( r ) log r -+ o as r 
8.2 GENERAL ISATIOH OF SOME fflTSULTS OF S.K.SINGH. 
I f o < f < °°, 
« 
* , , sup V r > i, , , sup S(r) 
— l i m J „4> _ « _ _ _ « _ 4 "* J- ini j. „ « "— •• • • 
p
 r - o o
i n f
 ^ 7 ^ e
 r-ooinf pf ' 
S.K.Singh (£90],p.l0 Part 2) has established the following 
results; 
(i) 6 < P B < 6(1+ log-**- ) , 
. "" ' . 6 
6 
v ( i i ) 6 < i - e < fc( p . 
* 
( i i i ) v+ 6 < efot , 
Here we establish the results which include the conclusions 
of S.K.Singh [ibid] as special case. We set 
r r 
A(r) a exp ( sJ&£l dx ), B( r) = J / t>(x)s (x) dx (6 > o) 
6 x 6 X ' _ 
a sup B< r ) c _ sup S(r) 
~ lim . x> **•' ' "" > = l im j x. 
D r-*oo i I U A( v> d r-+oo i n i r -»oc J-»J- A( r ) d r->oo •«•*"• A( r ) 
and prove. 
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THiOBEM 8.1 I f o < f < °° , then 
a .< c , . . . ( 8 . 2 . 1 ) 
b < d ( l +log 2. ) , . . . (8 .2 .2 ) 
"~ d 
b > d ,
 d . . . (8 .2 .S) 
a > - e c , . . . (8 .2 .4 ) 
"~ e 
To prove the theorem the following immediate lemma 
i s required. 
LBKMA 8.1 For every f i n i t e k > o 
A( r+kr) P 
-* ( 1 + k ) , as r -*• oo . 
A(r) 
PROOF. ¥e have (A(r+kr) r+kr
 ( ) 
I A(r) J r x 
But 
x=r+kr r+kr 
= [ f (x ) log x] - I ^ ( x ) l o g x d x . 
r+kr 
I J f«(x) logx dx | < 6 log (1+k), r > rQ( e ) 
Hence for su f f ic ien t ly large r 
/>(l+k)r fA(r+kr)) Kl+k)rj 
] + 0(1) . 
I A(r) J r^ V A V 
The re f o re , 
A( r+kr) p 
A(r)" ~* ( 1 + k > > a s r ~*°° b y ( 1 * 6 ) f19^* 
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PROOF OF KiEOBBM 8 . 1 , For every f i n i t e k > o and d < oo 
B(r+kr) 
r s(x) f (x) ( r + k r ) q , , p, . 
* 0 ( 1 ) + J ' Qbc + J s w ^ x ? dx 
. . . , (8.2,5) 
r S(X) A'(X) ^ ^ ^ q f v U t f r ^ 
> 0 ( 1 ) + J dx + J SCx)A(s)
 d x 
r 0 A(x) r A(X) > 
>OCD + (d-€) J A'(x)dx + S(r) . 
r r A(x) 




A ( r > S(r) A(r) (A(r+kr) 
> 0(1) + (d-G) "" +
 : log . A( r+kr) A( r ) A( r+kr) 
fA(r+kr)) 
I A(r) J 
Hence, -we get 
a > (1+k/ ( 1 + k / 
log(l+k) . . . . ( 8 .2 .6 ) 
b > dp (1+k/ (l+k)f log (1+k) . . . . ( 8 .2 .7 ) 
On the other hand (8 .2 .5 ) gives for c < °°, 
A( r+kr) 
B( r+kr) <
 0 ( 1 W (c+e)A(r) + S j g + M log f 
A(r+kr) K } A( r+kr) A( r+kr) I A( r) 
• . 
Hence 
a < 7 + f e log (k+1) 
- ( l+k) r ' 
and 
b < 
" U + k / 
which also hold when c = o° • 
• • • \ 8.2 .8) 
+ fd log (1+k) . . . . (8 .2 .9 ) 
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I t can be seen that the minima of t he r ight hand 
expressions in (8 .2 ,8 ) and (8 .2 .9 ) occur a t k = o and 
k = («! ) - 1 r e spec t ive ly . Subst i tut ing k = o in (8 .2 ,8 ) 
c ^ 
and k a (-—-) - 1 in ( 8 . 2 . 9 ) , we get (8 .2 .1 ) and (8 .2 .2 ) d 
respec t ive ly . 
The r igh t hand sides of (8 .2 .6 ) and (8 .2 .7 ) are maximum 
r c-d \ 
when k = exp |(XT" )j - 1 and k = o r e spec t ive ly . On 
subs t i t u t ion , these values give us (8 .2 ,4 ) and ( 8 . 2 , 3 ) , 
Thus, we have completed the proof of the theorem, 
8.3 COMPARATIVE GBOWTH OF TQ( r) AND S( r) . 
THEOREM 8.2 For a meromorphic function f(z) of order f and 
lower order 7> , we have 
limsup -2. < (1 - f~ ) . . . . (8 .3 .1 ) 
r - » °° s ( r ) l o g r r 
PROOF. When ^ o o r f = °° ( i . e . f~ = o ) , the r e s u l t , to be 
proved i s obvious. Hence we suppose tha t 7» o, p < oo and deduce 
from ( 8 . 1 . 1 ) , 
= 0(1) + 1 - L ( r ) . M(r) ( r -* oo )
 t 
where 
S( r ) log r 
. . . (8.3.2) 
r »• 
L(r) = X l o g x dS(x) / I ( log S(x))dS(x) 
r 
M(r) = I ( log S(x))ds(x) / S( r ) log r , 
ro 
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S( r) log s(r) - S(r) + a constant 
S(r) log r 
Now , 
log r •, 
liminf L( r) > liminf - r 
r-»-t»
 r.+oo log S(r) l 
and 
log S( r) 
l iminf M( r) = l iminf = 7>. 
r -»°o r -+ °° log r 
Subs t i tu t ing these values in ( 8 , 3 , 2 , we get ( 8 . 3 . 1 ) , 
Thus we have completed the proof of the Theorem. 
8.4 A THEOREM ON CONVBRGBWCB; AND DIVERGENCE. 
Towards the end of t h i s chapter , we wish to prove the 
following theorem. 
THEOREM 8.3 The i n t e g r a l s 
I , = J dx 
x




I 2 = X dx U > o) 
rQ x ( log x)J 
converge or diverge toge ther . 
PROOF. We have 
r S(x) 
I ""IT"*3' = V ) " V*o>> r> ro • r o 
He nee, 
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* d r * S(x) t
 d 
; j d x = j [ T0(r) - T ( r ) ] i o r ( l o g r ) 3 + l r o x rQ ° ° ° / J r C l o g r ) ^ 1 ' 
_
 r * > < ' ) • ' * < ' « > • , * + 1 * S(r) 
- j ( l o g r ) J r 3 r r ( l o g r ) J ' 0
 o 
y^-W
 + i I S(r) 
4 - - d r . 
- j ( l o g t ) 3 3 r r U o g r ) J J -
o 
Also, 
r r( logr)«^ J-
J « r ) t T 0 ( r 0 ) 
= x d r - I " d r 
rQ r ( logr )3+l rQ r ( l o g r ) J + l » 
t T 0 ( P ) T 0 ( r 0 ) x x 
r r ( logr )3+l 3 ( l o g t ) J ( l og* ) J 
o ° 
Tbe re f o re, 
J o dx + ° ° [ • \ • . x .] 
rQ x(logx)5+l j ( l og r ) J ( l o g r 0 ) 3 
_ T 0 ( r ) - T 0(r 0) x r s(x) 
= + - I .* dx , 
- 3 ( l o g r ) J 3 rQ x(logx)«> 
and so 
j J —2 dx + - ?—
 1 = J . dx . 
rQ x ( logx)J + 1 ( l o g r ) J ( l o g r 0 ) J r x( logx)3 
• • . ( 8 . 4 . 1 ) 
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Let us now suppose that 1^ i s convergent, then 
r 2 T (x) T0(r) .< 
e > x ° "~ - — ^ - ° ta
 > T ^ , i i1"2"^ r x ( logx)3 + 1 j ( logp)J 
G i s an a rb i t r a ry chosen posi t ive number, however small 
and so we have 
T0(r) 
° -* o as r -* °° . ( logr )^ 
The re f o r e , we have 
j L + H = I , H being a cons tan t . 1
 2 
From t h i s the convergence of I fol lows. 
On the otherhand i f I 2 i s convergent then, from 
(8 .4 .1 ) we get 
r
 V x >
 A
 To<x> 3 J - 2 , + 1 d x + T 2 x 1 < K» . . . ( 8 . 4 . 2 ) 
rQ x ( l o g x ) J  ( l og r ) J 
K being some constant and s ince, 
o 
both the terms of t h e l e f t hand side of (8 .4 .2 ) are posi t ive 
and t h i s ensures the convergence of 1^ • 
PROOF FOR DIVERGENCE. Suppose I± i s d ivergent , choose 
B, o < B < 1 then for large r and a r b i t r a r y large constant K, 
we have 
r
 T_(x) TQ(r) , 
K < J_ ... °
 n dx < L _ l _ [ - A - - 1 ] , 3 > o 





( log r)3 > K , r > r r 
Therefore, from (8 .4 .1 ) we see that I 2 > K. This 
ensures the divergence of I 2 . Now, suppose tha t I„ i s 
divergence. Then for large r 
r i (x) T Q ( r > j j __o
 d x + o > K ^ ^ (8.4.3) 
r x ( logx)J + 1 ( log r ) d 
o 
We now, say that 1^ i s divergent i f I i s so, for 
I i s convergent then 
-
 3 j __° dx < oo 
r 0 x ( logx) J 
and 
Vx> 
( log x ) ^ + l 
would have become a r b i t r a r y small for l a rge r . 
This leads to a cont radic t ion in view of ( 8 . 4 . 3 ) . 
Hence the theorem i s completely e s t a b l i s h e d . 
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1. - Introduction. 
In this paper we shall obtain the relations among entire functions of finite 
non-zero orders and types and study the relations among the coefficients in the 
TAYLOR expansion of entire functions and their orders and types. For simplic-
ity we confine our selves to the case of two complex variables. The case of an 
arbitrary finife number of variables is examined in the same way. 
Let 
m,n=o 
be a function of two complex variables z1 and z2, where the coefficients am>„ are 
complex numbers. The series (1.3) represents an entire function of two complex 
variables z1, z2 if it converges absolutely for all values of | zx | < oo and 
| z2 | < oo. 
M. M. DZRBASYAN ([1], p. 1) has shown that the necessary and sufficient 
condition for the series (1.1) to represent an entire function of variables zx 
and z% is 
(1.2) lim sup | am>TC |i/(«+»> = 0. 
m+n—»• oo 
Let 0r be a family of closed polycircular domains in space (st, e2) depen-
(*) Indirizzo: 43 Brahman Puri, Aligarh (TJ. P.), India. 
(**) Ricevuto: 17-X1I-1968. 
J . P. SINGH [2] 
dent on parameter r > 0 and possess the property that {zt, z2) e Qr if and only 
if (zjr, z2jr) e O f . The maximum modulus of the entire function f(zt, z2) is 
denoted by 
Mg(r, f) = maxj / (z 1 , z2) |, 
and the function will be called ©-order and ©-type respectively, if 
,. log log M„(r, I) 
(1.3) Qa == l i m SUP f ° , 
M 4) T ^ l i m s u p ' 0 8 ' ^ ' ^ . 
Set 
(3.5) 0 = <£0(m, n) = max ( | zx \m \ 22 |«), 
A. A. GOL'DKERG ([2], p. 146) has proved the following theorems: 
T h e o r e m A. All orders gc be equal and 
.. (m + n) log (TO + n) 
(i.6) e = ee = h m »UP . . . . I — n — • 
T h e o r e m B . ©-type T0 satisfies the correlation 
(1.7) (e Q Tg)lle = l im sup [(TO -f nyla{&g(m, n) j am>n \}>«"*+«)] , 
or, by (1.5), 
(1.8) (e Q Tfle -= l im sup [(TO + w)x/e{0 | am>n |}*/<-»+«>] . 
m+n-> co 
2. - Theorem 1. ie< 
/*(% , » 2)= 2 K,.»)* «r »" (& = 1, 2, ..., p) 
be p entire functions of finite non-zero orders glt g2 , ..., Q„ respectively. Then 
[3] ON THE OKDEK AND TYPE OF ENTIRE FUNCTIONS ... 
the function 
m, n= 0 
where 
{log (1/1 « v | )}- ' ~ f a, {log (1/1 (am>n)k |)}-
4 = 1 
(0 < ock < 3, OC-L + a2 + ... -f xv = 1) , 
is aw entire function such that 
Q <^a.kgk [Q is the order of f(zlt «„)]. 
t = i 
P r o o f . Since fK(zlt z2) is an entire function. Therefore, using (3.2), we 
have, for an arbitrary e and enough large B, 
1 /1 {am«)i \>(H— e)"'+" for m + n > lck, 
or 
log {1/1 (a,„„)k |} > (m + n) log(J?— e) for m + n > lck , 
or 
a*{log ( 3 / | (am>„)fc I)}-1 & a t / { ( m + w) log(i2- e)} for m + w > hk . 
Putting fc = 1, 2, ..., p and adding the p inequalities thus obtained, we get, 
for large m -\- n, 
p 
J a* {log (3/1 {an„)k J)}-1 < («! + a„ + ... + a,)/ {(m 4- n) log(E - e)} 
[m + n > & = max (kx, A;2, ..., &„)] . 
Thus, if 
{log (3/ j aOT>M j)}-i ~ f xu {log (1/ j {am<n)k j)}-i, J a» = 1 . 
J. P. SINGH [4] 
Then, for large m + n, 
{log (,1/j a,„ j„))}-1< ]/{(m + n)log(R— c)} for m + n > fc , 
or 
log (3/1 an>n |) >(m -4 w) log(E— g) f or m + w > fe , 
or 
lim sup | a,„ „ p/(>»+«) = 0 . 
H ence /(% , 22) is an entire function. 
Now using (1.6) for the function jk(zx, zz), we have 
lim sup <!^+ ") log(>^ + *) _ _ 
m+„-»«, log {1/j («,„,„),, |} 
Therefore, for an arbitrary s we get 
a*./{log ( 1 / | {am„)k | )}< ak {qk + e) {(m + w) log(m + w)}-i for m +n> kk, 
or 
a* {log (1/1 {a,„„)k I)}"1 < a* (qk + e) {(m + n) log(m -f w)}-1 for m + w > fc,.. 
Putting fc = 1 , 2, ..., 2> and adding the p inequalities thus obtained, we get 
P £ 
2 «* {log ( 1 / | (am„)k | )} - ' < £ a, (<?,, + e) {{m -\- n) log(w + «)}- ' 
[m + n > & = max (Tcr , 7c2, ..., &„)] . 
Since 
and we have 




 + w ) l og(m + w )
 < Y 
[5] ON T1I35 ORDEH AND TYPE OF ENTIRE FUNCTIONS . . . 




where Q is the order of f{z1, z2). 
3. - T h e o r e m 2. Let 
/*(«!, « . ) = 2 (««,»)* af*!! (fc = 1, 2> - , P) 
be p entire functions of finite non-zero orders gt, g2, ..., £„ respectively. Then the 
function 
oo 
f\Z\ , Z2) = _£ a m , n *i ^2 ) 
m, ti = o 
where 
l o g ( J / | a „ B | ) ~ I T { l o g ( l / i ( « m J t | ) } ^ ( 0 < a * < 1 , i > t = 3 ) , 
is aw entire function such that 
where Q is the order of f(zx, z2). 
P r o o f . Since fk(zl7 zz) is an entire function, therefore, using (3.2), we 
have for arbitrary e and enough large J? 
V1 (««,,„)* | X-K— £)*"+" for m +n>lck, 
or 
log{l/1 (am>n)k \}>(m + n) log(R— s) for m +n>kk, 
or 
{log (1/1 (am>„)* |)}** > ( m + »)»* pog(J2— e)]«* for m + n>kk. 
J. P. SINGH [6] 
Putting h = 1 , 2, ..., p and multiplying the p inequalities thus obtained, we 
get, for large m 4- n, 
IT{log 0/1 K»,«)* DYh >im + w) log(i?— e) • 
Therefore, if 
log ( 1 / | amn |) ~ n { l ° g (1/1 («™..)* |)}"* , 
1 = 1 
then, for large m + w, 
log (1 /1 fl„>B|) > ( m + «)\og(S — e). 
Hence 
limsup | am<n U «>••+») _ 0 , 
and /(«!, 22) is an entire function. 
Now using (1.6) for the function fh(zx, z2), we have 
(m, + 7)) log(m + «) lim sup
 f , — — T - -= pk . 
„,+„_>„ log {1 /1 («,„,„)* |} 
Therefore, for an arbitrary e we get 
1/ {log (1/1 (»„„)* | )}< ( ^ + e) {(m + w) log(m + n)}-i for m +n>kk, 
or 
yO. {log( l / | (a,„n) , | )}- a*< (e+s)^{(m + w)^{log(m+w)}-a/. for m + w > fc*. 
Putting k = 1 , 2, ..., p and multiplying the p inequalities thus obtained, we 
get, for large m + n, 
or 
n { l o g (1/ | («»,„)* |)}—* < IT (e* + e)«*{(»» + ») log(m + »)}-*, 
.. (m + n) log(m+ n) ' 
hm sup -*- • <
 n & . sup 
m+n-> oo nF>g{i/i(aM.,)*i} 
-*-iU 
[7] ON THE ORDER AND TYPE OF ENTIRE FUNCTIONS . . . 
Thus, if 
log (1/| am„ |) ~ n { l o £ 0/1 (*«.,«)* I)}'" , 
then 
Hence 
hm sup , , ; < r r of*. 
Q < n QtK> 
where £ is the order of f(z1, z2). 
4. - T h e o r e m 3 . Let 
be p entire functions of finite non-zero orders QX, Q2 , ..., gv and finite non-zero 
types (x) Tx, T2, ..., Tv respectively. Then the function 
!J!,n=o 
where 
log (1/| (Pa™,, |) ~ n { l o g ( l / | < P • («„„)* |)}°* (0 < « , < ! , 2 « t = 1] 
is aw entire function such that 
T < n (T/tr*, 
wfeere p and T are the order and type of ffa, z2) respectively provided 
i1) The types 1\ , 1\ , ..., Tv correspond the same family of polyoirciilar domains Qr . 
J. P. SINGH 1.8] 
P r o o f . ] t is easy to prove t ha t f(zlt z2) is an entire function. Fur the r , 
using (3.8), for the function fk(zx , z2) we have 
lira sup [(TO + n)1^* { 0 | («„,«)* i}1"'^'1 '] = (e
 Qk Tk)1'^ . 
m+n—> oo 
For arbi t rary sk > 0 a.nd sufficiently large TO + TO, we have 
(TO -|- n)1'"* { 0 | (a„,„)k |}i/(•»+») < {e e t (T* + £fc)}1/<?* for m + TO > hk. 
P u t e e i ( T , + £ , ) = - A , , 
(TO -I- TO)1/"* { 0 | («„,,)„ |}i«»•+»> < ( J
 s)1/e ' . for m+n>kk, 
or 
1 m + n m, -\- n 
log — j - —j > log — - — for m + n>kk, ® I ( a m , n ) t I Qk 
or 
4 * 
f 1 l « t (m + TO)"* f, «'< + ™1 
P ^ x i } > - * - ilog — } 
for sufficiently large TO + TO. 
P u t t i n g lc — 1, 2, ..., /} and mult iplying p inequalities thus obtained, we 
have 
n 
for sufficiently large TO + TO > h, or 
» f 1 I** m + TO » I, m + Ml'"* 
for TO + w > fc 
m + TO * |„ log -l* a* , 
> " ^ TT 3 - , , * J lOg TO + TO 
> 
Tin, + TO ] _ J ; * + Oflog (m +n))-» 
i f i log (m + n) log(TO -f TO) for TO + TO > lc. 
I 9] ON THE ORDER AND TYPE OF ENTIRE FUNCTIONS . . . 
Thus, if 
log 
0 a, i,» | & = i n g^ 
i < * " 
4> K„,«),, ( 0 < a f c < 1 , ] T a t = l ) , 
we obtain, for sufficiently large m + w, 
] m -|- '/I. 
log —| j > 
* log yJ,,. 
1




(m + n){& | a„ „ |}e'('"+"> < (m + w)0 
t = l l o g (W4 + » ) 
lim (m + w)/5 -= J J A'**-, where ^ = e gk Tk, 
we obtain 
lim sup{(m+ n) (<J> | «.,„_„ |)e/<>»+<0}< J J (e Qk TkyK 
Hence 
or 
eeT < J J (e Qk Tky* , 
T
 < IT (T*Tk > where T is type of / ( ^ , z, 
5. - T h e o r e m 4. Let 
CO 
1 lAZt 1 Z2j — 2, \a'm,n)k Zi (k=l, 2, ..., p) 
. j . P . srNGir [10] 
be p entire functions of finite non-zero orders Q1} g2, ..., p^and finite non-zero 
types 2\ , 1\ ..., Tv respectively. Then the function 
CO 
m, n= 0 
(0 < aA. < 1 , «! -f a2 + . . . + < % „ = 1) 
p 
is an entire function such that (g T)1^ < J J (gk 2',.)"*'e>. , wfcere p and T are the 
order «w$ i?/pe o/ f(zt, z2) respectively provided 3 /? = X xiJP" • 
k=l 
P r o o f . I t is easy to prove that f(zlt z2) is an entire function. Using (3.8) 
for the function fl{z1, z2), we have 
lim sup [(m f n)1'^{0 | (am>n)t | }'/<•»+»>] = (e g,; T,)1/e* , 
or 
lira sup [(m + n),/e*{tf> | (afflfW)fc |}i/('»+«)]** = (<? gA Tky*lQ* . 
Putting fc = 3 , 2, ..., 2> a^<l multiplying p inequalities thus obtained, we get 
P V 
n lim sup [(m + n)lle" {0 | (am„)k | } ' /(«+«)] ^ = J J (e ^ T,,)^/s'< , 
or 
or 
fc= 1 m +?!—»• c» 
3> 
lim sup JJ 
m+n—> co kal 
  XT [<m + »?'),"/8" { 0 1 (««-,«)«= |}""/<m+n)] < I T (c e* T*-)a" / p 
+ «—!• o  4 = 1 fc=l 
lim sup [(m -|- m)l/e* { ^ f l K«.»,«)*'11}1/'"'^] < IT (e 0* T*)"*lBh • 
Hence again using (1.8) for f(zx, «2), we obtain 
(e g T)11* <fl(e g,c Tlc)x^ , 
[ 1 ] ] ON THE ORDER AND TYPE OF ENTIRE FUNCTIONS . . . 
or 
(e ?)lle < IT (e* 2,*)"»/e*, 
where g and T are order and type of f{zx, z2). 
C o r o l l a r y . If all fh(zy, z2) arc of same finite non-zero order, then 
T < n (T,,)a'.. 
k-1 
I trfake the opportunity to express my thanks to Dr. S. PL. DWTVEDI for 
his helpful suggestions and guidance in the preparation of this paper. 
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S u m m a r y . 
In this paper we obtain certain relationships among entire functions of finite non-zero 
orders and types. Further, we study the relations among the coefficients in the Tay lo r exp-
ansion of entire functions and their orders and types. 
* * * 
ON THE MEANS OF AN ENTIRE FUNCTION AND ITS DERIVATIVES 
J. P SINGH V 
Some propertiesi of the lower "and upper limits of particular means of an entire 
function and its derivatives are obtained. These properties are extensions of some 
previously'prdved,' under less general conditions, by R P SRIVASTAVA, P K, KAMTHAN 
a n d O P •.ItjNEJA. 
1 Let f{z) be an entire function of order e, and lower order X For 0 < <5 < oo and 
z = re<&, let 
(1.1) I Mb (r)}° = p t (r) * ~ J |./(«*») |» d»f 
and 
(1.2) { Mb(r,f™) }& = n (r,/<»>) = j ^ j |/""> (««») \*'dOi 
0 
where fw (z) denotes the /n-th derivative of f(z). Then the following results are 
known' 
Theorem [ r ] . For every entire function /(z), other than a polynomial, 
i 
Mt ( r , / ( s ) ) \ s 
(1.3) bm sup -r-— =
 s 
Theorem^ [2]. For 1 ^  S < oo 
_i_ 
, f-M8( /%/U )n* 
(14) Jim sup —lour ~ * 
(here r ->• oo excluding a set of values of r having measure zero). 
1) 1 wibh to express my sincere thanks to Dr. S« H DWIVEDI for run helpful suggestions and 
guidance in the preparation of this paper. 
(63) 
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JUNEJA ['] proved the following result as a corollary: 
1 
If f{z) is an entire function of lower order i ! > H and order g ( < oo ), then 
Theorem [' ] . For every entire function f{z), other than a polynomial, 
sup'o^l^-^P (1.6) limLT 1 M»(r,/) / _
 = g ( 0 < ^ < 1 ) 
r-Kx; log r A • 
where r tends to infinity through values excluding an exceptional set of at most finite 
measure. 
For <5 = 1, R. P. SRIVASTAVA [B] has given a proof of (1.3), when the upper limit 
is only considered. For 1 ^  8 < oo, P. K. KAMTHAN [2] has given a proof of (1.4) for 
the upper limit only and under the condition that r -*• co excluding a set of values of r having 
measure zero. Their methods, infact, fail to give the lower limit. The result (1.5) has been 
obtained by O. P. JUNEJA, imposing the condition on the lower order. In the case 0 < S < 1 
O. P. JUNEJA has given a proof of the result (1.6) (see [']), when the upper limit is only 
considered. His method, in fact, fails to give the lower limit of the left-hand expression in (1.6). 
Our aim in this paper is to prove some results on the means of an entire function 
and its derivatives. We prove the following : 




/-> 1^ v SUP M6(r,f) _ e 
where S ^ 1 and m = 1,2 ,..., m. 
Remark. This result is stronger than that of JUNEJA in the sense that it does not 
impose the additional condition X > 1 H • 
m 
To prove this theorem we require the following lemmas : 
Lemma 1. For an entire function f(z) 
(2.2) lim s u P 1 o g l o g M 5 ( r , / ) = e , 
r-+co mf logr X 
This lemma has been proved by RAHMAN [6], 
Lemma 2. If f{z) is an entire function of order Q and lower order X and ( 5 ^ 1 , then 
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(2.3) "X'l^ > \**"*WT ( i — r - . . . « < . < i 
Mb(r,j) , I r log/- J 
Proof. It is known that [3] 
M 8 (/ ,/ ') \osMh{r,f) — \ogMb{r0,f) 
Mb{r,f) " it log r 
Replacing f(z) by f (z), we have 
Mb (/', /__) log Mb (r,f ) — log Mb (/„ , / ) Mb{r,f ) 
^ jogj>f , ( r , /* ")
 g 0 < a , _ 1 < l . 
r logr " ' * ' 
Putting A: = 1,2,..., m and multiplying the m inequalities thus obtained, we get 
m 
TT log Ma^, /"- 0) 
M5 (r,/<•">) _t=l fV 
M 6 ( r , / ) ^ (rlogr)"1 ' * • a ~ H «*-!• 
Now by LemmaTll we have 
log Mb (r, / ° ) ^ (1 - e) log M 8 (f, / ) . 
Hence for all r > r0 > 1, we get 
A / 
M 8 
which is (2.3). 
<r-f ') > / iog^»(r,/) f
 (1 _,)»-» . a 
i (»-,/) I clogc I 
Lemma 3. If /(z) is of finite order Q and lower order I, then for r > r0 
(2.4) « , ( r , / W ) < r M + * M M J { f l / l 
and for an infinite sequence of values of r tending to infinity 
(2.5) Mb(r,f(m))<^-1+^mMb(r,f) 
where <5 ^ 1 and s is positive. 
Proof. It is enough to prove (2.4) since the proof of (2.5) is similar. 
We know [s] that for every « > 0 and large r 
Mb(r,f ) < r Mb{r,f ). 
Giving k the values 1,2, 3 ,...,m and multiplying the m inequalities thus obtained, we 
get for large r 
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Mf, (r,f ) < r Mh (r,f) 
which is (2.4). 
Proof of Theorem 1. Lemma 2 leads to 
A»>\ •> ' . 
log log M5 (i) log log r g
 I M 8 ( r , / ) J 
log r ^ log r 
Proceeding to limits and using Lemma 1, we get 
, o g J ^ / ( m ) ) \ ^ 
(2.6) lim »P * " • < ' • » > 
r^cc inf logr 
log r 
— x 
+ o (1). 
From Lemma 3, we have 
J,m\ 
(2.7) lim r 
8
 l JWT»Cr,/) / 
r_>oo inf logr X 
Comparing (2.6) and (2.7), we get (2.1). 
3. Theorem 2. For every entire function f(z), other than a polynomial) 
,(mX . 1 
l M&(r,f) ) (3.i) hm SUP — i - J ^ < ^ L J _ = ? , 0 < a < 1. 
rH.oo inf logr I 
where r tends to infinity trough values excluding an exceptional set of at most finite measure. 
.The proof of this theorem requires the following lemmas : 
Lemma 4. For every entire function fiz), other than a polynomial, outside an 
exceptional set of at most finite measure, 
(3.2) Mb (r, /"°) ^Mb(r,f) f ^ L T { j _ kv ( r )" W } 
where v if) denotes the rank of maximum term in /(z) for | z | = r, k is positive constant 
and 0<(5 < 1,[']. 
Lemma 5. If f(z) is of finite order g and finite lower order A, then for r > r0 
(3.3) Mb 0-,/(m)) ^ / p - 1 + s ) ™ M 8 ( r , / ) , 0 < S < 1 , r^r0(e) 
and for an infinite sequence of values of r tending to infinity 
(3.4) Mb (r, f')) -£ r&~' +t)m M 8 (r, / ) , 0 < a < 1. 
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Proof. It is known [4] that 
Mb{r,f) ^ /•<P~'+e) Mh(r,f) , 0<<)<\. 
Then the proof of the Lemma follows on the lines of that of Lemma 3. 
Proof of Theorem 2. Lemma 4 leads to 
(3.5) r Sup 
lira . . 
g
 I Mj,(r,f) J 
log/-
while from (3.3) and (3.4) we get • 
] j m sup logv(r) = Q 
r_oo inf -log/- X 
(3.6) lim sup 
inf 
8
 \ M & ( r , / ) / 
logr 
Comparing (3.5) and (3.6), we get (3.1). 
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O Z E T 
Bir tarn fonksiyon ve bu tain fonksiyonun t i ircvlen ile tanimlanan bazi ozel o r t a l amalann 
alt ve iist l imitlerinin bfizi ozellikleri ispat edi lmektedir . Bu sonuclar , d a h a d a r bir 
cer?eve icinde R . P . SRIVASTAVA, P . K. K A M T H A N ve O. P . JUNEJA taraf indan elde edilen 
bazi bagint i larm genellestirilmesidir. 
